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As your Chairman
I wish ro thank
all members
fur their continuinz
support to the Society since the decision at the Annual General Meeting
in 1964 to raise the annual subscription to fifteen shillings to new members

on joi.ni.ng and to existing members as from lst Janu;iry, 1966.
At the beginning of 1965 our iota! membership stood at 277. Since
then 24 new members have joined, and allowing for a few members who
have gone astray our present total membership stands at 290. At the same
time 29 Ornithologists
from 12 countries
have become Corresponding
Members.
CHANGES IN THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Captain P. P. 0. Harrison, xr.x., who has now retired from the service
has been replaced as Merchant Navy Rcprcseiuarivc on the Editorial and
Advisory Members Panel by Captain E. F. Aikman, xr.x. Members will
remember 'he many sea bird re pons and articles contributed by Captain
Harrison, including'
his publication "Sea Birds of the South Pacific-A
handbook for passengers and seafarers." Captain Aikrnau's long experience
i11 t hu observation of birds at sea wil! he of particular value.
Captain R. Casement. 0.11.1·:., 1cN., has retired from the Vice-Chairmanship after serving in this post since: 1954, but will be remaining in
close touch with the society.
Captain T. E. Barlow, o.s.c., u.x., 1\'110 was our Hon. Secretary and
Treasurer in 1950, has been elected Vice-Chairman.
REPORTS FROM SEA
Reports from our members at sea received since lxt January, 1965,
increase annually and this year have been augmented by the special reports
arising from operation "Navado" and rhe British Ocean Weather Ship
reports. Excluding the latter the number of individual reports received up
to-date arc as follows: Standard Sea Report Sheets (sea birds): 53 passages
Census Sheets (sea birds): 2li
Sea Report Sheets (land birds): 20 passages
Reports on birds examined in the hand:
Sea bi rds : 28
Land birds: 20
lHRD PHOTOGRAPHY AT SEA
Perhaps the most outstanding aspect of the activities of our members
at sea recently has been the marked interest in acquiring the an of bird
photography. 1t is only possible to reproduce in Sea Swallow a very few of
what "r believe must rapidly be becoming a unique collection of photograph., and slides now held by our Society. I am indeed grateful for the
generosity of those who have pur their phocographs at our disposal. Some
of the most ouisianding cont ributious received this year arc quoted below:
PHOTOGRAPllS

Captain ]. H. Adams, !{.!\'.-Soot)' Tern. Chief Officer
,11.x.-Albatrosses, Magnificent frigate-Birds,
Bro\\·11 Boobies,

J

Ag11cw,
Red-hilled

Five

Gull and colour photographs
of 13ullcr's Albatrosses, Captain D. Stam
(Netherlands
M.N.)-Aden
Gulls, Liulc Auk, Grey Phalaropc.
Captain
G. S. Ritchie, H.N. (Photos by 1 aval Airman K. F. Rushby)-Series
of
photographs
or Leach's Storm-Petrels,
Wilson's Storm-Petrels,
Laughing
Gulls, Bluo-Iaccd
Boobies,
Pomarinc
Skuas and immature
Gannets.
Second Officer M. E. Jones, ~1.1'.-Black-footed
Albatrosses, Black-vented
Shearwatcr, Pomar inc Skuas, Japanese Gull, Glaucous Gull. Mr. E. D.
Macdonald (Ocean Weather Ship)-Immature
Kittiwakes, Fulmer Petrels,
Little Auk. Lieut. R. Ieilson, R.:".-Blue-footed
Booby, Great Frigate-Bird.
CoLOUH

Screes

Surgeon Commander
D. G. Daluiesh.
R.:".-llro,,·n
Boobies and
Noddics 011 St. Pauls Rocks,
Inca-Tern,
Quanay
Cormorants
and
Chilean Pelicans. Mr. A. L. Durand-Tristan
Great Shearwatcr, Whitefaced Storm-Petrel. Third Officer Brakenbriclge, ~1.1'.-White-faced
StormPetrel, Common Noddy, Glaucous-winged
Gull, Indian River Terns,
Black-footed Albatross, Herring Gull.
A number of excellent photographs of land birds on board have also
been received.
PROJECTS

OF INTEREST
" 1AVAoo··.
A summary of the ohscrvations
the first phase is included in this volume.

0PER.\TI01'

covering

of sea birds

From ] uly to the end of September,
I 966, H..xr.s. Vidal will be
undertaking
five further oceanographic
surveys in northern waters from
the British Isles towards Norway, Iceland, Greenland and Labrador each
cruise lasting three or four weeks. Captain C. S. Ritchie, n.s.c., R.N., who
has directed the ornithological
observation: in earlier phases, will have
relinquished
command of n.xi.s. Vidal 10 become Hydrographer
of the
Navy in Aag rank on l st January, 1966. ff a proper and continuous record
of observations of sea and land birds is to be maintained the provision of
a volunteer ornithologist to embark for one or more of these cruises and to
coordinate hirdwatching is an essential n-quircrncnt and a place is being
reserved accordingly. The actual accommodation
will be somewhat basic
in a scientific dormitory for six.
R.N.13.W.S. will be glad to hear from any prospective volunteers who
need not necessarily be members of R.N.B.W.S.
Volunteers should write
for further details to Captain G. S. Tuck, n.x., Prattendens,
Bury, Pulborough, Sussex.
REPORTS FROM 13RITTSH OCEAN WEATHER SHIPS
It is hoped to build up a more permanent organisation
for recei,·ing
observations of sea and land birds from our Ocean Weather Ships. We are
greatly indebted to the excellent records received from our first two
observers, a summary of which is recorded in this volume.
THE PACIFIC
Washington,

PROJECT
(Smithsonian
D.C., 20560)

Institution,

Div:

of

Birds,

To learn more about sea bird migration some 300,000 sea birds in the
mid-Pacific i. lancls have been marked with numbered United States Fish
and Wildlife Service aluminium lcgbands. Of these over 60,000 have been
marked with + inch coloured plastic streamers.

Six

R.N.B.W.S.
has been invited
to cooperate,
and this acids a further
incentive
ro birdwatching
in the Pacific Ocean. Members
arc asked to take
the following
action as occasion
arises:
(a)

If a dead sea bird is rccovcred-s-Rcrnovc

and

return

leg band

to

address shown.
<b) If a live sea bird is recovered-Note leg band number, leave band
place and release bird. Forward band number to address shown.

111

(c) If a leg streamer is sighted-Record the name and Description of the
bird seen and the colour of the strcamcr-e-Forward
details to the
Smithsonian Institution, Division of Birds, Washington, D.C., 20560.
In all cases includeDate, Latitude and Longitude or location of
sighting, your name and address and quo le R.N .B.\•V.S.
MIGRATION

OF SOOTY TERNS-R.N.U.W.S.

COOPERATION

The handing of Sooty Terns at breeding stations at Dry Tortugas,
Florida, began in 1959, and at Morant Cays, Jamaica, in 1964. In 1965,
52,000 adults and 87,000 juveniles were banded at Dry Tortugas and 3,200
adults and 800 juveniles at Morant Cays.
The most important fact revealed to-date is that some juvenile birds
in their first Autumn cross the Atlantic to the West African Coast, probably
in the Doldrums in early October. Already fourteen juveniles in their
first year have been recovered along the shores of the Gulf of Guinea,
Monrovia, Nigeria and the Cameroons. The rate of recovery is very low
and so, since 1965, an increasing number of Sooty Terns have been
banded with 4-inch leg streamers of brightly coloured plastic visible at sea
up to about 100 yards. The colours are dark pink, yellow-green and yellow.
R.N.13.W.S.
members arc asked to cooperate by sending reports of
any such streamers seen, gi,·i11g elate and posit iou, colour of streamer and
whether bird was in adult or juvenile plumage, direct to: W. B. Robertson
Jnr., Park Biologist, U.S. National Park Service, P.O. Box 279, Homestead,
Florida 33030, U.S.A. The observers name, quoting R.N.B.W.S. should
be added.
The mos; important areas lo be watched arc the equatorial mid
Atlantic (October),
the coastal areas of West Africa (October/November),
bet\\'CC11 5°S. and l 2°N., and in the Caribbean area (September/October).
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE ORNITHOLOGICAL

SOCIETY

The inaugural meeting of the newly formed R.A.F.O.S. took place
on 23rd October, 1Y65, at which Dr. W. R. P. Bourne and myself were
invited to say a few words. We were very glad of this opportunity of
meeting their Chairman, Squadron Leader A. A . .J. Hudson and Hon
Secretary, Flight Sergeant F. ]. Walker, who have clone so much to
establish this new society on a firm basis. R.N.B.W.S. looks forward to
establishing close ties with the interests of R.A.F.0.S.
TI-IE. ORNITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF VIETNAM
I\ letter which I was delighted lo receive from Mr. Philip Wildash,
Pro-Consul of the British Embassy, Saigon, tells me of the formation of
the Ornithological Society of Vietnam with the object of stimulating the
study and protection of birds. The society has already produced an initial
check list of the birds of Vietnam.
Scuen

The Society would be very glad to get in touch with anyone who has
studied birds in Vietnam.
The present
address is Zoology Dept., Faculty
of Science,
227 Cong Hoa, P.O. Box A'.Z, Saigon, Vietnam.

THE SEABIRD GROUP
The Seabird Group is now formally constituted, sponsored by the
B.0.U., B.T.O., and R.S.P.B., whose nominated representatives form pan
of its executive committee. Dr. VV. R. P. Bourne is Hon. Secretary, from
whom prospectus can be ohiaiucd, and correspondence should be addressed
to him c/o The British Ornithologists Union, l:lircl Room, British Museum
(Natural 1-1 istory), Cromwell Road, London, S. W. 7.
Brictly the Group's principal object it to bring together ornithologists
interested in the seabirds of the waters surrounding the British Isles, to
coordinate and circulate news of work being carried out and to develop
cooperative research in all aspects of the study of seabird biology.
UO/\RSTALL, BUCKS, W[l.DFOWL RESERVE
Mr. ]. G. Worgen who has sent us manv interesting
reports while
serving with the Post Oflicc Service i11 Cable J .aying Ships has now taken
up a permanent post with the Wildfowlcrs Association of Great Britain
and Ireland as Wardcn/Decoyman
of the wildfowl reserve at Boarstall.
His address is Decoy Couagc, Boarstall,
r. Brill, Aylesbury, Ducks. He
will be very pleased to welcome R.N.B.W.S.
members to the reserve, but
requests notice in advance.
G. S. TUCK,
Editor.
WILFRED BACKHOUSE ALEXANDER 1885-1965
W. B. Alexander was the oldest of rhrce brothers who have made an
outstanding contribution to world ornithology, both at home and abroad.
Trained as a biologist at King's College, Cambridge, he wok little interest
in birds until he went to Australia in 1912, where he was Curator to the
West Australian Museum, and during the First World War participated
in the first major successful project in biological pest control, the introduction of a South A111crica11 insect to control introduced prickly pears in
Australia. He learnt to know seabirds during voyages made on this project,
and wi t h the encouragement of the rising authority on the subject, Dr. R.
C. Murphy, completed the first "field guide" to them, his "Birds of the
Ocean", in a year on his way home in the mid 1920s. It has remained the
only comprehensive work on all seabirds ever since, and has been acknowledged as the original inspiration
of Mr. Peterson's later revolutionary
illustrated
landbird field-guides a well.
On his return he worked at Oxford from I ~30, where he built the
Edward Grey Institute of field Ornithology and the _great library that
bears his name into national institutions, and also inspired the original
development of the whole British bird observatory system.
This brief summary can hardly convey his character adequately. He
was a stubborn individualist
with a straightforward boyish manner even
when I knew him, and made a lasting impression especially on the younger
people with whom he came in contact, including myself during an unforgettable fortnight on Fair Isle in 1949. Those of llS who had the privilege
of knowing him must feel a special sort of sadness with his passing, at the
loss of a great and original man such as we arc unlikely to meet again.
W.R.PJ3.

liight

OBSERVATIONS

OF SEA BIRDS

By W. R. P. Bourne

lNTRODUC:TION
Since the character of these notes changes and develops over the
years, ll. may be useful lO reforrnulam their aim.
It is to provide a
c.umulauve. annual summary of work on seabirds, with particular attention to original work at sea by members of the R.N.B. W.S. and their
collaborators, but also llOLing Other work of interest published elsewhere
in passing. The original
notes supplied by observers arc published
directly in ··Sea Swallow"
where they are of special interest, and are
otherwise summarised Ior the calendar year in which they were received,
since ,·oyagcs often run on from one year to another, and there is often
also much delay before they arc sent in. We arc noting useful literature
published since these summaries started in 1959 as soon as we come
across ii. Wr arc always glad to hear of intrrcsting past observations or
publications
that have been overlooked.
Since from time to time we receive a variety of comments on what
we publish, it may also be useful lO restate the criteria on which it is
selected.
A first aim is to convey a lair impression of the work ol
members and the material available
for analysis,
best shown by the
preliminary list of observations
received. Many of them are routine
information which docs no! acid to knowledge taken alone, though many
observations taken together will do so in time, and these arc filed in the
Bird Room at the British Museum (! atural History), where together
with anything provoking doubt they arc available for examination on
request to the Director. The next aim is to select from ibis material
and the published information new observations of interest, summarising
any details provided where they seem likely to be useful 10 document
records or to add to knowledge. Finally, we try to comment on points
causing difficulty or tho e suggesting new lines of investigation,
a category including a good many of the stranger observations sometimes provoking criticism.

u

TERNATlON/\L

C:Ol.L/\HOR/\T!ON

OF SE/\lHRD

TN THE /\NAf.VSIS

OB ERVATI01

.s

The Royal Naval Bird Watching Society has been accumulating a
steadily growing mass of routine observations of seabirds for more than a
decade in the first comprehensive world-wide data-collecting scheme of its
type. In recent years it has only been possible to record the more interesting observations in Sea Swallow, where we also feel our space should be
devoted to a survey of other literature as well, in an attempt to give more
coherence to marine ornithology as a subject. The time has now perhaps
come to set out some idea for the future analysis of the observations that
we, and a gro\\·ing number of other people throughout the world, have
been collecting in such numbers.
Our first principle so far has been to develop effective recording
methods, to train accurate recorders, and to build 11p a supply of information about seabirds which will permit the proper study of their natural
history and distribution. Limited amounts of this information have long
made it possible to plot the distribution of most seabirds in a general way.
We arc now moving into a new position. where the amount of informa-

Ni11e

t ion

received presents an impossible problem for ordinary manual analysis
and derailed publication.
At this stage it seems time to consider following
other branches of science hy taking to mechanical methods of analysis;
and since this is extremely complicated and expensive it is going to require
the enlistment of additional resources to apply the new techniques.
The path ahead is indicated by the recent Botanical Society of the
British Isles smYey of the distribution of British plants, and the plans beingdeveloped
by the British Trust for Ornithology
among others for the
analysis of all types of landbircl data. The basic information obtained is
recorded on punched cards or tape and sorted mechanically,
in the extreme
development
by a computer,
which with the B.S.B.I. scheme produced
maps ready for publication. We have already much of the data required
for the initiation of such a scheme, and there is more distributed around
the world; our problem is now 10 secure international agreement over the
pooling of this data and rhc best means of initiating a joint approach to
its use, since there is nothing more ridiculous than two computers competing to do the same job, each with exactly half the information required to
make it a success.
In order to avoid Iurure confusion it would be necessary to formulate
clearly from the start what resources arc available, what part different
contributors should play in the work, and in particular how the results
should be shared. f\ large pan of the design would obviously be determined by the resources available in the form of raw observations, finance,
trained personnel, mechanical
aids for analysis, and facilities for printing
and publication of the encl product. To secure general cooperation such a
scheme would presumably have to be conducted by a representative committee of all the interests involved, which could secure general support for
a common programme.
The R.N.B. W.S. has already shown the \\'ay to develop a data-collecting scheme for all oceans, and within the last year the British National
Ornithological
Societies have combined co sponsor the development of a
joint Seabird Group io organise seabird studies in our home waters and
provide a national base for wider cooperation. It is to be hoped that at
the International Congress it may prove possible 10 agree on the formation
of a representative
international
organisation
t0 promote
the proper
development of this irucrnational
subject in the way that it deserves.
The XIV International Ornithological Congress held in Britain in
July, 1966, has provided an invaluable
meeting place 10 discuss such
liaison, and we arc able to report the first moves towards co-operation
as we go to press. Preliminary discussions were held during the course
of the preceding cruise around the north of Scotland on M.S. "Devonia,'
when 900 ornithologists were able to examine our best seabird colonies
at close quarters, and substantial
agreement was obtained
on desirable
means and objects before the company adjourned to Oxford.
At a
meeting of over a hundred representatives of different countries there
on 2+th July it was then ag1 eecl 10 address a petition to the International
Ornithological
Committee (the Commit tee of 100) which organises the
Congresses for the formation of a Standing Committee to organise international liaison for work on seabirds, which would meet at all future
Congresses. This resolution was accepted by the Irucrnational
Ornithological
Cornmiuce, who have appoinicrl t hc following
Iutcrnarional
Seabird Committee:-

Ten

Professor V. C. Wynne-Edwards
(Great Britain), Chairman;
Dr. R. A. Falla (New Zealand);
Dr. F. Goethe (Germany);
Mons.
C. jouanin (France); Dr.
. h. Kuroda (Japan);
Professor K. H.
Voous (Holland);
Dr. G. E. Warson (U.S.A.);
Dr. W. R. P. Bourne
(Great Britain), Secretary.
The Committee is currently exploring the most efficient means of
organisation and sources of support; early activities arc likely to include
an attempt to secure more international
agreement over names for seabirds and recording techniques,
and the production
of a simple newsletter, while later we hope to set up regional data-collecting centres, one
or more international
data-processing
centres with computer facilities,
and perhaps to found an international
scientific journal. Those who wish
to be informed of progress should notify me (via The Seabird Group,
c/o British Ornithologists'
Union.
British
Mu eum (Natural
History),
Cromwell Road. London. S.W. 7).

REPORTS RECEIVED IN 1964
The following people hereafter
referred
vided sea reports and censuses during 1964: -

to by their

initials,

pro-

Mr. E. P. Agate, H.M.S. Protector. U.Kc-Falkland
Island Dependencies
and return
via Tristan,
October,
1963-/\pril,
1964.
24 pages reports.
Chief Officer J. H. Agnew, M.S. Wharanui. Brisbane to Aden via
the Torres Strait, junc-july, 1964. 6 pages reports.
Captain C. C. Atkinson,
M.V. Clan Mackintosh.
Four voyages from
Britain to West and South Africa and return, January, 1963February, 1964. 6 pages reports. and one census sheet
from
Walvis Bay.
Mr. J. 0. Brinckley,
M.S. Mabel Warwick.
Five return voyages
U.K.-West Africa, March-July, 1964. 14 pages reports.
Mr. S. E. Chapman, M.V. Cienfuegos.
Three return voyages U.K.west coast South
America,
November,
1963-/\ugust,
1964.
I 0 pages reports.
Mr. E. J. Doyle, M.V.Ebro. U.K.-California
via Panama and return,
April-July,
1964. 7 pages reports.
Captain P. P. 0. Harrison and the officers of S.S. Kent. Numerous
voyages between Britain and Middle East oil pons December,
I 963-0ctober,
I 964, with one voyage Kuwait-Whangari
(New
Zealand-Singapore-Kuwait
May-July, and then a return trip
from Kuwait to Mombasa July-August.
I 03 pages reports,
51 census sheets.
Commander J. N. Humphreys, R.N., H.M.S. Albion. Notes from
Gulf of Aden and South China Sea, September-November,
1963. 2 pages reports.
Captain W.
. J-1. Jervis, .M.V. Orlando. Persian Gulf-Frernant lcSuez, January-February,
I 964. I census sheet.
(2nd Officer M. E. Jones, M.V. London Advocate. U.K.-PanamaYokoharna-Malaya-jayan,
August-October,
1964.
5 pages
reports. Summarised in Sea Swallow last year).

Captain
W. A. Kennedy,
M.V.
Loch Loyal.
Rotterdam-California,
February-March,
August,
1964. 3 pages reports.
Chief

Officer
K. D. A. Lamb, S.S. Carone. U .K.-Barbados-New
York-Trinidad-Rio de j anciro-Capc Town-Durban-MadagascarScychcllcs-Bornba )'-Y okoharna-H awaii-Cal ifornia-Panama,
January-May, 1964. S.S. Saxonia, S.S. Invcrnia, M.V. Media, three
voyages U.K.-Ncw
York and return, July-October,
1964.
30 pages reports

Lt.

J.

W. Leech and Mr. IC W. Thomas, 1-1.M.S. Owen. Western
Indian Ocean, March-April, 1964. 10 pages reports.

{Lt. R. G. Menzies, R ... , H.M.S. Narwhal. Cruise under the Arctic
ice, February-March, 1964. 5 pages reports, summarised in Sea
Swallow last year).
Captain J. B. Mitchell, M.V. Lagenbank. Panama-Brisbane,
AprilMay, 1964. 2 pages reports.
Lt.-P. G. Odling-Smcc, R.N., H.M.S. Dampier.
Ocean, J uric-August, 1964. 11 pages reports.

Cruise in the Indian

Captain G. S. Ritchie, R.N., H.M.S. Vidal. Operation NAVADO,
tropical North Atlantic, October, 1963-April,
1964. 14 pages
reports.
3rd Officer ] . D. Simon, S.S. Nyanza. London-Malta-Aden-Mombasa, December, 1963-January,
1964. 8 pages reports.
Captain D. Stam, M.V. Forest Town. Monrovia-Yrnuiden,
April.
1963. Port Said-Persian Gulf, May-] une, 1964. 3 census sheets.
Captain R. Walgare, M.V. Bcavcrbrook. London-Canada and return.
April-May, 1964. S.S. Empress of England.
I .ondon-Canadn
and return, September-October,
1964. 6 pages reports.
Captain J. G. Wells and C.P.O. Sanders, H .M .. S. Kent. Norwegian
fjords, February, 1964. 2 pages reports.
With the ten reports of birds examined in the hand progress during
the five years in which we have been preparing reports is therefore as
follows:-

Year

Observers

Voyages

Reports

Censuses

Birds
Examined

Total
Sheets

7

426

1960

21

50

514

1961

21

70

'~ 19

1962

22

80

268

42

9

319

1963

24

113

274

75

23

372

1964

21

97

276

56

10

342

514

This is a . mall fall in activity from the record the previous year,
possibly clue to chance since a large proportion of our results come from
a few keen observers who send in their results at irregular intervals. The
reports for the year include much good work, so much so in fact that
it would virtually amount to a repetition of rhe list 10 comment on
Twelve

merits
ment;

individually.
There arc a [ev,: points
which perhaps deserve comthus, we would be grateful if members would stick to our forms

and fill them in properly ; we know that it is easy to design better ones,
but when one has to son many of them, it is easier to do this with forms
that are familiar than with an infinite variety of improvements.
When
people cannot even stick to their own improved forms, hut just wri re
across them. this becomes even more confusing. Other things which are
particularly tiresome arc the omission of key information for records,
such as the observer. the elate or especially the locality, the use of stranvc
names ("'e don't mind the omission of either the vernacular or scientific
name; but please use ONE name that is recognisable) ; rhc use of ··as
in Alexander" in descriptions when \\'C want to know what you actually
saw yourself, or the inclusion of ·· too many first class rarities.'

NOTES ON SPECIES
PENGUINS:

FAMILY

Sl'J-IJ.::NISCIDAJ::.

Our main notes come from LP.A. on ·· Protector." They met 1 he
first birds at 48°S. 5'.e!0W. on November, 1963, and by 5 January, 1964,
were seeing King, Bearded and Genroo Penguins Apt eno dyt cs paiagonica,
Pygascclis anarctica, and Pvgoscelis /w/11111 in the Bismark Straits. Uy
25 January they were back near the Falklands at 47°S. 58°W. and
reporting Magellan Penguins Stiheniscus mage/lanirns with another King
Penguin ; in mid March they noted quite large flocks of Bearded Penguins around the South Sandwich Islands. On one occasion a Leopard
Seal was seen to catch nineteen ; on nine occasions the seal ripped the
skin off and Hung the body up in the air, dropping the skin to catch
the body as it fell.
Publications
include studies of rhc temperature control and the
ecology of Emperor Penguins Aptenodytes [orst cri in a series of papers
by J. Prevost and others from French Antarctica (Oiseau 34 supp.: 2-90);
the combined egg and chick loss was no more than 19-34 per cent. ;
of the navigation of Aclelie Penguins Pygosrelis adeliae which shows that
birds displaced
inland automatically
walk NNE towards the sea by
J. T. Emlen and R. I.. Penney (This I OG: '1· 17) ; of the behaviour of
different species ashore, and especially their mode of progression by
0. S. Pettingill jr. (Living' Bird 3: 45-64); and of the treatment of oiled
White--Aipperecl Penquins Eudypt ula albosignata by B. N_ Norris in New
Zealand;
good results were obtained with one wash in clcterg~nt
(Notornis 12: l ll5 l 86). G. M. Budd and M.. C. Downes report that King
Penguins arc breeding again on Heard Island (Emu G4: 302-316).
ALBATROSSES:

FAMILY DIOlvJEDEIDAE

Wandering
Albatross Diomedea
exulans.
The most remarkable
record is of an immature which followed " Protector" for four hour
ru 37°40'N. 9° 45'W. on 18 October, 1963, reported by E. P. i\.
While there arc a number of doubtful old records from both Europe and
North America, the only recent one of this species north of the equator
is of an immature male shot off Palermo, Sicily, on 4 October, 1957
(C. Orlando. Riv. Ital. Orn. 28: 101-113), so_ this would be only_ rhc
second reliable record for the Northern Hemisphere. It was described
'Ittirt een

REPORTS

OF BIRDS EXAMINED

SPECIES

OBSERVER

IN THE HAND

PLACL

DATJ:;

SEA

TEMP.
Broad-billed

?

.E. P. Agate

2'.d.4.64

(Near Tristan)

White-bellied Storm-petrel Fregeua sp

E. P. Agate

20.4.64

(Near Tristan)

Least Storm-petrel

W. A. Kennedy

Y.3.64

22°20'N.

W. A. Kennedy

4.8.64

17 °I O'N. 10 I 030'W.

29°C.

20.10.63

ca.32°N.

27°C.

10. Ui4

19°N.

W. A. Kennedy

10.3.64

21°31'N.

108°LO'W.

2l °C.

J. H. Agnew

26.3.M

22°50'S. l66°45'W.

24°C

M. 13. Casement

9.5.63

22°30'N.

J.

17.6.64

8°32'S.

Prion Pacliyptil a uitt ata

Hotocypt ena

nucrosom a

Galapagos Storm-petrel Oceanodronia

tetliys

Leach's Storm-petrel

Oreanodrom.a

leucorhoa

J. 0. Brinkley

Leach's

Storm-petrel

Oceano droma

leucorhoa

A. 13.

Leach's

Storm-petrel Oceano droma leucorhoa

White-tailed

Tropic-bird Phaethon

Bridled Tern Sterna anaethetus
Bridled

Tern Sterna anaethetus

lept urus

.............

Floyd

H. Agnew

110°00'W.

30° W.

42°10'W.

20°C.

?

37°30'E.
128°30'£.

28°C.

as larger than Gannets and Black-backed Gulls and brown all over with
white checks and undcrwings, a pale cream bill, and light brown legs;
there seems liuh- room for error. Further south E.P.A.
began lo meet
them again at 23°5. '1·0~ 0W. 011 l'.l November. and lu- and others saw
many further south ; he saw more at 44°5. 48" V,1_ on '.N November,
and comments how some appeared to clip the terminal six inches of the
\\'ing in the water when braking to do a sharp turn. He saw many adults
at 56!0S. 55! \V. on 2 January. and more around the South Sandwich
Islands in March. S.E.C. commented on the presence of a number,
mainly immatures. in the Patagonian channels in December, 1963, possibly an important feeding area like the coast of New South Wales. ln
the third report of the N.S.W. Albatross Study Croup J. D. Gibson
records that they already had 38 movements of ri11gecl birds between
there and South Georgia (Emu 63: 215-223).
Laysan Albatross Diomedea immutabilis. J(.D.A.I .. reports them ofT
Mexico from 33°N. 166°E. on 9 April,
1961,
to 23} N. !62°W.
011
12 April with a water temperature rising from 19-25 C. R. T. Holmes
has recently reported that they may occur regularly far off the California
coast in late winter and early :spring, though they do nor come inshore
like the Black-footed
Albatross (Condor 66: 302-303).
Black-footed
Albatross
Dio111edN1 nigritres. E.j.D. and K.A.D.L.
report them off California in April and May; the laucr saw them south
to 29°N. 176 W. on 11 April, 1964. W.A.K. saw numbers while drifting
for three clays at 22°1\. 176 W. from 8 March, 1964. T. Nakamura has
recently also surveyed the distribution off Japan (Misc. Rep, Yarnashinar
Inst. Orn. Zool. 3: 239-24-6). and C. F. Yocum reports a ringed bird
surviving 18 years (Condor 67: 187-1 BB).
Black-hrcwcd,
Grey-headed,
Yellow-nosed,
Bullers and Shy Albatrosses
Diomedea
melauo phris, D. rlirysost o ma, D, rhlororhynchos,
D. bulleri, D. raut a. There arc the usual records of Black-brows south
of 30°S. off South America, South Africa and Australia, and E.P.A. saw
this species and the Grey-Headed off the South Sandwich Islands among
other places in the far south. Three birds which he reported as YellowNosed at 27 S. 9°W. off South Africa on 23 April, 1964-, had marks
on the lower mandible and sound more like Shy Albatrosses; C.C.A
saw up to six in this region between 3+;!0S. 2'V'E. and 31!0S.
16°E
between 6-11 February, 1964. P.P.O.H.
reports Yellow-nosed from 32~ S
113°E. to 34°S. 172°£. off South Ausrralia
between 7-15 June, though
Grey-heads might also be expected here. In eastern Australia P. Strong
reports the first beached Butler's Albatross for Australia near Sydney
on 2 May, 1963, and N. F. 1.earmonth a beached Yellow-nose near
Portland, Victoria (Emu 64: 101-101~,
322-323).
Sooty and Light-mantled
Sooty Albatrosses Plioebet ria [usca and
I'. pnl pebrata. E.P.A. reports (\\'O dozen Soorics circling in a group over
porpoises at 25°S. 46!0W. on 15 November, 1963, most of which were
young with pale necks. which were nearly white in some cases; and two
at 27°S. 9°W. on 23 April, 1<.J64. He also reports them in the far south
with Light-rnaru lcd Sootics in the Bismarck Straits
in January
and
around the South Sandwich Islands in April. There still seems to be
confusion between the juveniles of •hese two species (not to mention
with Giant Petrels, despite their different shape and pale bills) at times:
young Sootics may apparently be pale on the back, while young J .ight1. F. l.carrnou.h
rnantlecl Sootics, are darker· than adults there.
reports
fi/tc('n

that they may be hard to tell apart even in the hand
beached specirncnts in Australia (Emu 60: 104-107).
TRUE

PETRELS:
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FAMILY JJJWC./:",LLARIJD!IJ:;

Giant Petrel Macronectes giganteus. C.C.A. saw them north n.
18°5.
9,t0E. off South Africa, and P.P.O.H. saw numbers off South
Australia. E.P.A. comments on the noticeable change in colour as one
travels south ; in the north they arc of course mostly dark immature
birds, while the white phase is commoner in the south. and he comments
others are often half white too. It would be useful to have counts of
dark and white birds from different areas. C. M. Mcllwaine reports
how birds assemble to feed on offal at certain seasons in Wellington
Harbour, going to the whale fishery at other times (Emu 64: 33-38).
Pintado Petrel or Cape Pigeon Doption capensis. E.P I\. first met
them going south in the Atlantic at 28°S. 46°W. on 19 November, 196'.":l.
nnd S.E.C. found them in exactly the same latitude at 72°\IV. in the
Pacific next clay. There arc numerous records further south.
Northern Fulmar Fulmarus glacialis, Among many records in the
Atlantic, J.G.W. reports numbers in the north Norwegian
fjords in
February, 1964, including twenty dark birds at 70:\-0N.
2 L 0E., and
K.D.A.L. reports many at 51°N.
33°W. on 5 August, 1964, and very
many at 54°N. 22°W. next clay. In the Pacific W.A.K. saw numbers i'I
dark birds while drifting for three days off Cape San Lucas, California
at 22°N. 1 l.0°W. from 8 March, 1964. An abstract of a talk by E. I. S.
Rees on distribution on the Newfoundland Banks and a discussion of the
diurnal rhythm at Jan Mayen in autumn by R. Moss will be found in
Ibis 107: 428-429 and 533-535 ; G. Doran describes some behaviour at
the nest site in Irish Nat. J. I 4: 172-173. Censuses in Northern Ireland
and in the British Isles generally arc documented by A. E. F. Rogers
and J. Fisher in Bird Study 12: 3<~-35 and 13: 5-76; the systematics
and distribution
of the species in the North Atlantic is discussed by
F. Salomonsen (Auk 82: 327-355) who considers that the name F. glacialis
Linnaeus should be applied tc> the small-billed
northern populations, and
F. g. aud uboni to the large-billed
southern ones; the occurrence
of
northern birds in Swedish waters in winter
is demonstrated
by S.
Matthiasson (var Fagelvarld 22: 271-289).
Southern Fulrnar or Silver-grey Petrel Fulm.arus glacialoides. S.E.C.
first met them off Tucopilla, Peru, when moving south on 18 November,
I 963, while E.P.A. did not meet them in the Atlantic until he reached
S6°S. 3lt0W.
in March, 1964, with more around the South Sandwich
Islands later in the month.
Antarctic Petrel 'Tlialassoica antarctica and Snow Petrel Pagodro m a
nivea. On "Protector"
E.P.A. met the first at 56~0S.
55,\.0W.
on
2 January, 1964, and the second at 59°S. 53!0W. nex-t day, with more
of both in the Bismarck Strait that month and round the South Sandwich Islands in March.
Prions Pach yptila sp. and the Blue
Petre]
Halobaena roerulea.
E.P.A. met the first Prions with bad weather at about goes.
on
22 November, 1963, and others at 49°S. 53-,t0W. on 3 January, 1964,
with more around the Bismarck Strait in that month. He met them
again at 52°S. 531 °\'\/. on 2 March;
at 56°S. 3lo\- W.
011 4- March a
0
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vast host of mixed Prions started passing at 1450 hrs. and continued at
least til dusk; there must have been at least 75,000 in all, including
not only Dove but Fairy and Broad-billed Prions P. d esolata, P. t urtur
and P. villa/a; the broad bills could he seen clearly. The weather was
calm, and the wind not more than seven knots ; it is not clear what
northern species were doing so far south unless perhaps they were
immature non-breeders. He also had a Broad-billed
Prion come on board
near Trist au on 22 April. The overall length was 311 mrn., the wingspan 645 rnrn., and the stomach contained minute green and yellow
shrimp-like
animals and grease. It had two sons of parasites determined
by Dr. Theresa Clay at the British Museum (Natural
History)
as
.14allophaga, Naubat es prion (Enderlcin 1909) of the family Philopteridae, and ticks Ixod es unicacat us (Neumann 1908) of the family Ixodidae.
W. L. N. Tick ell has recently also reported Slender-billed
Prions
P. b elrheri and Blue Petrels from South Georgia (Ibis 102:61-614):
they seem likely to be breeding there.
Great-winged
Petrel Pt erodrom a marropt era.
them from 321°S. l l3°E. on 7 June, 1964. 10 34°S.
off South Australia and New Zealand.

P.P.O.H.
reported
l 72°E. on 15 June

Atlantic
or Schlegel's
Petrel Pt eradro m a inrert a. E.P.A. reported
them from 26°S. 46°W. on 19 November,
1963, to 44°S. 48°W. on
24 November, and again near 47°S. 5U0W. 011 24 January, 1964.
Magenta Petrel Pt erodroma magent ae. The identity of this bird
with the rnissinz Chatham Island Taiko. possibly exterminated about a
generation ago, is discussed in Notornis 11 : 139-144.
Soft-plumaged
Petrel Pt eradram a mo/tis. P.P.O.H. reports numbers
in the eastern Indian Ocean, including 14 at 17t0S. 99!0E. on·~ June,
1964, three at 22!0S. 104E. on 5 June, and 12 at 32t0S. l 13°E. on
7 June. We have had other reports of them here in the southern winter,
and curiously few from the equivalent part of the Atlantic then, where
we hear of Atlantic Petrels instead.
Mottled or Peale's Petrel Ptero droma inex pectata. In the course
of an account of the birds of the Pribilov Islands K. ·w. Kenyon and
R. E. Phillips report
birds at 55~ 0N. I 75t0W. (Auk 82: 624-635). It
seems clear that there is an important concentrated
wintering area in
this region.

za

Trinidade Petrel Pt erodrom a ar min joniana. G.S.R. reports a posible bird at l0°N. 54°W. on 9 November, 1963. This species has been
collected in the North Atlantic area two or three times in the past, and
it remains debatable whether it may or may not have a northward
migration.
Capped Petrel Pt erodroma hasitata. S.E.C. reports a shearwater
with a similar
size and flight to the Manx Shearwater, a dark cap,
upperwing and back, and the wing linings, underparts.
and. upper side of
the tail white at 1U!0N. 671°W .. off the cast end of Hispaniola,
on
23 April, 1964. There arc now a growing number of reports of sightings
of Capped Petrels in this region, and this must be one.
Barau's Petrel Pterodroma b araui. Some mysterious birds reported
by P.P.O.H. in the east tropical Indian Ocean may be this new species,
whose discovery by C. Jouanin we recorded last year. A bird seen at
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3°5. 591 c E. on 28 July. I 9G4, \\"as fiapping and gliding low over the
water and was slary grey above wit h the body white and a stubby tail,
though the underwing was thought to he dark. Three birds seen at
3°5. 54°E. next clay were the size of or slightly smaller than a Wedgetailed Shcarwat er with a soaring, swooping flight and were dark above
and white below with a distinctive
white, broadly dark-bordered underwi.ng, shown in a sketch.
The closely allied White-necked
Petrel
P. externa appears to move north in winter in the Pacific, and it seems
very likely this form does so as well in the Indian Ocean.
birds
1964.

Hawaiin Petrel Pter odromo phaeo pygia. K.D.A.L.
reports several
which might be this species from 23J0N. 162°W. on 12 April,

" Cookilaria " (Gook's, Srejncger's
and Gould's)
Petrels
and the
Bonin and Black-winged
Petrels
Ptcrodrom a cookii, P. longirostris,
P. leuco pteia, P. hvpoleura and P. (h.?) nigripenuis. J.G.M. supplies
a series of records of members of this group seen across the tropical
Pacific, including several identified
as ''Cook's"
at '}~05. 139°W. 011
3 May, 1964, three at 6°S. 145°W. next clay, three at 91°S. 162°W.
on 7 May, and one identified as i ; Stejneger's"
at 24°S. J661°E. on
14 May. In a recent note on New Zealand records of this group R. A.
Falla expresses the view that Stcjncger's Petrel may eventually be considered an ally of Gould's (Norornis 9: 275-277); possibly all jB.Mi's
birds were that form. K. Mitsuishi and others have recently reported
two Bonin Petrels blown inland in japan by typhoons on 30 Augusr and
26 September,
1964
Uv1isc. Rep.
Yarnashina's
Inst.
Orn. Zoo!.
4: 121-123);
N.h. Kuroda has also published osteological notes on this
species (Annor. Zoo!. Jap. 32: 147-151),
and K. A. Hindwood and A. S.
Reid report four vagrant Black-winged Petrels from 1.ord Howe Island,
one from near Sydney, and two sitting in a burrow on Hen Island,
Queensland, on 2 January, 1962 (Emu 64: 99-100, 104).
Bulwcr's Petrel Buluieri a bulwerii. This must rate as one of the
world's most overlooked seabirds;
we receive many reports of small
dark petrels which might be it, but few confident reports. Possible reports
include a series by G.S.R., with two "dark petrels"
at 10°N. 28°W.
on 2 November, 1963, two at 10°N. 50°W. 011 8 November, two "dark
storm-petrels"
at 13°N. 33°W. on 28 November, one at 13°N. 21 °W.
on 2 December, two at 16°N. 18°W. on 8 December, and one at
19°N. 36t0W. on 11 January.
1964. K.D.A.L.
also saw three at
2tcN. 42°W. on G February. 1964, J.O.D. two at 33QN. 13;:\:0W.
on
28 May, 1964, G.S.R. three at 37°N. I 7°W. on 5 June, 1964, S.E.C. one
at 42°N. 19°W. on 9 June, 1964, and two at 39t0N. 24!0W. next day,
and i\if.E.J. six. at 34°N. 21°W.
on 4 August, 1964. This agrees with the
established pattern of a movement xourh to the tropics in the winter
and north to breed in the summer. In the Pacific K.D.A.L.
reporren
several possible birds at 23~·0N. 162°W. on 12 April, 1964, and J.B.M.
one at 19t0S. 178°\•V. on 12 May, 1964
White-chinned
Petrel Pro cellaria acquinoct ialis. Off western South
America S.E.C. first met them going south at 1.5-,\:0S.
75;!0W.
on
16 November, 1963, with three in Valparaiso 13ay on 22 . ovcrnbcr, and
more around Punta Arenas in Patagonia. In the At laruic E.P.A. noticed
two with white checks, presumably
the Tristan race conspicillat a, ;,t
about 30°S. 50°W. on 23 November, 1963, and more at 52°S. 43°W. on
2 March. 1964. ]. D. Gibson and A. Sefton have recently recorded a
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second Australian specimen
(Emu 64: 70-i2); reports of birds far up
the Amazon by Novaes (Condor 61 : 299) seem candidates for the position of most unlikely
suggestion
of recent years; perhaps this is the
untraced giant
Brasilian Petrel " of ancient authors ?
t ,

Cory's or Mediterranean
Shcarwarcr Calonectric rliomerlea = P11ffi1111s
kuhlii, As usual, we have numerous records from the summer range in
the North Atlantic and Mediterranean,
but few from the winter range
off west and south Africa. G.S.R. Sall' some birds either on southward
migration or wintering in the tropics while sailing
along
the 13°N.
parallel in the autumn of 1963, including four at 43°W. on 25 November, five at 41 °W. next day, two at 38°W. the clay after, and singles at
24°, 21 ° and 18°W. in the first three days of December. This rather
suggests that the birds may go far west in the trades on their southward
migration.
They clearly come up the African coast when rcturning :
J.O.B. reports twenty at 71°N. 13!0W.
on 26 March, 1964, and ten
at 1O~0N.
I 7°W. next day, all going north, and D.S. reports 200 at
9!0N. 16 W. on 10 April, 1963, and '.-!00 at 29°N. 13!0W. on 15 April.
J.O.B. also saw fifty at 9,t0N. 16°W. on 20 April, 1964, and again at
12°N.
17t0W.
on 18 May, with twenty at 12°N. 17°W. on 23 May.
Further north S.E.C. reported large shearwaters, presumably this species,
at 37!0N. 29°W. on 27 February, 1964, 35°N. 33!0W. next day, 24°N.
51 °W. on 3 March and 23°N. 56t0W. next day. K.D.A.L. saw the
wcsrernmost at 40!0N. 71t0W. on 29 August, 1964.
White-faced
Shcarwarcr
Calonertric leurom elas, K.D.A.L.
reports
several at 25°N. 126°E. on 31 March, 1964, with a water temperature
of 24°C.
Wedge-tailed
Shcarwarcr
P11ffi1111s pacificus. The majority of many
records of ·'dark shcarwa rcrs " scattered over a wide area in the central
Pacific and Indian Ocean presumably refer to this species. In the Pacific
J.B.M. had this species or the Christmas
Shcarwatcr
P. natiuit atis at
4°N. 96.,\-0W. on 25 April, 1964, 1{·0N. 108:\"0W. on 27 April, t•s.
120°W.
on 29 April,
ll0S.
lG7!0W.
on 8 May, l6°S.
178° W. on
10 May, and 19!0S. 177!0E. on 12 May, with several at 24°S. 166!0E.
on 14 May. In the Indian Ocean they occurred in the general area
between the mouth of the Malacca Strait, Western Australia,
and the
Seychelles;
P.G.O.S. noticed many in the centre of this area at 5t0N.
83t0W. on I July, 1964, and a very large flock at 2:\"0N. 77t0E. two
days later, if these were not migrating Palcfooted Shcarwaters P. carneipes,
and also many off North-west Sumatra in late August.
further west
0. Appert has recently reported them breeding on an island near
Morombe on the west coast of Madagascar,
with eggs in November
(Oiseau 39: 135); J. A. R. Miles reports that on Hen Island
in the
Capricorn Group, Australia.
the chicks were fiedging in late May, and
that in this species (unlike
the Manx Shcarwater) the adults do not
desert them but continue feeding them so that they gain weight till
they fledge (Emu 63: 420).
Great Shcarwater Puffi1111s gravi.r. In the south E.P.A. saw about
twenty at 44°S. 48°W. on 24 November, 1963, and G.S.R. what may he
late migrants
off West Africa,
with six at 13°N.
18°W.
011
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December, 1963 and one at 16°N.
18°W. on 8 December.
We have
many summer records for the north-west
quadrant
of the North
Atlantic;
during a series of return voyages between Britain and New
York K.D.A.L. saw numbers around 4Dt0N. 68cW. on 26 July and
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1 August, 4i0N. 52°\<V. on i September, and large rafts at 51° .. 34°W.
on 9 September. also several hundred at 52°:-J. 13°\\1 approaching the
Fastnct off S\<\I Ireland on 11 September.
P.P.0.H. also saw about a
hundred in the Bay of Biscay at H01 . 9°W. on 7 September,
1964.
K.D.A.l .. only found single birds going out in early October. and they
had all gone when he returned in mid-October.

W. G. Metcalf plots the northward migration olT Brazil in mid-May,
1965, in Ibis 108: 138-140.
We have also published
notes covering
other sectors of this route i11 the past, including records in the South
Atlantic in April, and on the sector between Brnzil and Newfoundland
in May and early June (Sea Swallow 14: 11~, 15: lu, 16: li-18. with a
note by R. S. Hawkins on pp. 64-65), and it seems clear the northward
migration occurs over a very shore period along a narrow path frum the
Tristan area past Brazil to the Grand Banks.
There is much less
information on the return passage in September and the notes suggest
that this may be because it is much more scattered. some birds, perhaps
the breeders, moving straight back from
Icwfoundlanrl
in the West
Atlantic, most. from Greenland down the centre. while some. perhaps
non-breeders. come back down the cast side. It will be interesting to
see at what extent our records reflect the unusual influx along the ~vest
coast of Europe in the autumn of 1965 (Brit. Birds 59 :88). and we
would welcome records for this period.
R. Duthie records one otf
Shetland on 13 April, 1965, in Scottish birds 3 :406, with the information
that it is the first he has met in 25 years at sea there.
Pale-footed
Shcarwaier Puffinus Carneipes.
We have the usual
records from the Arabian Sea. There are also now a growing number
of ringing recoveries from Lord Howe Island ro the other winter
quarters off japan in the North Pacafic (W. B. Hitchcock, C.S.T.R.O.
Div. Wild!. Res. Tech. Paper 4. and j. I.. ]vlcKcan and K. A. Hindwood,
Emu 64: 78-98).
Sooty Shcarwaicr
Puffinus griseus. On the west coast of South
America S.E.C. met large numbers off Callao, Peru, on 11 November,
1963. and on the cast coast K.D.A.L. met one at 19°5. 37°W. on
9 February, 1964.
He met [evv on North Atlantic crossings, bur there
were several at 40~0N. 68~0W. on 26 July. E.P.A. encountered two on
return passage at 14° . 33°W. on 4 ovcmhcr, 1963. commenting «n
rhe pale undcrwing.
It has been known for a considerable period that
this species visits British waters in rhe autumn. but the ultimate course
of those reaching East Scotland was obscure. Gibbs et al. and Devillers
now report numbers seen moving west on the south side of the Straits
of Dover in September, 1963 and 1964, so it appears they must leave
the North Sea through the English Channel (13rit. Birds 58 :56-58,
Alauda 33: 236-244). F. N. Robinson reports that where this species
breeds in colonies of the Slender-billed Shcarwarcr ofI Tasmania and
New South Wales it may be located by its very different voice (Em11
63 : 304-306).
Slender-billed
Shcarwarcr Puffi11us t enuirost ris. K. Kawaguchi and
R. Marurno report a wreck in Japan in late May, 196'~ (Misc. Rep.
Yarnashina's Inst. Orn. Zool. 4: 106). John Warhnrn has also published
a popular account of the Dass Strait colonies in Animal Kingdom
67 /66-74, and R. H. Green calculates from the pumice stone found in
their stomachs rhnr these birds travel ar least 500 m ilr-s to feed (Emu
65 :226).
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Manx, Levantinc, Fluttering and Hutton's Shearwaters Puffin us( p.)
Puffinus P. (/1.) yelkouan, P. (fl.) gavia and P. (/1.) h.utto ni. There are a
number of records for the eastern North Atlantic and Mediterranean;
J.O.n. noticed a hundred going west at :i1:t0N. 4}0\1\1. off North Devon
on the morning of 24 June, 1964, perhaps pan or a feeding movement
from the Pembroke colonies;
M.E.J. commented on the well-known
large concentration of birds feeding in the Bosphorus on 14 and 30 July,
1964; G.S.R. reported two at lO"N. 21 °W. off West Africa on 31 October,
1963, perhaps migrants bound for South America; and P.P.O.H. noted
a concentration
of at least I 0,000 a1 36°S. l 741!0E. off Whangarai,
New Zealand between 19-21 June, 1964.
The British population is now the subject of a Hood of papers.
Sir Landsborough Thomson has analysed
British long-distance ringing
recoveries; when he did so {there arc already more) they included 33
in South America, one in Australia and two in Newfoundland,
22 in
the first year, the Newfoundland
birds in their first and second summers.,
the South American birds mainly in the autumn, but the Australian one
long dead in its second autumn (Oiseau 35: 130-140).
M. P. Harris
and C. M. Perrins have developed
invest igarions on Skokholm;
Harris
reports that the birds tend to breed in the part of the colony where
they were hatched, that they first return in their second year late in the
summer, and progressively
earlier to display thereafter. One bred in its
third year, more do in their fourth, and most in their fifth, and there
is a change in behaviour as they cease displaying and move underground
then. The adult survival was at least 93 per cent. in the first year, and
96 per cent. in the next.
Perrins finds that the young birds hatched
early survive better.
They report a number of types of variation such
as small size, albinism and in the colour of the soft parts, and also the
continued occurrence of epidemic
puflinosis in their colony; and several
correspondents
have also discussed
the last points.
and P. Worrncll
reports Golden Eagles preying on them in the Hebrides (Ibis 107: 427,
428, 108: 17-33, 132-135,
Ilrit. Birds 58: 14·9, 349-350, 426-434, 521-522,
59: 8'.2-85. 250-253, Bird Study 13: 84-95.
Otherwise, in the ilritish Isles D. G. Andrew reports a colony in the
Outer Hebrides
(Scot. Hirds :~: 43:i-43G), and G. Harrow reports the
discovery of the breeding place of Hutton's Shcarwatcr at 4,800ft. in
the Seaward Kaikora Mountains of South Island, New Zealand; R. A.
Falla also discusses the signil-icancc
of this discovery, without coming
to a definite conclusion whether
it should be regarded as a distinct
species (Notornis I 2: 59-70).
Dusky, or Audubon's
Shcarwaters
Puflinus assimilis and
P.G.0.S. remarks that wher: one of these came aboard
at 6°S. 56°E. in the Indian Ocean on I 0 August, 1964, they spent some
time examining it and were still unable to decide whether it was a
:Cusky or Audubon's.
The author of the ·'Birds
of the Pa learctic
Fauna"
treats them as the same species.
P.G.0.S.
reports similar
0£.
birds at I 0N. 45°£. on 4 ] uly, 31" S. 56!
on 19 August, and a Aock
of fifty at 5°N. 89°£. on 30 June, followed by many at: 6°N. 83} £. on
l July; the last two records seem most unusual and it seems likely
there was confusion with such species as terns here.
H .. 11.s.
Owen
also had a bird thought to be this species on board off Asrovc Island on
i5 March, 1964, and J.B.M. recorded two in the Indian Ocean at
6°N. 86°W. 011 23 April. 1964-.
He recorded three in the Pacific at
Little,
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126°W.
on 23 April,
I 964, one possible at 19~ S. I 78°E. on
12 May, and two at 24°S. 166t0E. on 14 May. In the Atlantic S.E.C.
recorded a possible at 13°N. 72°W. 011 7 March, 1964, D.S. had two
at 9-b;0N. l6°W. on 10 April, 1963. and ten at 29°N. 13tW. on 15 April.
G.S.R. had three at 10°N.
17°W.
on 13 October,
1963, four at
l0°N. 21 °W. next clay, and one at 10° N. 28°W. on 2 November, and
E.P.A. had a possible one at 31 °N. 15°W. on 25 October, 1963.
0

2°S.

0. Merue and T. R. E. Devlin have recently reported them ofT
Ireland in the autumn, provoking
consequent correspondence
about
small Manx Shcarwatcrs (13riL Birds 58: 189-190, 521-522),
not in my
opinion justified;
C. Jouanin has also studied breeding behaviour 011
the Salvages, where they arc present much of the year but breed in the
early spring (Bol. Mus. Municipalc
do Funchal 18: 142-157),
and
D. W. Snow that on the Galapagos, where they breed throughout the
year, individuals nesting at nine-month intervals (Auk 82 :591-597).
This
last observation upsets a good many hypotheses about petrels, and will
explain a good many puzzling
observations elsewhere; both papers
will repay careful study.

STORM PETRELS:

FAMILY 1-IYDROBATIDAE

As usual, we have numbers of records where the species is uncertain,
many of which arc being filed until the distribution
of each species ''
known better.
WILSON'S STOR~l-PE'J'REL Oceauites Oceanicus. In the North Atlantic
D.S. had 2•~ at 7°1N:
14°1W. on 7th April, 1964, and J.O.B. over 100
at 9f0N. l610W. on 20th April, 1964, with ten in this region in
summer, and north to twenty at 44° N. 9° W. in the Bay of Biscay on
30th June. On Atlantic crossings K.D.A.L. saw them north to 46~· 'N.
41 °'.W 011 23rd July, 1964, with many at '~6° r. 50~01W. on 7th
September;
E.P.A. had the last northern ones at 43°'N. 9° W.
011
17th October, 1963, and G.S.R. the last probables in the tropics at
l 3'0N.
3 I 1°W. on 29th
November,
l ~63. Among records in the
Indian
Ocean,
P.G.O.S.
saw sixty
when approaching
North-west
Sumatra on 30th August, 1964.
Wtffl'E-F11CED STO!lM-PETHEI.
Pel ago dro ma mnrina. In the Atlantic
D.S. had one at 25'0N. l 5Y0W. 011 14th April, 1963, and S.E.C. one
at 34°'N. 36°1W. on 12th June, 1964. In the Indian Ocean P.P.O.I-I.
had birds on board at f°1N. 84°1E. on 31st May, 1964, and l3°1N. 74°1E.
on 12th July, 19M. The length of the latter was about !65mm., the
wingspan about 420mm., the weight 46g. He reports numbers south of
Australia in June, though it might be expected they had migrated north
then; D.S. reported twenty-four at l7°1N. 56°1E. on 28th May, 1964·, and
P.G.0.S. storm petrels which were white below at 6° N. fl4°'E. on
l st July, 1964, with three at 510N. 80}'0£. next clay, two at 3'0S. 7310£.
on 9th July, and two at -b;01S. 76°1E. on 16th July. K. H. Voous has
recently published further notes on distribution
in this area (Arclea
53: 237), and C. jouanin and F. Roux a description of the colony on
the Salvages (Bol. Mus. Mun. Funchal 19: 16-29).
"FREGErl'A" ST0101-PETllELS Fregett a sp. 'vVc continue to get a number
of records of these, usually identified specifically as the "White-bellied
Storm-petrel"
Fregetta grallaria, although as I have pointed out in
Vol. I of the "Handbook of North American Birds" (ed. R. S. Palmer,
1
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1962) the dark line down the centre of the belly said to identify the
.. Black-bellied
Storm-petrel"
F. tropira is always hard to see and may
be missing altogether,
leading to confusion with F. grallaria. We have
now given records of this group i11 Sea Swallow 12:16-17,
13:33-3'~,
15: 19, 30, 67. and 17: 26, and it seems clear that while breeding in
the south they winter throughout the tropics; but whereas F. tropu:a
has been collected
in the Atlantic,
Pacific
and
Indian
Oceans
F. grallaria is only definitely known from the first two, while in many
months Roger Bailey was unable to confirm its presence in ~tlie Indian
Ocean (Ibis 108: 21l2-243) so definite
proof of its occurrence in the
form of good records of birds which come on board is still urgently
required there.
Meanwhile,
this year E.P.A. reports "F. grollaria" from 52°'S.
43°'W. on 2nd March, 1964, and another on board between Tristan
and Sr. Helena 011 20th J\pril. One would expect F. tro pica in the first
area, and the dimensions
given for the second-tarsus 39mm., middle
toe 2Gmm.-suggest
it may also have been the pale-breasted
race
F. t. nielanoleuca
from Gough Island ; its length was 180mm. and its
wingspan 422mm. In the Indian Ocean P.P.O.H.
reports "F. grallaria"
with a white breast from 21 °'N. 63°'£. on 14th July, 1964, with two at
I 7°'N. 69°'£. on 13th .July, and three at 14~0'N. 671°'£. on 22nd July
(water temperatures 24-25°C.).
In the Pacific J.B.M. reports three
or more at 6'0S. 1441'0W. on 4th May, 1964.
BR1TtSH SToR~t-PETREL Hydrob at es pelagicus, In addition to various
records in West European and Mediterranean
waters, J.O.B. reports
fifty in the wake at I 7°'N. 17{0'W.
on 20th March, 1964, with some
so close that he could see the distinctive pale mark on the underwing
through the stern porthole ; one was said to have come aboard that
night, and they were still there at 12°'
. 18°'W. next clay, and 8°'N.
14-} '\o\l. the day after, and at 71°'N. 131°'W.
on the return voyage,
vvith decreasing numbers to J41°'N.
18'"\l\I. on 28th March, 1964. It
seems debatable whether t hcse birds had been there all winter or were
on return passage from winterriuart ers off South Africa, where a Britishringcd bird has recently been recovered ill Table Bay; but G.S.R. also
savv possible birds at 19°'N.
'.l0°'W. on 13th and 14th January,
1964.
A number
of correspondents have recently documented
in letters to
.. British Birds" how Greater Black-backed
Gulls arc now increasing
and killing many of these birds 011 the breeding grounds (58: 219-220,
444-446, 522-523).
GAt.APM;os STO!Dt-PETREL Oreanodro ma t et h.ys, Several people report
them at sea west of Central J\mcrica. J.B.Ivl. had three more at 2f0N.
102' \•\I. on 26th April, 196'~, E.J.D. two at 7t' i. 82' W. on 22nd June,
0N.
J.E.C.many astern crossing the wake only feet away at 7f
82'0W. Oil
26th July, and W.A.K. had one aboard at l 7'0N. 101'0W. on 4th August;
he comments that the overall length, J49mm., does not agree with the
books, but the wing' of 133mm., rail of 60mm. and tarsus of 22mm. do;
rhe wingspan was 288mm. Lengths and wingspans given in books are
commonly wrong, being taken from skins, and it is always useful to
have measurements and weights taken from live birds.
tvfADErnAN STORM-PETREL
Oceano droma cast ro. E.P.A. reports one
at 31.,\-0'N. 14~'W. on 23rd October, 1963, commenting
that it was larger
than Wilson's Petrel with a faster wing-beat and a distinctly forked
tail, and that the. white rump was thicker than with Leach's Petrel,
with much white under t hc tail. G.S.R. also reported .. probables" off
Twenty-three
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West Africa, ranging from eighteen at i0°'N. l 7°'W. on 30th October,
1963, to one at 19°'N. 52°'W. on 6th January, 1964, though there may
have been some confusion with wintering Leach's Petrels in this area.
LEA<.11's STOr(~r-l'ETREL Oceauodronia leurorh o a. K.D.A.I .. saw them
regularly
between Britain and New York in late summer, with many
at 46°'N. 50t0'W. Oil 3rd August., 1964, and again at 45°'N. 45"'W.
on 26th August, and the most easterly several at 541°'N. 23°'W. on
16th October. S.E.C. reported two at 34°'N. 36°'W. on 29th April,
1964, and G.S.R. six probables at 19°'N.
I8!0'W. on lfith January,
196+, and others off British Guiana in the spring, discussed
later o11
Sea Swallow, where A. B. Floyd had one on board; W.A.K. also reports
one on board off California
in March. The length was reported as
185 and I 94mm., the wingspan as 330mm. in both cases. An abstract r/
a talk by D. E. Baird on the species' ecology suggesting it feeds by
skimming and filtering with its bill, will he found in Ibis 107 :426;
R. I. Bowman reports on the breeding of this and the Ashy Storm-petrel
0. homochroa on the Farallon Islands, California, in Condor 6: 4·10-416.
SwtNHOE's ST01n1-PETKEL Oceanodrom a monorliis. f(.D.A.l. reports
one at 35°'N. 147°'E. on 7th April, 1964. It seems likely that small
dark petrels seen off Taiwan and the Riu Kiu Islands by A. S. Cheke in
August, 1963, were this species (Misc. Rep. Yamashina's
Inst. Orn.
Zoo!. 4-: 118-120).
(J\ dark petrel larger than a Storm-petrel with a swift, erratic:
Hight reported by P.P.O.H. from I 0'N. 78°'E. in the Indian Ocean on
25th July, 1964, may have been one of the big Ocean od ro m a species,
perhaps Matsudeira's Storm-petrel 0. m atsu deirae, or perhaps Bulwer's
Petrel;
as may the birds which A. S. Cheke put clown as "Pu finus
t enuirostris" between Taiwan and Japan in August;
the larter would
not be expected there at that season).
LEAST STOR•\1-PETllEL Hol ocypt ena microsoma. W.A.K. saw numbers
while drifting off Cape San Lucas at 22°N.
109!0W.
from 8 to I I
March, 1964-; the overall length of one that came aboard was J 47mm.,
the wingspan 302mm. S.E.C. 'aw two feeding among resting gulls in
the harbour of S. Jose de Guatemala
on 28 March, 1964; they were
rather smaller than British Storm-petrels bur with a similar flight, with
sooty brown plumage showing a trace of grey on the wing coverts, and
short, rounded tails.
TROPIC BIRDS: FAMILY /'HAETHONTIDA£
As usual, there are a number of reports, only some of which are
referred to particular
species, not always reliably.
In the North
Atlantic D.S. saw one Red-billed Tropic-bird P. aethereus at 13° ..
171°W.
on II April, 1963, and G.S.R. saw another nearby at 13°N.
!8°W. on 3 December, 1963. Along the 16th parallel of latitude he
also saw tropic birds at 25° and 34°\>\1. on 10 and 12 December,
and along the 19th parallel he saw them at 61 ° and 52°W. on 4- and 6
January, 1964. K.D.A.L. saw a White-railed
Tropic-bird
P. lepturus at
24°N. 48°W. on 13 January,
1964-. J.O.B. a tropic-bird at 22°N.
5Gt0W. on 4 March, 1964, and S.E.C. two at 22t0N. 57°W. on 16
June, 1964. A chart of records from Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute by W. S. Butcher (Oceanus 12: JO) shows a concentration of
records of White-billed
Tropic-birds
around and north-west
of the
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colony on Bermuda in summer, with dispersal south-cast
in
winter,
though the records may be unrcprcsenrat ivc for lack of data to the
cast; the bird reported off Wl'st Africa seems more likely to be :i
Red-billed Tropic-bird.
There arc more records in the Indian Ocean, including the
usual Red-billed in the northern Arabian Sea and also one reported
by P.P.O.H. at 12t0S.
95°E. near Cocos Island on 3 June, 1964,
where confusion with Red-tailed Tropic-birds
P. rubricauda is likely.
R. Worrall recorded one of these on board off Astove Island
on
16 March, 1964, and P.G.O.S. had one at 2°N. 93!0E. on 29 June,
1964, with a number of other records of single tropic-birds east along
the equator to the region of the Maldives until August. In the Pacific
K.D.A.L.
had
a White-tailed
Tropic-bird
at 24-VN. 151 °W. on
15 April. 1964. J.H.A. had one on board at 27°S.
167°W. on '.?6
March, 1964, with an overall length of 500mm. and a wingspan of
8'Wmm., which vomited small cuttle fish; and J.B.M. had a Red-tailed
Tropic-bird at 24°S. l66!0E. on 14 May, 1964. D. \l\T. Snow reports
that. in the Galapagos, on an island where there are only a few· Rcdbilled
Tropic-birds,
they nest in October-November,
but that at
another colony where there is gross overcrowding, some birds breed
throughout the year (Condor 67 :210-214).
G/\NNETS

AND

BOOBIES:

f/\Mil.Y

SUL/DAI::

Cape and Australian Gannets Moris (b.) bassanus, M.
(b) cap ensis and M. (b) serrat or. There arc the usual records for
Western Europe; to the south in the winter quarters J.O.B. saw 200,
90')'0 immature, at 26t0N. 15°W. on l B March, 1964, with others
south to 12< N. 18° W. three days later and again on the return voyage
in April. J. T. R. Sharrock has reviewed six years' records of 320,286
seen passing Cape Clear in South-west Ireland, and reports that they
all normally go west there, (pr-isurnahl y east-bound birds go by too far
out to sea to be counted), with rhe passage reaching a maximum rate
150 birds per hour in early May and 2i0 per hour in August and
September,
and 40 % of the birds immature in summer but less than
10% in winter (Brit. Birds 58: 216). S. Spano has also summarised the
surprising number of records for Italy (Riv. Ital. Orn. 35: 1-33), and
i11 Brira in J. M. Boyd has applied several techniques r.o counting the
great Gannetry on St. Kilda (J. Anim. Ecol. 30:117-136),
and J. H.
Barrett and M. P. Harris have counted the smaller one on Grassholm
(Brit. Birds 58:201).
In Australia
R. H. Green and D. Macdonald,
and also J. r.. McKecn have counted
two much smaller colonies
reduced by fishermen to a few hundred pairs, and the latter has shown
with ringing that their movements
arc much the same as in the
north, with young birds moving into low latitudes after Aedging (Emu
63: li7-184,
65: 159-16'~).
J. n. Nelson continues to publish the results of his Studies on the
Bass Rock; birds return to breed in nor only the colony but the part
of the colony where they hatched, take up a site for a year before
breeding, and then mate for life. Experienced breeders incubate more
efficiently;
the young take 84-97 days ro Hedge, and when he gave
the birds twins they took a bit longer, but fledged successfully in the
end ; normal fledging success is 92%. The old birds feed the young
till they fledge, and then the young Ay out to sea, though once they
settle on the water they arc unable to take off again at first (there
Northern,
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still seems rather a gap !11 what is known about their fate after fledging).
He thinks they arc unusually aggressive birds (Scot. 1 at. 71 :47-59;
Brit. Birds 58:233-288,
313-336;
13iol. J. 3:1-8;
Ibis 108:157-158).
Blue-faced or Masked 13oohy Sula d artvlat ra. There arc the usual
records from the coast of Arabia. Elsewhere
in the Indian
Ocean
P.P.O.H. reported flocks of up to fifty near Cocos Keclinz Island at
_12!0S.
95cE_ on 3 June, 1964, five at 8°S. 120°E. on f July, and
b1fe at 4°S. 46{0E. on 30 July. In the East Pacific W.A.K. reported
four at 12°N. 9l·t"W. on 5 March, 1964·, and J.B.M. one at 4°N.
961 °W. on 25 April, 1964. ]. L. Mckeen and D. Moroney report the
occurencc of a bird ringed on l.ord Howe Island in New South Wales
(Emu 65: 163).
Red-footed
Booby Sula .111/a. In the Atlantic S.E.C.
reports one
and two ar l 6~ 0N. 67°W. on 6 March and 18 June, 1964. In the
Pacific J.B.M. reports one at. 21!0S.
172°E. 011 13 May, 1964. In the
Indian Ocean W.N.H.J. had one at 12!05. 96°E. near Cocos Keeling
Island on 13 May, 1964, and J.H.A. one at 8f'S. JOl0E.
on 21 junc,
1964, and again at 8°S. 97°E. next day, 8°S. 921°E. on the day after,
and 3}0S. 75°E. on 26 June; they followed Hying fish and caught
them as they re-entered the water. R. Worrell had a young bird aboard
off Wizard Island, Cosmoledo Atoll on 14 March, 1964.
Brown Booby Sula leurogast er . We continue to have more records
of this, the common inshore species.
In the Atlantic G.S.R. had one
at !0°N. 50°W. Oil 8 November,
1963, 42 at 10°N. 55°W. next day,
and 14 at l3°N. 57°W. on 21 November.
In the Ease Pacific W.A.K.
reports one at 15°N. 98°W. on 6 March. 1963, S.E.C. small groups
at 7°N. Bl 0W. Oil 26 June, 1964, and J.B.M. several at 7°N.
0W.
on 22 April, 1964, three al 6°N. 86°W. next clay, six at 5°N. 911°W.
Oil the day after, and four at 4°N.
961°W. on 2.'i April. Around the
East Indies J.N.H. saw two at 5°N. 114°£. on 26 September,
1963,
and one off Tanjong next clay, P.P.O.H.
had five at 11 °S. 141 °E. on
28 June, 1964, two at 8°S l27°E. next day, and one at 6°S. 114°E. on
2 July, and J.H.A. had one at 91°S. I !4°E on 19 June, 1964, and two
at 9°S. 1081°£. next day. In the western Indian Ocean one was seen
from H.M.S. Owen at 9~0S. 52 E. on 24 March, 1964, and W.N.H.J.
reports six from 23YN. 60~0£. on 26 January, 1964.
H.M.S. Gwen landed a party in the Zubair Group in the southern
Red Sea on 17-20 April, 196'~; they re.Port that some 6,000•10,000
birds were present around the group, visiting all the islands, with some
250 pairs on Quoin Island where they landed, where there were young
birds approaching the flying stage but no small young.
In Sea Swallow
15 :57-58 we reported that they found much breeding in the nearby
Hanish group in November,
1961, although it was over by May, 1962,
so it sce~ns possible that autumn and winter breeding may be normal
here. However, the evidence continues IO accumulate that the breeding
behaviour of the species may he complicated; K.E.L. Simmons has· been
continuing the work of the B.O.U. Expedition Oil Ascension which we
noticed last year, and reports that the eight-month
repetition of peaks
in breedinz which they observed is actually short for a successful cycle.
and that ~his cycle broke down when shoaling fish, probably
Selar
nu menopth.almus, moved inshore in 1962, when the birds extended their
breeding season, their breeding success rose from 12 % to 50 % , and
in one case they managed to rear two young. When the fish departed
again they returned to the unsuccessful cigh1-momh
cycle (Ihis 107: 429).
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COR:tvlORANTS
FMvlTT.Y

AND

SHAGS:

P/-JAL!lCROCORAC!DAt;

W~ have nou-s of conccruratious
from the two great gua110producing areas off South-west Africa, where C:.C.A. reported hundreds
of Cape Cormorants Plialacrocorax ra p ensis and fifty African Wh'itebreasted Cormor~nts
P .. lucid us at Walvis Bay on 30 October (he
reports that the first feel tn the bay and roosted on jetties and barges,
but the second were shy and kept out to sea); and off western South
America, where S.E.C. reports tens or thousands of Guanays giving
strong radar echoes at 15°S. 76°W. ofT Paira on JO November 1963,
and again at 151°S.
751°W. on 16 November. He also saw a flock in
Valparaiso Bay 011 22 November, 1963. A. W. Johnson gives an account
of these birds with a report of nesting in Chile in Bull. Brit. Orn. Cl.
86: 73-75. Among other records ]. G. Williams reports the South
African White-breasted
Cormorant P. luridus breeding alongside
the
Common Cormorant P. carbo on Lake Edward. Uganda. so that these
birds, treated os subspecies by Alexander, will 110"' have to be regarded
as distinct
pecics (Bull. Brit. Orn. CI. 86: 48-50), and ]. C. Coulson
and G. R. Potts have developed studies of movements and seasonal
mortality and the effect of age on breeding behaviour
on Common
Cormorants and Shags P. arlstot elis on the Farne Islands. North-east
England (Brit. Birds 54-: 225-235, Ibis 107: 42B).
FRIGATE-BIRDS:

FAMILY

FREGAT!DA/i

We continue to get a number of records, only some of which arc
identified tO species not always reliably.
In the Western Atlantic
G.S.R. reports three Magnificent Frigate-birds
Fregata magnificens at
JO N. 60"W. on 11 November, 1963, and one at 19°N. 59°W. on 5
January, I %4, and S.E.C. two at I 91 ° N. 62°W. on 5 March, I 964.
E. Nicboer r lso reports a bird far out at sea here (Ardea 53: 236), but
A. Bombard has already reported seeing them all across the Atlantic
in this region in his book, "The Bombard
Story"
(London,
1963).
Unfortunately,
R. de Naurois reports that the only African
colony
on Boavisia in the Cape Verde Islands is in great danger and is now
reduced to under 30 pairs (Garcia
de Orta 12 :609-620). The species
continues abundant in Central America; in addition t0 records around
the Panama Canal, S.E.C. saw them at 18}0 . 67t0W. on 23 April,
l964, and W.A.K. reported hundreds over whales at 24°N. J 12°W.
on 2 August, 1964. J. B. Nelson has also recently produced a popular
account 'or the strong colonies of this and the Great Frigate-Bird
F. mi11or in the Galapagos in Nat. Hist. 75 :33-38,
with excellent
pictures.
Around the East Indies J.H.i\. reports a Great Frigate-bird
Ayin~
very high 105 miles west of Thursday Island on 15 June, 1964, and
P.P.O.H. reports 14 at 8°S. 127°E. Gt miles north of Pt. Curo. Timer,
on 29 June. 196·L with descriptions of Christmas and Lesser Frigatebirds F. andreiosi and F. ariel ; he also saw several Frigate-birds
at
6°S. J J4°E. on 2 July. 2°5. I09°E.
next day, and seven, including
three Lcsscrs al 2°N. 102°E. on 7 July. P.G.O.S. reports many frigatebirds off orth-wcst Sumatra in late August, 1964; further \\'CSt in the
Indian Ocean he saw one at I 0S. 74°E. on l 7 July, three during the
day at 3-4°S. 73°E. next day. one at 7°S. 56°E. on 9 August, and one
at 2°5. 53°E. 011 20 August.
Tuient y-seoen

PHALAROPES:

FAMILY

PHALAROl'Ol'IDAE

'Ne

have the usual records from West Africa and South Arabia;
P.P.O.H. reports a thousand at J(j' N. 53 E. on 17 August
1964 and
several thousand
at 15°N . .'ii~ 0E. on 22 September.' W~ still' wait
proof that Grey Phalaropcs Ph alaropus f ulicarius occur in this area, or
Red-necked
P. lobat us off West Africa, and it would be useful !f
particular attention could be paid to any birds that come aboard.
SKUAS OR JAEGERS : FAMTT.Y STERCOUARIIDAc
\1. C. Wy1111e Ed\\'ards has provided a useful general account of all
species in vol. 12 of the .. Birds of the British Isles" by D. A. Bannerman (I %3). Among other literature,
L. E. Williams has analysed occurrences on the Gulf Coast of the U.S.A.; the majority of 160 records
occurred at the seasons of migration, with 85 Arctic to 43 Pomarincs
and 6 Longtails;
he suggests they must cross North America overland
(Auk 82: 19-25). They have to cross the Old World to reach the Indian
Ocean too, of course. The fact that there arc also large migrations at
sea is demonstrated
by 76 birds seen by R.W. at +9 l\. +I 0W. 011
23 April, 1964, including 12 Pornarincs and 3 Longtails, with 41 gorng
S., 10 NW. 2 NE, B 1 and 8 SE.
Great
and McCormick's
Skuas Cat h arart a skua and C. ( s.?)
maccormirki. In the North At I antic, Bayes and others have censused the
fa roe population,
which has risen from 4 pairs in I B97 to 530 in 1961,
and Sir Landshorough Thompson has analysed British ringing recoveries.
Soon after Aedging young birds may be recovered on the far side of the
North Sea or long distances inland in Europe, with a notable wreck in
1963, and most later recoveries come from the cast coast of the Atlantic
to the south, with a Iew in the \\'CSL. Some birds have been recovered in
their third summer well north of their breeding places in Greenland, and
after this they start to be recovered back on the hrccding ~rounds (Dansk
Orn. Faren. Tidssk . .58: 3G, Brir. Birds 58: 1-15).
Our reports this year cover the usual NE Atlantic records, west to
birds seen by K.D.A.L at 42°N. 60°W. and 43~ 0 •• 60 W. on 25 July
and 12 October,
1964, and south to eight seen with Pornarinc Skuas
by D.S. :it 25° . 15t0W. 011 14 April, 1963, with one at 2Bi0N. 13t0W.
next clay, after the hard winter. 111 the South Atlantic
E.P.A. found
them numerous after a storm at about 30°S. 50°W. on 23 November,
1963, with more around the Falklands and their dependencies in the
succeeding southern summer. S.E.C. on the other side of South America
also reported them south from 47t0S. 7.'i0W. on I December,
1963.
K.D.A.L. reports them from 2.5°N. to l 26° E. on 31 March, 1964, in
the eastern north Pacific, and M. M. Slcpisov has recorded them much
further north in the waters of the U.S.S.R. (Ornitologia 6: •W2). In the
Indian Ocean W. F. ]. Motzer Bruyns with K. H. Voous and Roger
Bailey report occurrences along the south coa t of Arabia, where we
have been having occasional reports for some years (Ardca 53; 80-81,
Ibis 108: 245-246); J.H.A. saw one 150 miles WSW of Cape Guardafui
on I July, 1964. and D. Worrall 011 1-1.M.S. Owen two probable birds
with Sooty Terns at 161°S . .57°E. on I April, 1964, and one at 19t0S.
57!0E. on ,~ April. P.P.0.1-1. saw one at 39°S. 143°E. off Tasmania on
11 June, 1964-.
I. F. Spellerberg
Skuas in the Ballcny
Twenty-eight

reports Great Skuas occurring with McCormick\
Islands off Antarctica south of New Zealand 111

March, 1961 (Ibis IOi: 106). It still does not seem entirely
clear ro what
extent the breeding
and winter ranucs of these birds overlap, and therefore whether they should or should not be treated
as distinct species.
Pornnrinc
Skua St errorarius [unnarinus, As usual there arc most :;ff

West Africa. Away from there, W./\.l\.. reports one live miles south of
the SE point of Great Inagua Island 011 29 February, 1964, with four
at 15 N. 77°1/V. 011 I March. J.0.U. saw two at 16,\- N. 67°W. on
6 March, 1964, hvc at 13 N. i2 W. next day. two at 3I,\-0N. ·~2°W. on
28 April, one at 40 N. 21 \V. 011 I i\lay. and three at 43°-N. 18°W. next
clay. while R.W. saw the twelve already mentioned in a skua pilssagc at
49°1 . 41 W. on 23 April, 19(i4, with one at 51 N. 20 W. two days
later. D.S. saw a possible bird in Pon S11id roads 011 21 May, 1964·, one
attacking a jouanin's Petrel at 22°N. 60"E. 011 29 May. and one ill 29° 1 .
.'i0°E. On ::ll May; P.P.O.H. also reports one at 29° . 49°E. Oil 23 April,
1964.
0

Arctic Skua St errorariu: parasltirus. W./\.K. reports one at 351°N.
+Y1"\<\1. 011 23 February, 1964, with several at l.'i0N. 98°W. 011 6 March;
we usually get Pornariucs reported i11 the Carihbcan area, but thc figures
reported by Williams quoted above suggests that Arctics may also be
common 011 passage. A. C. Perdeck. describes the early breeding behaviour
in Ardca 51: 1-15.
Long-tailed
Skua St errorarius longuaudus.
R.W. saw three in the
skua pas~i"lgc.: described earlier
at '~9' N. 41' V\I. on 23 April, I Y64.
K.D.1\.1 .. had a 1111111hi:r of records on autumn At larn ic crossings,
starting with six at ·Hl N. 36 W. (•II 25 August, 1964, with four at
.J.Ot r\. ;q W. on 2Y August, one at ·H ci\". 68°W. on 5 September,
two at 52 N. 24°W. on 10
epicrnber and at 52°N. +O W 011 29
September, three at 42 N. 65~ W. on 2 October, two at +I N 68°W.
on 11 October, and on« at ·1-3i"N. G0°W. 011 12 October. D. C. Bell
provides a popular account of rh« species to accompany illustrations
in Brit. Birds SB: l::l~-145.

C Li LLS:

FAM [I.\" LAlU DA 1::

We continue to get man)' records, the majority from well-known
coasts and harbours which acid lit i l r to cxisi inu knowledge. They also
continue the subjects of a variety of research throughout the world.
Among items of general interest not easily classified under species are
records of gulls attacking migrarn thrushes over t hc North Sea and
storm-petrels on the breeding grounds in Britain (.J. H. Hobbs . .J. L. F.
Parslow el al ., Brit. Birds 52: 313. 5B: 219-220. 4HA46, 5221-523) compar.u ivc studies of other foods there and the ability of the birds to
raise uuusual ly large broods by M. P. Harris, lhis 107: +3-53, 256-257);
studies of dilT-ncsting adaptations in arctic and tropical species by
N. G. Smith and ]. P. Hailman (Ibis
108 :68-83.
Wilson Bull.
77: 346), and a key for identifying immature birds of the larger species
of Japan by H. Yamanoro (Misc, Rep. Yarna hina's Inst. Orn. Zoo!.
2 : 358-362).
I vory Cull l'at,;o/ihila eb urnea. F. Salo111011sc11
has reviewed the
breeding status in Greenland in Dansk Orn. Forcn. Tidsskr. 55: l 77-180.
Audouin's Gull Larus aud ouini D. de Bournonvillc discus cs a colony
in Corsica in Gerfaut :14:439-453.
I I erring Gull Latus argent atus. W. H. Drury describes population
control by spraying q~gs to kill them, and colour 11iark111g cxpcrunents
Twcnt y-nine

which show the birds travel up to twenty miles tO garbage, in a cyclostyled
report or the Massachusetts
Audubon Society. S. Anderson
investigated
birds killed with poison
bait in Sweden and found a
consistent sexual difference in the size of the bill and tarsus in var Fagelva rld 23: 337-347. J\. 0. Gross lists some records or albinism mainly in the
Day of Fundy region in Auk 81 :551-552.
L. A. Portcnko considers this
species
and the Slaty-backcd
Gull L. schistisagus conspecific
and
describes an intermediate race L. a ochotensis in Fauna Kamschatskay
oblasriy A.! .S.S.R. F. S. I.. Williamson
and L. Peyton also report
interbreeding
of Herring
and
Glaucous-winged
Gulls in Alaska
(Condor 65: 2'~-28), and J R. Jehl and R. C. Frohling two HerringGlaucous Gull Hybrids in New Jersey (Auk 82 :498) ro add to the
evidence that even the gulls themselves arc uncertain or their systematic
position.
Glaucous-winged
Gull Larus glaucescens. The breeding
biology
is discussed by K. Vermeer in Occas. Papers Brit. Columbia Prov. Mus.
13: 1-104,
and he and others also report variations
i11 size and leg
colour in birds wintering in British Columbia in Condor 65: 332-333 ;
perhaps a consequence of the breeding aberrations in Alaska already
mentioned. Ringing results are analysed by T. Pearse in Bird Banding
3+: 30-36.
Thayer's Gull Larus tliayeri. Ju the course or discussing cliff-nesting
by g11lb in the Canadian archipelago
N. G. Smith presents a re-assessment or the local systematic , recognising
the presence or Herring
Gulls, Kumlien's Gull as a race or the Iceland L. leucopt erus kumlieni,
and a third species which breeds alongside
them, Thayer's Gull.
Apparently while the other two are migrants which attract attention
elsewhere, Thayer's Gull is comparatively
sedentary
in this remote
area, so it has received less notice;
it is very like the other two, the
three species differing mainly in such characters as the colour or the
orbital ring (Ibis I 08: 68-83).
Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus f uscus. ]. A. G. Barnes has recently
investigated
the increasing tendency of this otherwise highly-migratory
species to winter in Britain, reporting a niuc-Iold increase in ten years
to 2,800 birds, mainly in urban areas around London ancl the West
Midlands (13ird Study 8: 127-147). K. H. Voous discusses the European
geographical variation and reports birds in ummcr at Mombasa in
Ardea 51: 16-24 and 53-83. R. G. 13. Brown summarises work on display,
postulating that courtship feeding may actually serve a useful purpose
when the female is laying down eggs, and that social displays serve
10 synchronise laying dates in the colony, in Ibis 107: 427.].
M. Harrison
reports a possible hybrid with the Common Gull Larus ca1111s in Bull.
Bru. Orn. Cl. 85: 67-70.
Grear Black-backed
Gull Lar us mari1111s. YL P. Harris discusses
weights and measurements, showing that males arc larger. in Brit.
Birds 57: 71-75. This species is apparently the main culprit taking stormpetrels <it the breeding colonies, as reported above.
Glaucous
Gull Larus hyperboreus. E.P./\. reports one at sea off
North-west Iberia at 43°N. 10°W. on 17 October, 1963. Hybrids with
Herring Gulls arc mentioned above.
Grear Black-headed
Gull Lams ichth.yaet us. G. I. Ishunin has
published a paper on its feeding in the Region of Sivash Island. in
Ornitologia 6:471-472.
Thirty
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Laughing Gull Latus atricilla. We have the usual records from
cast coast of the Americas. T. Albrikrson and R. Berudtsson have
recently reported the fir. l European bird, an immature at Gorcnburg
18-20. j anuary,
19M (var fagclvarld
24:289-293).
J. P. Mailman
also 1nvcs.ugatccl tarsus length as an indication of the age of chicks,
found It inconclusive (Bird Banding 32: 223-226).

Franklin's
Gull Larus pipixca11. S.E.C. reports numbers clown the
,~·est coast of South America in . .ovembcr and December, 1963. 71,f. K.
Swales and R. C. Murphy have also reported one from Tristan da
Cunha in February,
195G (Ibis 107: 3~H), lO add lO the Pacific island
records cited last year.
Silver Gull Larus nocaehoilandiae. J.H.A. reports t h irry on Oswald
Shoal of the Australian Gi cat Barrier Reef at 14°20'S.
144°40'E. on
14 June, 1964. 111e biology of the species has recently been reviewed
by W. R. Wheeler and R. Watson in Emu 63: 99-173, and also by R.
Carrick and Jvl. D. 111 urray in C:.S. l.R.O. wu.n. Res. 9: 160-199
who conclude that they arc partial mil\rants whose numbers arc controlled br the food supply outside the breeding season, that there arc
more birds than the availahle
breeding sites can accommodate, and
that the individual aggressiveness of the birds determines
which are
able to breed there. while the rest arc unable to breed. The New
Zealand populations have been surveyed by L. Gurr and F. C. Kink. ky,
who find that they arc concentrated in a few large colonies mainly in
the cast (No torn is 12 : 223-2+0).
Buller's or the Black-billed
Gull Lams bullen, Clutch-size
and
incubation arc discussed by C. G. Heer in Auk 82: 1-18.
Northern
Black-headed
Gull Larous
ridib undus.
Cen uses of
Engli. h and . couish colonies arc reported by F. C. Gribble and F.
Hamilton
in Bird
tudy 9: 56-79,
incubating
and
nest-building
behaviour by C. G. Beer in Behaviour 18: 62-1 Oti, and the timing and
spacing of broods by I. J. Patterson i11 Ibis I 07: 433-459.
Slender-billed
Gulls Larus genei. C. Erard adds to his studies of
the distribution of this species, which showed well-defined
migrations
from the Black and Caspian Seas lO those bordering Arabia and the
Southern Mediterranean,
and H. de Balsac
reports rhe discovery by
R. de Naurois of additional
breeding colonies in West Africa. i11
Alauda 32: 245-249 and 283-296.
Bonaparr's Gull Larus phiiadel phia. S.E.C. reports what appears
to be this species in the harbour at Paita, Peru. It was only seen
briefly. The head was possibly dusky ; the primaries black with white
mark inzs towards the tips and a broad white margin to the outer
primar~s and primary coverts, with the underside of the primaries
black. The mantle was grey, the tail and underparts white with no
sign of a rosy tinge, the bill black with a reddish tinge to the upper
mandible, the legs and feet possibly reel. The alternative seems to be
ihc Patagonian Black-headed Gull L. maculipennis,
and either would
be unusu~l.
l.iulc Cull Larus mi1111/11s. G. T. Knotzsch documents the migration
over Central Europe. where it apparently occurs regularty in Switzerland.
in Orn. Bcob. 61 :34-42;
R. F. Ruulcdgc
summarises the growing
number of Irish records, where it has now occurred in every month
except July, with most in September
and May. in Irish Nat. ].
14: 153-154.
Thirty-one

Kittiwake Nissa trid acyla. K.D.A.L. reported that they re-appeared
in the Central Atlantic in late August and September. E. Pullainen reports
invasions in Finland in February and March, 1927, 1959 and 1962,
following storms in the Atlantic, where otherwise they only get strays
(Orn is. Fenn. 39 :81-96).
A. I . Golovkin has a pioneer study of fish
consumption
by this species and guillemots
in the Barents
Sea
in Zoo!. Zh. 42: 4-08-416, and V. P. Shun tov surveys the summer
distribution
of the two species of k itriwake in the Bering Sea in
Ornitologia 6: 325-330. J. C. Coulson summarises outstandingly interest111g work which suggests that paired Kittiwakes usually breed more
successfully with the passage of time, but that some prove incompatible,
in which case they gel a divorce in Ibis 107 :4-27.

The Galapagos or Swallow-tailed
Gull Creagrus [urcat us. J. P.
Hailman continues his work on this species. reporting that it breeds
continuously but that groups nest simultaneously,
and that it shows
various cliff-nesting
adaptations (Amer. Nat. 98: 79-83, Wi!. on Bull.
77 :346).
Sabine's Gull Xe ma sabiui. In the Atlantic E.P./\. saw one at
43°N. 4t W. on 17 October, 1963; D.S. saw three at 8°N. 14°W. Oil
7 April, 1964, one at 9!0N. IG0W. on 10 April, three at 13°N. 171°W.
next day, four at 2q0N. 17:\0W. on 13 April and one at 25°N. 15!0W.
on l '~ April; and J.O.B. saw one at I 6°N. I 8°W. on 24 May, 1964.
In the Pacific S.E.C. saw a possible bird i11 Valparaiso
Gay on 22
November, 19G3, and 150-200 followed hy 90 with a few Franklin's
Gulls off the Pcscadorcs, Peru, on 18 December, 1963. N. Mayaud gives
further notes on the Atlantic winter quarters in Alauda 33 :81-83.
0

TERr'S:

F/\M!LY STJ..:NNID/JI::

I-Jere also the majority of species occur further in:horc than rhey
can usually be seen from seagoing vessels, so we get comparatively Ie«:
records. Among general publications,
H. Lind has described aspects
of their social behaviour (Dans.
Orn. Forcn. Tidsskr, 57: 155-175),
W. U. Robertson has documented the history of the great colony of
tropical seabirds on the Dry Tonugas off Florida, with up to 190,000
Sootics, up to 35,000 Noddics, and lesser numbers of Roseate, Least
and in rhe past Royal and Sandwich Terns, and exceptionally Black
Nodclics (Bull, Florida State, Mus. 8: 1-94, Florida Nat. 38: 131-138).
Elsewhere in the Caribbean K. H. Voous has reported on the considerable colonies of six species of tern and the Laughing Gull along the
north coast of South America (Proc. XIII In. Orn. Congr, Ithaca
1962: 1214-1216
; Ibis J 07 : 430-431 ), J-1. Sick and A. P. I\. l.cao have
reported Cayenne and South American Terns breeding with Brown
Boobies and Frigate-birds
in Brazil in July, 1963 (Auk. 62 :507-508),
H. de Balsac has reported further important discoveries of breeding
seabirds in West Africa,
including
Gull-billed,
Common,
Royal,
Caspian, Bridled and Sooty Terns among other species (Alauda 27: 144,
32: 245-249), and E. C. Dickinson and J. I\. Tubb have reported on
colonies of Bridled and Black-naped, and possibly also Roseate Terns
breeding off Siam in June and July (Nat. Hist, Bull. Siam. Soc.
20: 321-324).
J. H. Taverner reports on the aggressive and other
behaviour of Common and Sandwich Terns breeding on Southampton
Water, England, in Brit. Birch· 58 :5-9.

T!tirty-tl('o

Black Tern Chli d onias nigra. There arc the usual records from
winter quarters off West Africa and tropical
America. Among others,
D.S. reports a thousand adult and immature
Black and Common
Terns at 8°N. 14°W. on 7 April, 1963, and a continuous stream of terns,
mostly Black with some immature Common and possibly some Roseate,
flying north into the wind at 2l·!°N. l71°W. on 13 April;
there could
have been ten thousand in all. S.E.C. reported a dozen in Acajuila,
Guatemala,
on the west coast of tropical America on 9 and 12 July,
1964, and more in the Panama Canal on 27 July.
Large-billed
Tern Ph aet usa sim ples: S.LC. reports ten 011 l.as
Flores mudflats, Baranquilla , Colombia,
on 20 June, 1961~.
Caspian Tern Hydro progn e cospia. J. P. Ludwig reports on t:1.-:
birds of the Great Lakes in North America
in Bird
Banding
36:217-233.
There were some 1,620 pairs in 1964; their numbers
apparently depend upon the fortunes of the ale" ife fish. They winter
on the Caribbean, and young birds spend their first year there;
in
I 963-64 the average clutch-size
was '.!.8, the hatching rate 0.8, and
the fledging rate I .6 chicks per pair. 62°fo fledged young die before
maturity, and adults have an l l.l "j0 mortality
per year, averaging
8.9 years of productivity.
A quarter of the recoveries arc clue to
shooting.
Arctic Tern Sterno poradisea. K.D.A.L.
reports a number
of
terns on Atlantic
crossings
in August which were presumably
this
species on the first leg of its migration
from Arctic Canada to West
Africa; they include 28 at 50°N. 26°W. on 24 August and five at
48°N. 36°W. on 28 August. £.P.A. reports four terns with red bills at
about 15"N. 30°W. on 28 October which seem likely to be this species
further along its route, and various terns around the Falkland Islands
and their dependencies
in the following southern summer which seem
likely to be wintering' birds or the Wreathed Tern Sterno ritt at a. M. J.
Imber reports one in New Zealand in Norornis 12: 157, M. Nordcrhaug
describes behaviour in Spirsbergen in Fauna 17: 137-154, commenting on
the large annual variation in their productivity.
Forster's Tern Stern a f orst eri. S.E.C. identifies as this species a bird
seen on a buoy off Tigre Island, San Lorcngo, Honduras, on 8 April,
1964. It was like a Common Tern, but the bill was blackish with a
white tip, the legs blackish, the forehead and chin white with a black
streak behind the eye, the wing pale grey with dark primaries.
Bridled Tern St erna anaethctus. M.B.C. supplies a bird-in-hand
form from 22!0N. 37!0E. in the Red Sea on 9 May, 1963, giving the
overall length as 3U I mm. and the wingspan <'IS 780mm.; and J .H.A. one
from 8!0S. 13U1°E.,
18 miles off Thor, giving the length as 275mm.
and the wing span as 750mm.; it had a short tail.
Sooty Tern Sterno f uscat a. As usual, there arc many records 0N.
at
sea in rhe tropics. In the Atlantic C.C.A. had one 011 board at ~
9J, W. on 27 March, 1963, and reports the length as 16ins.=ca. 400mm.,
"~hile in the Caribbean S.E.C. reports fifteen at 13°N.
72°W. on 7
March 1964. and 25 at 18~ 0N. 671°W. on 23 April. In the Pacific
K.D.A'.L. reports seeing them at 2~i0N.
162°W. on 12 April, 1964.
0S.
and J.B.M. a large Hock over a shoal of tuna at: 8~
]561°W. on
6 May, 1964. In the Indian Ocean R. Worrall on H.M.S. Owen reports
ten feeding at 9~0S . .52°E. on 24 March, 1964, Rocks of 30-200 feeclmg
and moving
south
all
clay on the South-west
Seychelles
Bank
0

Thirty-three

on 25 March,
30 at
shearwaters
and skuas

15-}cs_
57°E.,
later
further
flocks or 30-60 with
at 16!0S. 57°E. on l April, and about a thousand

thirty miles north of Mauritius next day. P.G.O.S., of l-Llvl.S. Dampier,
reports one on board at 7°S_ 62°1.::. 011 5 August, 1964 (length
L5!ins.
=ca. 390mm.), a number around 9°S. 58°E. next clay, several at 7°S.
56°E. the day after, hundreds all night, some landing 011 board, as
they passed des Noefs Island at 7°S. 57~0E. on 11 August, numbers
at 7~0S. 52!0E. next day, many at 2°S. 53°E. on 20 August, and one
at 1 °S. 62°E. next day. J.H.A. saw fifteen at I0N. 64°£. on 28 June,
1964, and P.P.O.H.
one at 3°S. 52°E. on 9 July, 1964, and two flocks
at 3VS. 48!0E. on 30 July. Around South Arabia D.S. also reports
25 at l6t0N. 4l 0E. on 25 May, 1964, ten among many Bridled at
26t0N. 5G0E. on 30 May, and six among Bridled at 29°N. 50°E. next
day ; but the general impression is that there are few here except for
the small colony on Mait Island off northern Somaliland,
and- most
records result from confusion with
Bridled,
which arc abundant in
the Red Sea and Persian Gulf.
Among various reports 111 the literature,
the history by W. P
Robertson or the great colony Oil the Dry Tortugas off Florida has
already been mentioned; he reports in the Nigerian Field 30: 190-191
that the 125,000 ringed since 1959 have resulted in thirteen recoveries
of young birds On the far side or the Atlantic in the Gulf of Guinea,
two in the l st October, three in November, two each in January and
February,
one each in April and June, and one in the following
October. It was not known that this species had such well-marked
migrations, but it appears that this northern population
at least does,
and that the young birds spend the first year in their winter quarters
like other terns; coloured streamers are now being fixed to them to
help trace their movements. H. de Balsa c reports that the Abbe de
Naurois has now also found large breeding colonies in 1he Gulf of
Guinea, clearly an important area for these birds (Alauda
32 :245-249).
Among other notes, W. F. J. Morzer Bruyns and K. H. Voous report
that a bird that came aboard 100 miles off California
at 2100hrs.
vomited a deep-sea fish, Vinciguerria cf. lucetia (Garman),
which
suggests reeding on animals brought up in upwelling
water after dark;
P. Meeth reports an immature near Seville in Spain on 1!3 May, 1963;
and F. Havcrschrnidt found two dead inland in Surinam in January
and March, 1963; it is not clear why, though like those reported in the
Gulf of Guinea one presumes they may be wrecked in tropical storms
(Arclea 53: 79, 235-236).
Liule Tern Sterna albilrons.
Guatemala, on 6 April, 1964.

S.E.C.

reports

four

at

Acajutla,

Crested Tern Sterna bergii. J.H.J\. reports two 54 miles south or
Perim Island in the Gulf or Aden on 3 July, l 964. It appears from
Roger Bailey's report that this species may appear up to fifty miles
from land in this region, where it occurs throughout the year; the
more migratory l .esscr Crested 1c1 n may stay closer in .hore (Ibis
108 :248).
Royal Tern T'h alasseus m axim us. J.O.B.
reports four off West
Africa at 21°N.
17°W.
on 5 July, 1964, and S.E.C. two off Acajurla,
Guatemala,
on 6 April, 1964. H. W. Kale describes a colony off
Georgia in Bird Banding 36: 21-27 ; it was among terms found breeding off West Africa by R. de Naurois.
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Common or Brown Noddy Anous stolidus. S.E.C.
reports four at
l6°N. 67t0W. on 18 June, 1964, and others at 7°N. 81 °W. on 26
June. P.G ..0.S. reports twenty
at 4°S. 73°E. on 18 July, 1964. F.
Haverschmidi
recorded one oIT Surinam on 19 December.
1963, in
Ardea 53: 236, and C. R. Mason and W. B. Robertson
list three
occurrences
in l cw England after tropical storms during August and
September in Auk 82: 27.
Lesser or Black Noddy A nous minutus (incorporating the Whitecapped Noddy A. t enuirostrisi.
\Al. B. Robertson and others record the
first bird_s for the. U ..S.A. in the breeding season on the Tortugas,
commentmg on their lighter, more erratic Hight compared to Common
No_ddies, in Auk 78 :423-425;
and R. G. Macdonald
reports one at
Spira Bay, New Zealand, on I 0 January, 1965, in
oiornis 12: 240.
White Tern Cygis alba. ].B.M. reports one at l l 0S. 167+0W. nn
8 May, 1964, several possibles at I 3t 0 S. 173° W. next day, "and two
possibles ar 19i0S. 178°E. on 12 May, 1964.
AUKS:

FAMILY ALCIDAE

We have the usual
ort h Atlantic records off Western Europe
and Canada. Among reports in the literature, ]. H. Plumb describes
the breeding
biology of the Razorbill,
Alea t orda, in Brit. Birds
58: 449-456; the birds select nest site on their first visits t0 land in
spring, and when the egg was lost five of thirteen pairs replaced it.
The incubation
period is 36 days. the hatching
success 69°/c, the
young fledge at IBt clays, with a success of 78%, making the0 total
breeding success 53 % . When given two chicks two or three of twelve
pairs managed tO rear them. ]. Greenwood also describes the fledging
of this species and the Common Guillemot U ria aalge, when the young
birds leap into the sea, in Ibis 106:469-481.
and he and S. Fogden
describe Guillemots breeding in a cavity in Brit. Birds 58: 470 (comment by ]. L. F. Parslow, Brit. Birds 59: 120-121).
]. M. Boyd reports
a census of Guillemots
and Kittiwakes
on St. Kilda, where there arc
surprisingly few, in Brit. Birds 53: 252-264, and E. Brun reports colonies
of Brunnich's Guillemot in Norway in Sterna 6: 229-250. A. N. Golvkin
reviews the fish consumption
by Guillemots
and Kittiwakes
in the
Barents Sea in Zoo!. Zh. 4·2: 408-'~ 16.
S. Myrbergci
reviews
the
systematics
of 1 orwcgian
Puffins
Fr atercula arctic a in Nytt Mag. Zool. 11 : 74-84, R. H. Drent the
breeding biology of Pigeon Guillemots,
Cep phus columba, in Ardea
53: 99-160, and E. A. Munger the inland records of the Ancient Murrelet
Synthliborh am ph us a11tiq1111s in Wilson Bull. 777: 235-242; there arc a
number of records of this last Pacific species cast to the upper St.
Lawrence
and Mississippi
delta,
two-thirds
in late
October
or
Jovembcr. and mostly associated
with weather
disturbances
on the
Pacific coast, thought the}' can survive for some time on fresh water
after wandering inland. The breeding behaviour
and moult of Cassin's
Auklet, Ptychorltam ph us aleuticus, is discussed by A. C. Thoreson and
R. B. Payne in Condor 66: 456-476 and 67: 220-228; incubation takes
at least 37 clays, fledging takes 45 clays, 65°/0 of hatched chicks fledge,
and the total egg and chick loss is 73"j0. They suffer from much
predation by gulls, like other small seabirds. The moult starts during
the second half of the breeding season, breeders starting later, and the
primaries are replaced progressively.
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SHEATHl3IJ .LS: CH !ON!DJ DAL'
The breeding behaviour i11 the South Orkncys is discussed by N. \/.
Jones in Brit. Ant. Survey Bull. 2:53-71.
They return in October,
and nest with the penguins, feeding the you11g 011 the krill which the
penguins waste. They lay one to four eggs in December which hatch
in 40 days, and the young Hedge in 50-60 clays, after which rhey all
feed on the shore till they migrate.

RECENT

LITERATURE

I surveyed work 011 birds throughout the oceans i11 a review in
the Proceedings
or the XlIIth International
Oruthological
Congress,
Ithaca, 1 !)62, pp. 831-854
( 1963). General sections on diflcrcru seabird
groups and topics will also be found in the "Ne"· Dictionary of Birds"
edited by Sir A. Landsborough
Thomson (London,
1964). Accounts
of individual
seabirds will usually be found in the standard ornithological textbooks for most countries,
of which at the present time
vol. 1 or the "Handbook or North American Birds" (eel. R. S. Palmer,
Yale and London. 1962) is most important in the north, and the
"Oceanic Birds or South America" by R. C. l'vlurphy (New York,
1930) in the south, though D. I.. and V. Serventy and John Warham
should shortly produce an important
work on seabirds of Australia.
There is no textbook for Anrarcrica,
but K. H. Voous has recently
contributed an important survey of the birds 10 "Biozeography
and
ecology in Aruarctica" (Monographiac
Biologica
15, ed. P. van Oyc
and ]. van Micghcrcn, The Hague, 1965). References LO older literature
will be found here or in the "Aves" section of the Zoological Record,
published annually
by the Zoological
Society of London- (price £I ;
address, Regents Park, London . 1.W.1).
Ir is more difficult ro keep up
with recent work, which is scattered i11 many places. and may only
come to be quoted in the textbooks after a long delay. if at· all. Therefore, in addition LO aucmpting
LO summarise'
the more important
information for each species since 1959 in the systematic: list, it seems
useful to encl with a summary of more general work.
There have been well over thirty accounts or birds seen at: sea.
Three, by J. D. Gibson (Emu 60: 11-19),
A. 0. Gross (Audubon Mag.
62: 274, 277, 298, 310) and D. 13. Pcakall (Emu 60: 197-202) cover
voyages round a large part of thr world. There arc ten for the North
Atlantic,
by R. Berndt
(Vog-clwarre
21 : 293-29,~).
M. Derarnond
(Alauda 30: 286-289), K Elgmork (Sterna 4: 241-246), G. Laublinger
(Orn. Min. Stuttgart 13: 225-229), P. W. Post (Kingbird 14: 133-140),
E.I.S. Rees (Canadian Field. Nat. 77 ·98-107), G. J. van Oordr (Ardea
'l'hirtv-six

47 :41-48), D. Veillcumier
(nos. Oiseaux 27 :239-245),
R. Vik (Stcrna
5: 1.5-23) and R. H. Wiley (Wilson Bull. 71 : 364-371 ). Most of these
cover one or two voyages of the sort with which our members will be
very familiar, though Posts' review of shearwatcr
records from New
England and Rees' notes from the Sr. Lawrence deserve comment.
There arc fewer notes from the other northern oceans, though
these arc important because less is known there. In the Arctic L. 0.
Belopolskii
has made an important study of the ecology of seabird
colonies in the Barents Sea (trans.
Israel Programme
for Scientific
Publications,
Jerusalem, IY61),
and A. N. Golovkin of the consumption of fish by guillemots and Kittiwakes
in this area (Zoo!. Zh.
42: 408-416).
There have also been a number of other important and
inaccessible Russian papers on distribution
in the Bering Sea and adjacent
parts of the Pacific by V. P. Shuntov, E. N. Kurochkin and M. M.
Sleptov (Zoo!. Zh. 40: 1058-1069, 42: 1223-1231,
Ornitologia 2: 276-281).
The seabirds of the region around Jap;rn arc reviewed in the last of a
series of important
papers by N. h. Kuroda (Pacific Science 14: 55-57),
while A. C:hckc reports a voyage from the south (Misc. Rep. Yarnashina's
Inst. Orn. Zoo!. I'~: 55-67). D. C. Wilhoft supplements
an account of
voyages across the Pacific with a useful bibliography
(Condor 63: 257L62), while K. D. Waldron continues work by Murphy and Ikehara on
the association
between bird Rocks and fish shoals in the central Pacific,
especially around the Marquesas
(U.S. Dept. Int. Spec. Sci. Rep.
fisheries Nos. 154·, 46+).
The information on the northern Indian Ocean is placed on a new
footing with the appearance of the first full report on R,R.S. Discovery
results by Roger Bailey (Ibis 108: 224-264);
R. Pocklington
has also
published some notes from the western Indian Ocean (Ibis 107: 385386), and G. M. Storr a survey of distribution
off West Australia (Emu
63: 297-303).
R. Livcrsidgc
has reviewed the scanty
information
for
South African seabirds (Ostrich
Supp. 3: 47-67), and G. R. Edwards
and R. W. Rand have reported on voyages to the south and east
(Bokmakicrie
13: 19-22, Ostrich 33: 48-51, 34: 121-28).
Our member
A. Y. Norris provides a series of useful notes on New Zealand seabirds
in an account of a tour of duty in the region, and E. W. Dawson and
R. B. Sibson also report Oil voyages in this area (Notornis
12: 80-105.
IO: 7-BO, 12:245-247).
Parts of the voyages hy Gibson and Peak a ll
cited earlier were through the Southern Ocean, and K. Ozawa has also
made observations here -(J. Tokyo Univ. Fish. (Spec. Ecln.) 1958: 325328). C. R. Eklund described a number of proposals for research in the
Antarctic
during the International
Geophysical
Year (Bird Banding
'.\O: l l'~-118);
the results arc apparently
not generally available yet.
There have been too many accounts of mainland and island breeding places to cite any but the highlights here. They include important
accounts of the great seabird colonies off west Africa by R. de Naurois,
J. Dragesco and H. de Balsac quoting the former (Alauda 27: IH, 2+128: 161-180,
29: 53-55, 81-98,
241-259,
30: 81-97,
32: 245-249)
and a survey of numbers and fish-consumption
in the colonies off southwest Africa by R. W. Rand (The biology of guano-producing
seabirds;
luvesr Rep. Div. Fish. S.Afr. Nos. 41, +2, 43, 46, ctc.). The work of the
13.0.U. Centenerary
Expedition
on Ascension
and St. Helena in the
tropical Atlantic is described in vol. 103b of the Ibis, and by Bernard
Stonehouse in his book "Widcawake Island" (London,
1960).
Further
north, among many publications
the most notable arc possibly an account
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o.f the best seabird colony in the Fa roes by A. Norrcx ang (Dansk Orn.
Foren. Tidsskr. 54: 9-35) and. of the birds of Spitsbergen by A. Loevenskiold (Avifauna Svalbardiensis,
Norsk Polarinstitut,
Oslo, 1964; see also
R. de Na.urois, Oiseau 33: I 27-139, 189-2 l J ). In the south, J. Warharn,
K. A. Hindwood and D. L. Scrvcnry describe
the seabirds
of the
Australian barrier reef (Emu Gl : 77-93, G2: 1-30, C.S.I.R.O. Div. Wild!.
Res. Tech. Paper .No. 3), K. Westerskov, A. M. Bailey and J. H. Sorensen de;cnbe the birds of Campbell Island off New Zealand (Wildl. Pub!.
New Zealand No. 61 : Proc. Denver Mus. Nat. Hist. No. 10), M. C.
Downes and others th~se of Heard Island south of Kerguclcn
(Rep.
Austr. Nat. Ant. Res. Exp, No. IB) and M. K. Swales the seabirds of
Gough Island (Ibis 107: J 7-42, 2 I 5-229).
There has been a variety of other work of interest. K. Schmidt
Nie.lsen has worked on the excretion of salt by marine birds with a
variety of authors; they lose it through the supraorbital gland opening
into the nosrrils, and die through salt depiction if not aivcn salt water
(c.g., Circulation
21 : 955-9G6). A number of workers h:vc also worked
on the temperature
regulation of tropical
seabirds,
including
T. R.
Howell and G. A. Bartholomew (Ibis 104: 98-105, Condor G3: 185-197,
64-: 6-18) and M. D. F. Udvardy (Auk 80: 191-194).
R. W. Storer has
discussed the evolution
and adaptations
of diving birds (Proc. XIIth
Int. Orn. Congr. Helsinki
1958: 694-707), and P. Paulian had discussed
diving by the petrels (Oiseau 29: I 28-130).
G. Timmerman
has produced a massive review of the feather-lice
of the petrels, drawing conclusions from them concerning the evolution
of the birds which mainly
agree with other findings but conflict utterly with those for the gadfly
petrels (Abh. Verh. Naturwiss.
Vereins Hampurg No. 8, suppl.). In
Britain there has been a great deal of observation of birds from the
coast, described
in reports from various Bird Observatories
and now in
the cyclostylcd
Seabird Bulletin ; there have also been accounts of the
birds feeding on fishing offal off N.W. Britain by D. Boddington
and
]. H. Boswall, and sprats along the east coast by P. J. Stead, while T. H.
Pearson has speculated
on their feeding biology in that region (Brit.
Birds 52: 383, .~3: 212-215, 57: 76-78, Ibis 105: 429).
In the south more attention has been devoted to another technique
until recently
neglected
in the north, "bcachcoming"
for bodies. The
most spectacular result's come from New Zealand, where P. C. Bull and
B. W. Boeson report on systematic beach patrols and B. Stonehouse has
also described a wreck of young Sooty Shearwarers (Notornis 9: 185199, 10: 26.5-277, 12: 4G-48). In Australia A. R. Sefton has also described
a wreck of Short-tailed
Shcarwatcrs and J. A. Devitt, N. F. Learmonth
and M. P. Hines results of beach-counts,
which among other
things
turned up a British-ringed
Manx Shearwater (Emu 59: 220-22 I, GO: I 03107, G2G2-63, 184-187, 64: 322>-323, Brit. Birds 55: 86-87). In South
Africa M. K. Rowan has also reported a mass mortality of Common
Terns along the coast (Brit. Birds 55: 103-114),
while R. Escalcntc
reports results from beachcoming even in Uruguay (Condor GI : 158-159).
In the north beached birds only seem to attract attention where
they have died of oil, as described by L. A. Giles and J.. Livingstone
for
America (Trans. N. Amer. Wild!. Conf. 25: 297-303), various people, and
especially D. S. Ranwcll and D. Hewett for Poole Harbour, 111 a symposium for Britain in "Bird Notes'.' 31 (G), in. the An'.mal Reports. of
the British Section of the International
Council for Bird Preserva tion
and in the Report of the International
Conference
on Oil Pollution· of
Thirty-eight

the Sea, Copenhagen,
1959. Although oil pollution
was very severe
around 13ritain in the early spring of 1966. killing tens of thousands of
birds. suflicicnt
countries have now signed further amendments to the
international
convention
limiting the discharge of oil at sea to bring
them into force, and it is to be hoped that there will now be some
improvement in the position. Our congratulations seem in order to the
Advisory Committee
on Oil pollution of the Sea and its indefatigable
Hon. Secretary, Miss Phyllis Barclay-Smith,
for their efforts in this
direction, which an; gradually having some effect, and perhaps members
may care to support it (c/o Jatural History Museum, Cromwell Road,
London, S.W.7.).
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OBSERVATIONS

ON ISLA1\iDS IN THE INDIAN

OCEA

1

By W. R. P. Bounxr;
During 1964 observations were made on many of the remoter islands
i11 the Indian Ocean by personnel from H.M.S. Owen (Lt. J. W. Leech,
Chief Petty Officer R. Worrell and Able Seaman R. W. Thomas) and
H.M.S. Dampier (Lr. P. G. Odling-Smee and another amateur ornithologist). While the visits "ere short and none of the observers experienced, so little is known about these islands that the lists of birds
reported often appear lO add to existing information
as summarised
by
G. E. Watson, R. L. Zusi and R. E. Storer in their ·· Preliminary
Fieldguide to the birds of the Indian Ocean" published
by the Smithsonian
Institution in 1963, so it seems desirable ro place them on record (we
have added the scientific names). Lt. Odling-Smec reports that on many
of the smaller islands devoted to growing copra condiLions appear lO be
deteriorating
for birds; the native land birds are also likely to be sutleri11g from competition
from the growing number of introduced
species,
while the imminent esrahlishment
of bases on Diego Garcia and especially Aldabra seems likely to cause Further disturbance of the native birds.

Can, Ad du Atoll, Maldives
H.M.S. Dampier called here briefly for fuel several times in July
and August. The few notes made acid liulc to the recent
exhaustive
survey by Major W. W. A. Phillips and others (J. Bombay Nat. Hist.
Soc. 60: H8-584); they include six Frigate-birds
Fregata sp. over the
lagoon, numerous Little Green Herons Butorides striatus , two Grey
Herons Ardea cinerea; Turnstones Arenaria int.erpres; several Curlews
calling like English ones Numenius arquata ; many Black-naped
Terns
Sterna sum atrana ; fairly numerous Common Noddics A11011s st olid us ;
and some White T crns Cygis alba.

Deigo Garcia, Cliagos Croup
This group has also recently been visited by P. Loustau-Lalanne
(Ibis 104: 6i-i3)
in November and December, 1960. who summarises
the scanty previous information. Lt. Odling-Smee "as landed on Diego
Garcia for ten days while HJvf.S. Dampier was surveying in the vicinity
in late July and early August. Birds seen included some two dozen
Frigate-birds circling above a flock of . orne 200 noddies in the distance
over East Island, several white below and at least one with the characteristic patches of the Lesser Frigate-bird
Fregata oriel, though he was
unable to land lO confirm breding. Introduced
Cattle Egrets Bub ulcus
ibis arc now numerous, and several Little Crccn Herons were seen.
Francolin (presumably
Grey Francolin Francolinius [umdicerianus]
and
Moorhens Gallinula sp. were reported but not seen, but a Whimbrel
N 11me11ius phaeo pus was seen and heard on Middle Island. Only two
Sooty Terns Sterne [uscata were seen, bur Black-naped
Terns were
numerous, especially on Middle Island, and it was thought that both
Crested and Lesser Crested Terns 'l lial asseus bergii and T. bengalensis
were present ; the latter would be new. Common Noddles were by far
the commonest bird, and had eggs and chicks of all sizes at the cast
end of West Island ; on Middle Island they were nesting in palm trees.
Two possible Lesser Nodclies Anous tenuirosiris were seen indistinctly.
White Terns were numerous, especially 011 Middle
Island. Madagascar
Turtle Doves Streptopeiio /1icl11rata were seen several times, and Mada-
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gascar Fodies Foudia m adagascariensis many times, with one male in
breeding dress. Mynahs Acridotheres Iris/is are now by far the commonest
land bird. though l.ousrau-Lalanne
only reported them from Egmont
Atoll.
It may be worth repeating that S./Lt. ]. Branegan reported Greater
Frigate=birds
Fregata minor and Bridled Terns Sterna anaethetus and
Mr. D. M. Neale Wedge-tailed
and Audubon's Shcarwater Puffinus
pacificus and P. lherminieri
with three White-faced
Storm-petrels
Pelago droma marina when H.M.S. Gambia was off Diego Garcia on
9 July. 1959 (Sea Swallow 12: I G) ; though there may have been confusion with Sooty Terns and I .es er Frigate birds in the first two cases.
Loustau-Lalannc
also omits lO quote papers by G. C. Bourne and Howard
Saunders on the birds of Diego Garcia in Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1886:
331-4 and 335-7.
Coet icy ls/and, Sevchelles
H.M.S. Dampier paid a brief vi: u on 9 August. The birds seen
;,~eluded a few Lesser Frigate-birds,
a number of Little Green Herons
and Francolin
or Madagascar Partridges (probably Chinese Francolin
Francolinus pintadeanus r), Turns tones, numerous Sooty Terns, some
Common Noddles, a number of White Terns, numerous Madagascar
Fodics (many in breeding plumage), and many Mynahs.

des N oels 1 stand, A mirant es
H.M.S. Owen anchored on the west side on 11 March, and a party
landed in the afternoon reported about a hundred pairs of Blue-faced
Boobies Sula dactylatra with about seventy young and fifteen pairs of
Brown Boobies S. leuco gast er at the south-west encl, at least thirty nests
of Common
oddies with eggs along the west shore, thirty Lesser Frigatebirds on one side of the island, and Greater Frigate-birds
on the other,
and about twenty ·'sardine
terns" picking up bits of fish in the booby
colony. There were about sixty whirc egrets with pale bills, presumably
Cattle Egrets, and numerous Turnstone .

des Roches Island, Amira11/es
H.M.S. Dampier also anchored bricliy 011 J0-11 August. Birds seen
included a few Little Green Herons, two Grey Herons, about a dozen
Lesser frigate-birds,
numerous Sooty Terns, a number of Common
Noddies and White Terns, a [ew Black-naped Terns, numbers of Turnstones, three Whimbrel, two Crab Plovers Dramas ar deola, a few Francolin or Madagascar
Partridges
(perhaps
also Chinese Francolin?)
common Barred Ground-doves
Geopelia striate, numerous Madagascar
Fodies well into breeding plumage, and abundant Mynahs,

Menai Ts/and, Cosmoledo

grollfl

H.M.S.
Owen called here during 13-15
March. Bird life was
abundant. Two Blue-faced
Boobies and two Red-footed
Boobies Sula
sula were seen around the settlement,
and a young Red-footed Booby
also came aboard off Wizard Island. Egrets and herons were abundant,
coming in two sizes and colours; about forty of them appeared to he
"reef herons"
with the colour phases about equal, with five "Great
White Herons"
which had the bottom of the feet orange, and one
"J'v[adagascar
Heron." There were large numbers of Turnsrones, about
Forty-one

twenty Crab Plovers, one \Vhilc Tern carrying something in its bill, one
pair of Pied Crows, Corcus a/bus, reported ro be the first for many years,
and many ·· Anjouan Sunbirds " Nect arinia sp.
Astove

Island

H.M.S. Owen visited the island on 16 March, and the daylight
hours were spenr ashore. Three possible Crested Terns were seen, and a
··White-faced
Heron" feeding on the reef. Up to six Cattle Egrets were
seen together around the scu lerncnr,
and ·· Anjouan
Sunbirds " were
plentiful.
Assumption

Island

H.M.S. Owen visited
the island on 17 March, and twelve hours
were spent ashore. The few birds seen included a Blue-faced Booby,
three I31ack-napccl Terns, one v\lhite Tern and about thirty small terns
that might have been Little Terns Sterno albilrons offshore, a hundred
Turnstones and forty Crab Plover, what may have been young Little
Green Herons in the trees west of the Settlement,
and about 25 Pied
Crows.
Aldabra Atoll
1-T.M.S. Owen visited rhc atoll several times in March, and the following list of birds supplements the description and list made by Lt.Cclr. R. 0. Morris in January and February, 1962 (Sea Swallow 16: 68-

76) :Twenty White-tailed
Tropic-birds Phaethon lepturus ; thousands of
·· Cape Gannets"
(presumably assorted boobies ; they were seen feeding
out to sea to the 2,000 fathom line ten mile away to the north in the
middle of the day, and on one occasion a Brown Booby was distinguished);
thousands of Frigate-birds of two sizes; hundreds of Grey
Herons and Dimorphic Egrets Egretta dimor ph a (about 40 per cent. in
the dark phase) ; a few Little Green Herons ; one shy white ibis with
a dark bill (Sacred Ibis Threskiornis aethiopicarv ; one tame flightless
rail ··like a little Kiwi" seen twice on Polymnie Island (White-Throated
Rail Dryolimnas cuuieri i ) thousands of Turnstones and Crab Plovers;
hundreds of curlews Nu menius sp., Common Noddies and White Terns,
thirty Black-napcd Terns ; hundreds of very shy Cornoro Blue Pigeons
Alectroenas sgauzini; fifty Coucals Centro/ms toulou ; a hundred Drongos
Dicrurus ald abranus; hundreds
of Pied Crows; Souimanga
Sunbirds
Nectarinia souimanga (several with nests, usually low down in Casuarina
trees), Aldabra Fcdies Foudia ald abrana and ··Mynahs"
( Acridotheres
tristis would apparently be new; perhaps the Bulbul !-lypsi/1e/es m ad agascariensis ? ) .
No flamingos were seen, and the fact that such birds as the ibis
and rail now seem very rare suggests that the native avifauna is already
reduced and is likely to suffer severely if a base is established on the
island.

Farquhar Atoll
H.M.S. Dampier visited Farquhar Atoll on 13-1+ August, and Lt.
Odling-Smee commented that it was one of the most imeresting islands
they had been to; it is also one of the least-known.
Not only was it
attractive
in itself, it appeared particularly
rich in birds. They were
most abundant where there were a few trees and some surprisingly high
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sand-dunes in the south ; some of the smaller islands in the north and
west which could not be visited also looked interesting. Frigate birds
were seen in the distance, and some 200 Blue-faced Boobies were found
nesting at the south end, while one Red-footed Booby was seen at sea.
Little Green Herons and Cattle Egrets were common, and one Grey
Heron was seen. Turnsrones were common, Whirnbrcl quite common,
and there were a few Crab Plover. Very large numbers of Sooty Terns
breed at the south end, White and Black-naped Terns are plentiful, and
a few Crested Terns were seen. Barred Ground-doves were very common.
Madagascar Fodies very common and in full breeding plumage, and
Mynahs were common ; they appear 10 be a new arrival.

Agalega Lslands
H.M.S. Dampier called on 7-8 August, and Lt. Odling-Smee spent
a few hours ashore. He comments that this is one of the copra-producing
islands where the birds appear reduced. They included two Little Green
and one Grey Herons, several Common Noddics and White Terns and
possibly
also Black-naped
Terns, numerous Turnstoncs,
many Barred
Ground-doves.
numerous Madagascar Fodies just coming into breeding
plumage,
numerous Mynahs, and small birds with yellow undersides
referred to as "African
Canaries," presumably
Serinus sp. Partridges,
quail, and ibises were also said to be present. Mosr of the land-birds are
apparently new records.
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Rl~PORTS

OF LAND

BIRDS AT SE/\

By CAPT1\lx G. S. Trcx, n.s.o., n.x.
During 1~65, <incl apart from t hr- reports quoted under the Ocean
W,·ather Ship summary, members have forwarded :!O separate sea passage
reports on land birds in addition
birds taken in the hand.

to 20 detailed,

examination

reports of

I wonder if I am right? but after studying so many hundreds,
maybe thousands, of individual
reports on sea and land birds, with their
detailed remarks. often accompanied by sketches, I believe that the
land birds give more pleasure, and indeed more of a challenge in the
matter of their identity, to the observer than do rhc sea birds. Perhaps this
is natural, for most land birds appear quite unexpectedly onboard in the
rigging. on the forecastle and even in a cabin and can usually be observed
at close quarters, sometimes spend lengthy vi its, providing the added
interest (IS to what food to provide, and are in such variety of species and
plumage IO satisfy and often defeat the most critical observer.
To tabulate, as has been done in the past, the elate and position of
every individual specie. sighted docs not serve in many cases to throw new
information as to their movements and as such is extremely space consuming.

or

course wirhcu; full reports from all members available for study
miss some valuable point, but in preparing a final summary
much duplication can he avoided by a selective considcrm ion of all reports
from any e;i,·cn area. Thi' I have attempted to do.

011e might

SUM?vlARY

(cl followed hy a capital

letter equals direction of departure)

E,\STERN No1ff11 Ar1.,\NT1<:-EAsT 01· 30°W .vxn SocT11

OF

30"N

29th April, 1911+. 26 Hi'N, li'IO'W. GO miles off the Spanish Sahara.
Observer: Mr. M . .J. Carter. s.s. 'Northern Star.'
A marked migratory
movement of passcrines, swallows, swifts, warblers and Turtle Doves
Strept opelia t urt ur, includinu IO Sanderlings Crorethia alba passing northwards and eastwards, 102 birds counted.
Wind NE 4-5.
E1\STEHN

Nouru .l\Tr.ANTrc-EAST

or 30° W 1\ND Nomn nF 311°N.

3rd/4th November. 196+. 540 to 300 miles NE of Azores. Observer:
Mr. D. H. Rayfield, s.s. 'Alinda,' A small migratory movement IO the
SW including 5 starlings Sturnus oul garis, I Willov,: Warbler Pliylioscop us
t rochilis, I Swallow Hir und o rustira, 2 House Martins Delichou urbica
and om; Fieldfarc or Rcdwing species uncertain.
Wind E'ly 6-i.
Land bird reports from Ocean Weather Ships in this area during'
1964· and 1965 an· included in the Ocean Weather Ship Summary.
WEsTmx NoRT11 Ar1.,,x-r1c-WEsT 01· 30°W xxu 1 Iomn or 30°N.
12th August, 19ti.'i.
31°40'N, 44°50'W.
Nearest land, Azores and
Bermuda both about 1,000 miles distant. Extract from Met. T.o).{ of xr.v.
'E!~~cquibo.' Royal Mail I.irH'S. Captain R. Phillips.
The bird is judged to have been a Snowy Egret Egretta 1'111/a, from
the following very good description given by Captain Phillips:"A large white bird resembling a heron landed on the forecastle. It
stands about 3 feet high. Plumage all white, the legs and beak black, the
Fartv-lour
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SEA

feet yellow,
The beak also ha. a yellow pan underneath.
Legs long
and thin, beak long and pointed, neck long.
Tt has a crest of long white
plumes and more long pl11111es resembling
a beard on the lower part of
the neck.
At rest and in Hight the neck is held coiled against the body."
7th/8th
October,
1965.
Between 54N, 3°30'E and 54°N, 5°50'E
about I 50 miles NE of the Wash.
Obscrvcr : Lic11t.-Commander
A. C.
Currey, 1L:->.
11.~1.s .. I·:,1sTuocR:->E.
After 60 hours of thick fog visibility
improved at daylight.
/\ very large number of birds seen around ship
and casualty
rate high.
Many exhausted
birds picked
up by crew.
Probably about 50 Meadow Pipits Al auda prat ensis, about ship. A number
of Goldcrcsts,
Starlings and Song Thrushes seen and a Brambling and
rock Chaffinch spent the night.
Later 5 Coldcrcsts
were given shelter
in Lieut.-Commander
Currey's cabin.
\~ EDITEIUlt\NEA:->

S1·:,1

Ohscrvcr : I .ic111.-Commander

M. B. Casement,

IL:---., u.xr.s.

"Shaving-

ron."
25th February,
1964. 36°50'N, 19°30'E
in the Ionian Sea.
About
50 Great Crested Grebes Po dirc ps crist at us and many flocks of ducks
passing NE. At Athens three days later many Crear Crested Grebes and
Mallard
were seen on sale in the market.
I I th March, 196,~.
'~ miles to seaward
of Taranto.
9 Bar-tailed
Codwits Lim osa !11ppo11ica passing NE.
25th August,
1964.
Straits of Gibraltar.
Strong movement
of
ra ptors, small eagles or buzzards
Aying southwards in groups of 6 to 10
birds.
28th October,
1961L
15 miles North of Malta.
Steady movement
of Skylarks A/(IJu/a arueusis and Meadow Pipits 1l11th11s prat ensis, southwards.
About 150 birds seen.
29th October
1964·. Between Sicily and Sardinia.
Constant stream
of passcrincs all day. estimated
at 300 to 500 per hour passing SW. The
g;rcatcr proportion were Skylar ks and Meadow Pipits.
8th to '.Dth October, 196.~ and 6th 10 7th November,
1965. Observer:
Captain D. Stam.
s.s. Tamara.'
During two passages, northwards from
Port Said to Venice including
G days in Ra1·c11n<1 Roads, and Southwards
in reverse, Captain Stam recorded
a continuous
but small arrival of
passcrincs onboard.
Nineteen
different species were identified,
but the
.. hicf arrivals "·1:r<' Robins Erith acus ruberula.
or Sunz
15th April,
1965.
28°00'N,
33°32'E.
G11lf of Suez.
Observer:
Third Officer P. /\. Brown. xr.v. Denbighshire
(extract from meteorological
log) .. orthward migracion
of White Storks Ciconia rlconia observed consisting
of three main groups estimated
at about 5,000 birds
cxt<'nclin!I O\'('I' JO miles.
Wind !\fW5.
Gt'LF
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For varict y in land
Red Sea is hard to beat.

birds coming onboard a passage through
the
Two examples arc gi,·cn from reports received.

10th July, 1965.
19°24'N,
39°12'E.
Weston and all Officers s.s, "Hororara"

Observers:
Captain ]. H. B.
(Extract from meteorological
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log). During evening twilight a Peregrine Falcon Falco /1eregri1111s landed
on the bridge-wing dodger, and remained quite undisturbed by people
close around. An excellent colour transparency was taken by 3rd Officer
A. Allen. The falcon remained onboard all night and left next clay with
the ship ar 16°12'N, 41°12'E.
22nd to 24th August, 1965.
From 2?044'N, 36°49'E Southwards
clown the Red Sea. Observer: Mr. J. E. Worgan.
1u1..T.s.
'Monarch.'
Mr. Worgan remarks that the weather was intolerably hot with visibility
less than one mile at times in heavy dust storm. all the "·ay from Port
Sudan 10 the Gulf of Aden.
The first arrival on 22nd August was a
Red-footed Falcon Falco uespertinus closely followed by 3 Cliff Swallows
Perochelid on /1yrrho11ota and 2 Hoopccs Up11/1a e/10/1s. The following
clay another Cliff Swallow flew into the wheelhouse and was examined
at close quarters as it sat in the Captain's chair.
A little later on in the
vicinity of the Dahlak Archipelego a Bee Eater Merops apiast er, Rew
onboarcl and took "bed and breakfast."
Later on 28th August while the
ship was repairing cable in the Gulf of Aden in position 11 °50'N,
43°59'E a Gyr Falcon Falco rusticolus, spent all clay onboard , catching a
small passing bird and devouring it on the Captain's Deck. Mr. Worgan
took four excellent close up photographs.
PERSIAN

Gu1.F

29th August, 1964. 29 miles East of Muscat. Observer: 2nd Officer
R. H. Hunt. s.s, Regent Liverpool.
30 Curlews Nurnenius ar quata, observed passing westwards.
30th August, 1965.
29°30'N, 4·9°30'E.
Northern
encl of Persian
Gulf. Observer: Captain D. Stam. s.s. "Tamara."
A great variety of
birds identified onboarcl, all remaining until nightfall.
These comprised:
5 Hoopocs Upu/1a e/1ops, 1 Turtle Dove Sle/1/ofielia
t urtur, 4 Redbacked Shrikes Lanius rollurio, I Woodehat Shrike Lanius senator, I
Nightingale Luscinea megarhynchos, 2 Garden Warblers Sylvia borin, 1
Lesser Whiiethroat Sylvia curruca, 2 Yellow Wagtails Mot acilla f!ava .. 1
Great Reed Warbler Acroceph al us arund inaceus, l Recd Warbler A.
scir paceus, I White-spotted
Bluethroat Cvanosyiuia siecira, I Wheat car
Oenanth e oenanthe, l Icterinc Warbler Hi/1polais irt erina, I Spotted
Crakc Porznna porzana and I Liulc Crakc Porzana parra.
NORTH

PACIFIC

OCEAN WEST

14th September, 1964. 12°56'N, l 14°40'E.
South China Sea. Observer: 2nd Officer M. J. Hunt.
s.s. "Regent Liverpool."
3 Yellow
Wagtails Montarill a f!aua, onboard.
19th September, 1964. 33°24'N, 137°42'E.
South of Japan.
2
Swallows H iran do rustica, on board.
27tn September, 1964.
22°32'N, I 27°04'£.
About 400 miles South
of Okinawa.
1 Yellow Wagtail, 3 Swallows, I Egret sp, onboarcl.
7th October,
1965.
38°40'N, 143°05'E.
60 miles off Northeast
coast of Honshu, Japan.
Observer: 2nd Officer D. H. Mobbcrlcy. xr.v ,
Lancashire.
I Long-cared Owl Asio ot us, l Rock Dove Co/11111ba liuia, 1
Desert Whcatcar Oenanthe deserti.
17th October, 1965.
30°18'N, 125°16'£.
East China Sea. 4 Turtle
Doves Strepiopelio turtur dW. 18th October, 25° l~'N, l 20°06'E.
Formosa Strait.
1 Sparrow Hawk Sp, 3 Turtle Doves clW, 1 Swallow dW.
21st October, 8°45'N, 107°52'£.
I Peregrine Falcon Falco fieregrinus,
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perched 011 foremast rigging and attempted to capture swallows, i Swallows clSW, I Grey Wagtail Mot aril!a cinerea and 2 S"'ifts Apus opus.
NORTH

PACIFIC OCEAN EAST

24th to 26th October,
1964.
Coastal from Charnperico on West
coast of Guatamala
to I.a Paz on southern tip of Lower California
9bsen er: S. E. Chapman.
.\I. v. "Cienfuegos."
Only 2 Mourning Doves
Zen aidur a marroura, and I Meadowlark St urnella magna.
3rd to 7th November, I 964. 23°37'N. 108° 18'W. Southern entrance
to Gulf of California
to Arnapala,
Honcluras in 13°1l'N,
89°3l'W.
l
Short-cared Owl /Jsio flam111e11s, I Mourning Dove, 1 Mocking Bird
M11nu.1 /10/y g/0110.1, I American Kestrel Falco sparverius-n\l onboard.
5th November.
16°28'N, 99°35'W.
1 Dickcissel Stnza americana.
7th November.
l'l01 l'N, 89°31'W.
1 Mourning Dove.
SEA

AND

LAND

BIRD

REPORTING
FROM
V\IEATHER SHIPS

S11111111arised by

CAPTAIX

G. S. Tccx,

IlRITISH

OCEAN

a.x,

li\'TRODUCTIOX

There arc nine Ocean Weather Ship stations in the North Atlantic
between 35°N and G6°N spread more or less evenly across the Atlantic.
The most northerly, Station Mike (Norway,
Icrherlands), at 6G0N, 2°E,
lies roughly 150 miles north of the Shetlands and 250 miles west of Alesund.
while stations India <U.K., Netherlands), ar 59°N, 19°W, 330 miles south
of Iceland, Juliett (U.K., France, Netherlands), at 52°30'N, 20°W, 480
miles south of India and 450 miles west of Ireland, and Kilo (France,
U.K., Netherlands),
at 45°N, IG0W, 480 miles south by east of Juliett
nud 400 miles west northwest of Cape Finistcrrc, arc stepped one beneath
the other 011 a line roughly south from Iceland.
Further west another
line of stations is stepped roughly north/south down mid Atlantic from
Alfa (U.K., France, I etherlands and Norway), at 62°N, 33°W, in the
Greenland Sea, through Charlie (U.S.A.), Delta (U.S.A.),
and Echo
(U.S.A.), at '.l5°N, 48°W, with one further Station Bravo (U.S.A.), between
the southern tip of Greenland and Labrador.
In the I 950's British ornithologists collected some sporadic data on
the observations of birds from British Ocean Weather Ships. Through the
keen co-operation
of Mr. Norman Lynagh and Mr. Euan D. Macdonald,
members of R.N.B.W.S.,
and on the meteorological
staffs of Ocean
Weather Ships "Weather Adviser" and "Weather Monitor," and Mr. ].
Fowler, the possibility of building up a more permanent organisation has
arisen.
Both have been recording day to clay census records on station
and passage reports to and from station in great detail on R.N.B.W.S.
forms, and contact has also been established with Mr, E. Brun, Norwegian marine biologist
:11 Trornso Museum,
with a view to a useful
exchange of information Oil sea and land bird movements in far northern
sea areas.
PHESENTATIO-' uF OnsERvxr1nss

The number of observations
of each species has been shown in
tabular form under each station from the daily census sheets covering
each period .. on stat.ion."
The table for each station is recorded in
sequence of months whether records are for 1964 or 1965.
This may
give a more useful indication
of the monthly pattern of individual species
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at each station.
ft must be borne in mind that certain sea birds tend to
.. stick around ships,"
for example Fulrnars and Kittiwakes,
and it is
certain that where birds of the same species arc plentiful
each day,
individuals will have been counted more than once.
Only birds positively identified
have been included, and in the case
of Terns spp, where in almost all cases positive identification
proved
impossible, and hence none arc included. the pauern of their movements
is unrealistic.
Tn rhc case of other species practically
no observations
have been omitted
due 10 unrr-rtn in identity.

Svxmoi.s Usun
Nurnerals

T
a

1
I>

e nurnbcr
of individual birds.
=large numbers daily.
50 plus.
=vcry large numbers daily. :iO-IfJO plus.
=adult plumage.
=immature
plun1age.
=blue phase (Fulmers).

Soxn, FtRST Ixn-m.ss.oxs
rno~1 OI3SERV1\T10,-.:s
Great Shcarwat er. First appears at 62°N, 33°VV, in ones or twos jn late
June, increasing
at 59° . l9°v\i, further rnst. in August and reaches a
crescendo at 52°30'N, '.W0W, further south in September.
Cory's Shcarwaicr.
Ione observed north of 46° . 16°\<\1. and recorded
het e in mid July.
Manx Shearwater.
Numbers seen +50 miles west of Ireland in April,
reappearing 450 miles NW of Ireland again in August.
Storm-Petrels
spp. A marked absence of reports of storm-petrels
with
the sudden appearance of Wilson's Storm Petrels 400 miles WNW of
Cape Finistcrrc
in late July, and of British Storm Petrels 450 miles
west of Ireland in late September.
Fulmer.
Large number· at all stations
throughout
the year with the
exception of Station Kilo.
Grear Skua.
Increase in numbers 450 miles \\'CSt of Iceland in April/May,
no doubt moving northwards, and agai11 further north 330 miles south of
Iceland in August, and further south ag:1i11 in September.
Pornarine Skua.
Increasing
in numbers in the Greenland
Sea and 450
miles west of Ireland in mid May.
Long-tailed
Skua.
Increasing
in numbers 450 miles west of Iceland in
mid May, and :1 few in the Crccnland
SC'a area further north in early
June.
.1
Kittiwake. Adult Kiuiwakcs generally
absent from all stations from May
to August, becoming only slightly less numerous than Fulmers at sea in
the winter months.
These early reports from a fe"· fixed positions in the North Atlantic
cannot claim to provide definite indications
of migratory routes or seasonal
distributions.
It may he of int et est to note that from a general analysis of
R.N.l3.W.S.
North Atlantic
passage reports the Great Skua is seen to
spread evenly right across the route, while the Artie, Pornarinc and Longtailed Skuas are more likely to be seen between 30" and 50° wesr, with a
bias in the case of the Long-tailed
Sirna towards the western Limit.
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LAND Bl RDS
• \·)11101.S

Tl'\ THE OPE..

OCEAN

l"SED

Lener d preceded by numeral

=nurnber

Leners such as l'\W or E>IE = direction

of birds died.
of departure.

Land birds and particularly
the small passcrincs which brave the
hazards of the great ocean passages which must lead them to and from the
land masses surrounding
the Norwegian Sea and landfalls
in Canada,
Newfoundland or the cast coast of North America in the west, or maybe
in Ireland,
Spain or the Atlantic
Islands in t hr cast, must suffer untold
casualties en route. How many have been blown right off their predetermined routes it is impossible LO say. That they occur in mid ocean, and
that almost invariably they arc reported 10 be in very exhausted conditions
when observed onboard Ocean Weather Ships speaks for itself. Of the few
t ha t .irc o:iscrn;cl
in these inhospitable
waters how many more must pass
whcr« 110 friendly forecastle of a ship offers sanctuary and food.
It may come however as a surprise to the manufacturers
of "Swoop"
that our observers in British weather ships far out in the Greenland
Sea
have recorded ihat Lapland Buntings and SnO\\' Burning
all fed happily
on "Swoop".
During the passage to and from Ocean Station
Alfa (62°00'N,
33°00'W) between 15th May and 10th June, 1~)65, and between 5~000'N,
'.W OO'W, ;:11d the station,
the follo\\'in!!; birds were identified.
3 Artie
Red polls ( 1 d}, 1 Common Sandpiper.
3 Du1ili11s ( 1 d). 4· Lapland Buntings,
2 Meadow Pipits (lei), I Merlin, 1 Reel-breasted
Merganser (SSW), 10
Wheatears (3d), 3 Whimbrel (N LO l\W) and I White Wagtail.
In I 9(i4, duri11K the same period, 7th May to Gth June, out at Station
Juliett (52°30'N, 20°00'¥\I) the follo"'i11g birds were identified:
2 Du11li11,
I I Jou. c Xl arrin. 12 Swallows and '.! Whimhrcl. Records from the same
Srauon from I ith September LO 9th October show only a few unidentified
pipits, I Barbary Dove which was kept onboard. ate oatmeal, and was
subscqucmly idcnitfied at a Natural History M uscum 011 return to harbour,
I Brambling
revived onboard and set free at Greenock on return LO
harbour. I Common Sandpiper and I Xl erli» which ate at least two stormprr rcls and a small bird during a two clay visit .
Furthrr south at Ocean Station
Kilo l1Hi000'N,
16°00'W)
between
July 17th and August 5th, 1965. it \\'as perhaps not surprising that no land
birds were reported during this period of the year.
Ocean Station India (59°00'N.
19°00'W) about 330 miles south of
feel and was under observation for t hrr-c periods in I 965. Between January
I SL ;111d '.!211(1 the only land birds observed were 2 Great Grey or Lapland
Owls. 011r on each of two consecutive days. lkt\\'CCll February I ith and
March l Oth 110 land birds were identified,
and lurer during August only I
Tvinsronc and a few small unidentified
waders,
In 1964 however, and only slightly later in the season (August 16th tO
September
Gth}, there was ample evidence
of an Autumn southward
migration.
We had reports of 4- Dunlin (Id), 2+ Grey Wagtails, 1 Goldcrest, I jack Snipe, 1} Meadow Pipits (Id), 2 Pectoral Sandpipers
(Id), 51
Swa llows, 21 Tcrnmink's
Stint; (one on each consecutive day). 21 Turnstones (I cl), 4- Whcarcars and I Whimbrel.
During the last period on this S1a1io11 (November
13th to December
l Gth), I Purple Sandpiper,
I Ficldlarc
and 23 Redwings (one on each
consecutive clay) were identified from the ship, evidence of po sibly a
considerable
southward pasSaf!C of Rcdwings.
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Away to the north and west al Station Alpha (G2°30'N, 33°00'W)
between November 2nd and 24th, 1965. the last observations to be
included in this report were being made by Messrs. Lynagh, Macdonald
and Fowler from Ocean Weather Ship 'Weather Adviser'. Only a small
variety of birds included 1 female Eider Duck. I Goose sp (NNW), l
Long-tailed Duck (SW), 5 Oystcrcatchers
(SE), I Purple Sandpiper (N),
4 Starlings and 1 Rcdwing.
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OBSERVATIONS
OCEAN STATION ALPHA
62°30'N, 33°00'W
300 miles WxS Iceland
1965
May
June
1-9
17-31
Great Shcarwater
Corvs Shcarwater
Sootv Shearwarer
Manx Shearwater
Wilson Storm Petrel
Leach's Storm Petrel
British Storm Petrel
Fulmar Petrel
Gannet
Cormorant
Red-Necked Phal
Grev Phalarope
Great Skua
Porn. Skua
Arctic Skua
Lona-Tailed Skua
G.B.B. Gull
L.B.B. Gull
Herrinc Gull
Glaucous Gull
Iceland Gull
Kittiwake
Common Gull
Black-Headed Gull
Little Gull
Sabines Gull
Common Tern
. Arctic Tern
Roseate Tern
Little Tern
Little Auk
Razorbill
Common Guillemot
Brun Guillemot
Puffin

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*

-

81])

-

-

2

-

-

7
28

2

-

lU

-

-

27

IM]t)

-

-

-

1
84(a-t)

-

-

4

11

-

5

13
I
12

3

1

2

-

z
-

-

2

-

-

2

4

1

-

-

-

1

-

12
6
3

-

2

2

-

-

-

5-

-

-

66(391)

-

-

2

I
1

-

1

-

-

1
10

3

2

. . .
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OCEAN STATION JULIETI
52°30'N, 2000(YW
360 miles WxS Ireland

1964
1965
June
July
Nov.
25-30
1-16
2-24

-

-

-

-·

3
-

-

-

*(l/lObl
-

-

2
5
1
5
I
24(a)
13
23~ba)
(at I
per day)

---

-

-

-

-

·-

2

2
-

3
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3(i)

-

5

-

1965
April
2-25

-

JHt
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-

t
3
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-
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6
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l

-
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June
1-4
4
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2
4
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-
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-
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-

-
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-
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-
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-

-
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2
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-

-

-

-

4

t
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l

-

-

2
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-

-

-
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-
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2
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-

-

6
2
-

1
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-
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2
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4
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-
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3
1
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6
3
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-
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OCEAN STATION
OCEAN STATION INDIA
KILO
59°()()'N, 19°00'W
46o()()'N, 16°00'W
250 miles South Iceland
350 miles WNW
Cape Finis Terre
196S1965
1965
1965 1965 1964
1964
Sept. Oct.
July 17Jan. Feb. 17- Aug. Aug. 15- Nov. 1617-30
1-9
Aug 5
1-22 Mar. 10 3-26 Sep. 6 Dec 6
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OPERATION'

NAVADO

'-FIRST

Summarised by CAP·rn1x

PRELI1'UNARY

G. S.

BIRD

REPORT

Tt:CK, n.s.o., R.N.

'Navado' consists uf a combined oceanographic survey across the
orth Atlantic carried out by H.)l.S. Vidal and H. Neth. xt.s. Sncllius.
Throughout rhis operation both ships are undertaking regular periods
of birdwatching, compiling not only R.N.B.W.S. bird reports but also notes
on marine biological conditions. Very few birds can have been overlooked.
In 'Vidal' a lookout was kept from the bridge throughout the day, all birds
sighted being reported to Captain Ritchie. In addition special census
periods of observation were carried out from 0730-0830 hrs. and from
1530-1630 hrs. Captain Ritchie assisted in the identification of each bird
sighted. If any birds came near the ship the official photographer, Naval
Airman K. F. Rusby took photographs. A similar high standard of observa1 ion was maintained
in 'Snellius'. R.N.B.W.S. is most grateful both to
Captain G. S. Ritchie, n.s.c., n.x., commanding 'Vidal', and to Messrs.
E. Nicbocr and Otto in ·Snellius'
and the others taking part for their
1 rouble.
The first preliminary summary is confined to the pattern of seabirds
observed and, at this stage, does not attempt a detailed analysis of links
between sea bird distribution and marine biological conditions. It will be
well to await further information over wider areas of the North Atlantic
for this.
The summary covers trans-Atlaruic crossings from December, 1964· to
April, 1965. 'Snellius' has also forwarded records of her passage from Dan
Helder to Las Palmas (Palmas 1 and 2, November/December, 1964) and
from San Juan to Willemstad,
Curacoa (Echo 5, December, 1964) and
from there to Nassau (Echo 6 and 7, January, 1965). 'Vidal' has also forwarded records for line Delta along latitude J9°N in July, 1965. The
details of these passages have not been included since they relate either to
areas outside the trans-Atlantic belts or to a period later than the Spring.
Observations have occurred throughout the course of a day's steaming,
but in the summary one mean position only is given around which sightings
took place. Unless otherwise stated the species have been quoted as positive
idcntificat ions, but human observations arc rarely infallible.

0BSERVATlm\S

Dt:Rl:\G

WINTER

AND

SPHl'.'IC: TRAKS·ATl.ANTIC

CROSSINGS

J0°N AXD 34°:-;.
4th December, 1964. Sncllius at 22°N. Sncllius' line Echo started
from Las Palma.', Canary Islands, towards San Juan on 3rd December.
I.esser Black-backed Culls followed the ship southwards towards 22°N.
4th December at 23°33'N,
16°34'Vl, hundreds
of phalaropcs
seen
migrating southwest; 10 Northern Gannets of which 6 immatures; 5 Bluefaccd Boobies of which 4 immatures; 6 Great Skuas; 5 Pomarinc Skuas in
light phase; 2 Leach's Storm-Petrels;
I White-faced Storm Petrel and 3
uncertain,
together with numerous Lesser Black-backed
Gulls and 6
Northern Black-headed Gulls. Sth December at 22°N, 20°34'W, no birds.
'Snellius'
then steered west along latitude 22°N.
6Lh December at
23°50'W, 3 Manx Shcarwatcrs; 7 Leach's Storm-Petrels;
1 White-tailed
Tropic Bird. 7rh December at 28°35'W, 3 Manx Shearwaters; 1 Softplumaged Petrel; 1 Leach's Storm-Petrel. 8th December at 31 °W, 8 Great
Shcarwaters; 4 Leach's Storm-Petrels. 9th December at 37°37'W, no birds.
BETWEEN
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December al 38°30'W, 2 Leach's Storm-Petrels.
I l ih December at
no birds. 12th December at 11·6°\'\i, J Tropic Bird species uuccrtaiu ;
I Leach's Storm-Petrel.
J31h December al 50°VV, no birds. 14th December
at 52°34'W,
I Grc.u Bla ck-hackcd Gull. 15th December and lGth
December, 56°-59°W, no birds. J 7th December at 65°W. 2 Red-billed
Tropic Birds, l Magnificent
frigate Bird. 18th December at 69°W 110
birds. 'Sncllius' then entered the Caribbean Sea.
'
10th

't'.l0W,

16th-27rh January, 1965. Vidal at 13° 1. Vidal's line Bravo crossed
from Gambia to Barbados west along latitude 13°N. On lcavinz Gambia
on 16th January about 12 adult and 60 immature Northern Ga~111cts and
20 Pornarinc Skuas in both light and dark phases were observed. At times
the Skuas were mobbing the Gannets. l Zt h J anuary at 20°W, I Pomarinc
Skua. l Bth January al 26°W, 3 Leach's Storm-Petrels.
19th January at
3o~w, I Petrel, resembling Schlcgels;
't Leach's Storm-Petrels;
I Tropic
Bird, species uncertain.
20th January at 33°30'W. 5 Storm-Petrels of
which 2 were almost ccrta inly l .each's. Thereafter between 21st and 25th
January, 36°30'W lO 49°30'W the central belt of the Atlantic was almost
devoid of birds save for I or 2 storm-petrels.
species uncertain, sighted
each day. 26th January at 54°W, I Blue-Iaced Booby; 3 Tropic Birds,
species uncertain. On 27th January,
nearing Barbados, at 57°4l'W,
1
Tropic Bird, species uncertain.
16th J111wary-3rd February, 1965. Snellius al 25°N. Sncllius'
line
Foxtrot crossed from Nassau, Bahamas, to Tcrcriff'c in rhe vicinity of
latitude 25°N. Leaving Nassau on 15th January in 77°W, about 10 Laughing Gulls were recorded and 19 Shcarwatcrs which, from the description
were most probably Audubon's Shcarwatcrs,
16th January at 73°W, .1
Capped Petrel; 2 White-tailed
Tropic Birds; I Pornarinc Skua. On 17th
and l Bt h January between 70°25'W and 65°W, no birds. 19th January, a
short kg hack at 63°20'W, I White-tailed
Tropic Bird; I Booby, species
uncertain. From 201.h to 22nd January between 60°W and 52°W, no birds
reported. 23rd January at 49°30'W, 2 White-tailed
Tropic Birds. 24th
January at 47°W, 3 White-tailed Tropic Birds. 25th January at 42°30'W,
4 White-tailed
Tropic Birds. 26th January at 39°30'W
6 White-tailed
Tropic Birds. from 27th to '.!8th January inclusive, between 36°W and
30°W, no birch.
29th January
.u 26°W. I Soft-plumaged
Petrel, I
Cory's Shcarwater.
30th January at 21 °W, l Leach's Storm-Petrel;
I
(probable) Little Dusky Shcarwaicr.
31 ·t j auuary at 19 W, 13 Leach's
Storm-Petrels.
On !st February Sncllius was heading northwards to
Tcneritic, at approximately
26°N, 15°W, observed some 200 Northern
Gannets of which 60% were immatures; 2 Blue-faced Boobies and a
number of Lesser Black-backed
Gulls.
15th Feb-5th March, 1965.
Sncllius at 28°. 1• Sncllius'
line Golf
crossed from Las Palmas, Canary Islands,
towards Charleston,
South
Carolina, along latitude 28°N.
On 15/lfith
February, in the· Canary
Islands, Lesser Black-backed and/or Yellow-legged
Gulls were recorded,
and 110 further effective observations until 20th February.
20th February
at 32°30'W,
10 pha laropcs, species uncertain,
senling and Hying about
weed patches.
Between 20th and 24th February, 32°W to 4!i030'W 110
birds.
2•Hh February at 46°W, I Corys Shcarwarcr; 3 storm-petrels.
species uncertain.
25th February at 49°W, no birds.
26th February at
52°30'W. 8 Corys Shcarwatcrs Hying N. 27th February at 57°30'W, 110
birds.
28th February at 62°30',
1 Herring Gull following ship.
l st
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March at G6°W, I Arctic Skua, dark phase, flying NW. Thereafter to
73°W on 4th March, no birds. 4th March at i6°W, 2 Audubons Shearwaters; I Pornarinc Skua, iight phase. 5th March at 25°N, 76°W, several
Audubon's Shcarwarcrs and I Pomarinc Skua, light phase.
6th-17th
March, 1%5.
Vidal at 10°N.
'Vidals''
line Alpha
crossed from Trinidad towards the Cape Verde Is along latitude 10°N
finally swinging' northwarrls on 15th March.
Leaving Trinidad on 6th
March one Shcarwatcr, possibly Audubon's, was recorded. March 7th at
:)7°W no birds. March 8th at 54°30'W, 2 Storm-petrels,
species uncertain.
March 9th and l Orh between 52°W and 46°W no birds.
March l l th at
44°40'W, G Pomarinc Skuas in both light and dark phases.
These were
catching flying fish in the air, but after 10 minutes disappeared
10 the
northward.
March 12th at 40°W, 1 Cory's Shearwater; 2 storm-petrels,
species 1111c(-rtai11.
March .13th at 37°W. l Cory's Shcarwatcr; 3 Leach's
Storm-petrels.
March !+th at 31}045'N, 20 Storm-petrels
feeding over
;111 oil slick
one of which came aboard and was identified
as Leach's.
Probably the others "·en.: the same. On .15th March Vidal swung northwards seeing no birds uru il 17th March at 16°N, 23°40'\<\I, when 2 small
all dark Petrels, probably Bulwcr's and 20 Storm-pcrrcls,
. pccics uncertain, were recorded.
21st-30th March, 1965.
Vidal at 16°N.
Vidal's line Charlie crossed
from the Cape Verde Islands towards Guadaloupe
along latitude J6°N.
21st March at 29° I 5'W, (j S101 m-pcircls, species uncertain.
22nd March
at 32°W, 4 Sturm-petrels,
almost certainly Leach's.
23rd March at
3i W, 2 Storm-petrels seen hrictly. 24th March at 38°20'W, 8 Leach's
Storm-petrels.
25th March at 41 °40'W, 3 Storm-petrels,
species uncertain. 2Gth March al 4./0W, no birds.
27th March at 49°30'W, J Leach's
Storm-petrel;
2 Storm-petrels,
species uncertain;
I Tropic Bird, species
uncertain.
28th 'March at 53°\1\1, 2 Storm-petrels.
species uncertain;
1
Tropic Hird, species uncertain.
29th March at 56°4-0'W,
I Red-footed
Booby (nearest land, Marie Calame, 260 miles).
30th March at 59°20'W,
:1 Brown Boobies; at 60° I O'W, 2 probable Wilson's Storm-petrels.
0

l Srh lv[arch-4·th
April,
196.'i.
Sncllius at 31 ° . Sncll ius' line
Hotel crossed from Charlestown,
South Carolina
towards Casablanca
along latitude 31 ° , with a brief divergence 10 Bermuda. In Charlestown
harbour, 8th-12th
March, Double-crested
Cormorants and Ring-billed
Gulls were numerous on the river and mud flats, Herring Gulls and
Bonaparte's Gulls common on the river where 2 Brown Pelicans were
seen.
16th March at 31 ° i, 67°W, 2 Herring Gulls.
Sncllius arrived
Bermuda on 18th March and recorded several White-tailed
Tropic Birds
and Herring Gulls, and I Gr1.:a1 Black-backed
Gull in Hamilton Harbour.
19th March at 52°30'N,
65°W, some 'White-tailed
Tropic Birds.
20th
March at 6l030'vV, 8 Red-necked
Pclaropcs on surface amongst Sargasso
weed. 22nd March at 55°W, 2 Shearwaters, almost certainly Great Shearwaters from rhe description.
23rd March at 51°W, no birds. 24th March
at 46°W, I Storm-petrel,
species uncertain.
25th March at 45°W, calls
of Phalaropcs around ship at 0~00 hours.
26th March ar 37°30'W,
I
Pornarinc Skua, dark phase; I Grey Phalaropc.
27th March at 34°30'W,
8 Pomarinc Skuas. 28th March at 28°W, I Great Skua. 29/30th March
at 24°W, and 31st March at 2 l 0W, no certain observations.
I st April at
15°30'W, about 50 Cory's Shcarwatcrs.
2nd April at J2°W, no birds.
Snellius then steered northeastwards towards Casablanca, and on 3rd
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April close off Casablanca recorded Northern Gannets in adult and immature plumage, Lesser Black-backed and Yellow-legged Gulls, 1 Cory's
Shearwater and 4 Common Scorers.
8rh-25th April, 1965.
Snellius at 34°N.
Snellius' line India crossed
from Casablanca towards Norfolk, Virginia, along latitude 34°N.
On
Bth April at Casablanca Snellius recorded 370 Lesser Black-backed Gulls
of which 300 were immatures, 35 Northern Black-headed Gulls of which
19 were immatures, and 4 Yellow-legged Gulls.
9th April at 11 °W, I
Storm-petrel and I Shcarwat cr unidentified.
10th April at 13°30'W, I
Booby, species uncertain; 1 British Storm-petrel.
l l th April at 18°30W',
4 British Storm-petrels;
1 Leach's Storm-petrel,
1 White-faced Stormpetrel, l Pornarinc Skua, light phase flying N. 12th April at 20°30'W,
l British Storm-petrel; I Pomarine Skua. 13th April at 26°W, 2 British
Storm-petrels; 6 Leach's Storm-petrels;
2 Pomarinc Skuas flying N. 14th
April at 30°W,
.1
British
Storm-petrel;
3 Leach's Storm-petrels;
I
Pomarinc
Skua.
15th April at 34·0W,
13 Leach's Storm-petrels;
1
Pomarinc Skua; I Arctic Skua.
lfith April at 39°W, 2 British Srorrnpetrels; 4 Leach's Storm-petrels.
17th April at 43°W, 7 Leach's Stormpetrels;
3 Pornariue Skuas Mying NNE.
18th April at 45°30'W,
1
British Storm-petrel;
l Leach's Storm-petrel.
19th April at 50°W, No
Birds.
20th April at 55°30'W, 2 Pornarinc Skuas.
21st April at 59°W,
no birds. 22nd April at 64°W, I Leach's Storm-petrel.
23rd April at
67°W, 1 Wilson's
Storm-petrel;
I I .cach's Storm-petrel;
2 Pornarinc
Skuas, light phase, flying N; 1 Grey Phalaropc.
24th April at 72°W, 2
Pomarinc Skuas. 25th April at ii0W, 8 Pomarine Skuas flying NE; 40
Phalaropes, species uncertain; 30 Sandwich Terns; 4 Black Terns and 4
Little Terns.
[Comme11t. These direct crossing> of the Atlantic along latitude parallels
arc well off the beaten track of normal shipping routes and provide the
first systematic records since those by Jes person in the 'Dana' in the
1920s (Ornithological observations ii: the North Atlantic Ocean. 'Dana'
Oceanogr: Reps No. 7; 36 p.p.) Apart front the area of upwelling water
caused by the combination
of rhc Canaries Current and the offshore drift
off the bulge of northwest Africa, and similar upwelling
off the Lesser
Antilles, where sea birds congregate, the crossings span the sub-tropical
warm surface waters of the North Atlantic devoid of surface feed. It is
somewhat surprising however that a much greater variety of sea birds
was not recorded in the areas between 15°N and 28°N cast of 20°W,
an area in which so many different observations by Captain D. Stam
appear in previous 'Sea Swallows'.
Over the warm surface water of the open ocean the observers were
110 doubt disappointed,
but not unexpectedly,
at the lack of resident seabirds.
The pattern is one of but a few Storm-petrels daily and the
roving Tropic Bird far out at sea, with Squid appearing
regularly,
flying fish daily and great patches of Hoating seaweed in the more western
areas in the biological records.
As March gives way to April Pomarinc
Skuas arc seen working their \\'ay ncrthwards over the whole belt of the
Atlantic.
At the dates and latitudes concerned it would he premature Irorn a
study of previous R.N.13.W.S. records to expect reports of the northward
movement of Great and Sooty Shearwaters.
It seems possible however
that the British Storm-petrels recorded in 'Snef lius' line India 111ay have
been confused with the arrival of the first Wilson's Storm-petrels, for we
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have records from Captain Stam of Wilson's as far north as 25°N, 16°W
between
16th to 24th April, 1962.
The record of Blue-faced
Boobies in
·Snellius''
line Echo at 22°33'N,
16°34'W
would seem doubtful
due to
confusion
with Gannets.
The difficulty
of positively
identifying
individual
species of a family
or genus under conditions
at ca, with birds often at a distance or sil-

houetted against the glare of the sea, is illustrated in the case of the
Storm-petrels and Tropic Birds. This will remain an inescapable factor
no matter how knowlcdgablc
the observer.
Species not positively identified are nevertheless an important factor in the total picture of records,
if as much supporting detail as possible is given.
The accompanying chart shows the general pattern of the observations extracted from the text. G.S.T.]
NOTES ON BIRDS SEEN DURING
CRUISE ROUND THE WEST
27th

JULY -

/\ THREE WEEK SAILING
COAST OF IRELAND

l Iith AUGUST, 1963

By L1El'TE1'AiYr

J.

R.

Ft:RSE,

H.N.

I :-iTRODt:C: 1'101'
In July and August. L9G3, I crewed for Andrew Stott sailing

in his
Fylkcbat .. Casket" round the west coast of Ireland from Salcornbe to
the Gairloch.
The cruise took three weeks leaving on 27th July, thence
towards Cape Clear 31st July, Inishmor 5th LO 8th August. Inishboffin 10th
August, Arranmorc 12th August, Greencastle 14th August and so to the
Gairloch .
.. Casket" is sloop rigged, in length about 25 feel on the waterline
and with no engine.
Watching birds from such a small sailing boat in
the Atlantic sun, or swell, is difficult especially when waves arc superimposed on the sun. The boat reaches the top of a swell about twice
a minute and Shcarwarcrs in particular
arc often behind another wave
at that moment.
A radius of 50-100 yards is reasonably covered and
actual numbers seen cannot be correlated with observations from shore or
larger ships; Storm-petrels were probably often missed.
Very few seabirds however paid any attention to ..Casket" so that their undisturbed
behaviour could be observed, and the silence gave a good opportunity of
hearing their calls.
While at sea we took alternate watches of two to four hours and
round the coast of Ireland we sailed up to twenty-five miles offshore.
The behaviour of seabirds in t hix zone may be interesting simply because
it is seldom observed, and if any Ornithologist gets a chance to sail round
this empty coastline further notes of rhc movements of the pelagic species
would be of great interest.
GENERAL PICTURE
Sailing clown the English Cha1111tl there were a few Auks, Gulls,
Terns, Storm-petrels
and Shcarwaicrs, and from the Scillics to Ireland
some scattered Storm-petrels and a ,·cry few Fulrnars.
About point A
on the sketch map we saw quite a large movement of Storm-petrels, one
solitary Puffin and a Great Skua. Within 40 miles of the Scillies and
the coast of Ireland we again encountered Auks, Terns and Black-backed
Gulls.
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Approaching
County Cork then; were many Manx Shcarwatcrs
and
Storm-petrels,
though neither here nor elsewhere round the coast did l
notice <_my general movement of these specie's.
Iu I .ong bland Bay, inside
Cape Clear. there were Manx Shcarwaicrs and Storm-petrels
during the
clay, though none beyond the entrance lO the Kenmare River to Snccrn.
Off the coasts of Cork and Kerry, where \\'C were mostly within 5
miles of the coast there were many sea birds.
Further north there were
not so many, though it was seldom that there were no Storm-petrels nor
Shcarwarcrs in sight, except for two areas off the Blaskcts (point B) and
to a lesser extent al the southern end of Donegal 13ay (point C:), where
a great number of sea birds were spread O\'Cr the sea apparently
feeding.
Storm-petrels stayed with us as far as Arrau in i hc Clyde, but after
Bloody Forcland we saw fewer Manx Shcarwm crs.
'J'Yl'ICAL
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The commonest birds offshore were Manx Shcarwaicrs, Storm-petrels,
Gannets, Kittiwakes and Fulmars in that order.
The Manx Shcarwaicrs
and Storm-petrels
in particular were ahout the whole time scattered over
the sea in Hight.
Gannets, ttring higher, were always conspicuous,
but
Kittiwakes were much sparser.
Fulrnars were more common within five
miles of the shore nearly always singly.
lictwccn our landfall
and Bloody lorclnud
we sa-v several Sooty
Shcarwatcrs,
Great Shcarwatcrs were 011ly seen in very small numbers
olf the Blaskcts and in Donegal Bay.
A [cvv Great and Arctic Skuas were seen as far as Arranmorc,
Donegal.
The only gulls which 11·c idcntiticd
far off shore were a [cvv
Lesser Black-backs.
A fc11· Common/ Arctic Terns were seen oil ihc
lllaskcts and in Donegal Ilay. but most were close inshore.
Scattered Common Guillemots were seen. each wit l: a young bird in
company, mostly within 10 miles of the coast, but a fc.:w out 10 '.W miles.
Pullins and Razorbills kept close to the coast.
All three species of Shcarwarcrs were Aying low over the water, and,
except where gathered
in Rocks close offshore
in the early evening,
always ga,·c the appearance of searching the water for food.
Ju flight
their bills, whenever close enough to sec, were pointing downwards as if
\\'<Ltching the water, but certainly they adopted the same attitude when
Hocking before preparing to return to rhci: nesting burrows.
Indeed it
seemed strange that with so many Shcarwatcrs in sight, and apparently
looking for food, \1'C did not see them feeding.
NOTES

Ot

SPECIES

S11t:1\R11·xrrn Puffi1ws pujji1111.s
All round the coast of Ireland and particularly
as far as point l3
these were common throughout daylight hours. They were usually Hying
in loosely scattered groups or in twos and threes rather than singly.
I.

MANX

'2.

SooTY S1-1EARWATER

P11//i11us griseus

Between Schull and Bloody Forcland about 20 single birds wen: seen.
The body is much plumper than the Great Shcarwarcr,
and at sea the
brown tinge on the body is very seldom noticeable.
Only a few birds
showed a clear whit ish line on the undcrwing.
Its tlight. has a more
Sixty

laboured
appearance 1ha11 t hc ".\lanx or Great Shearwarcr with its wings
more often bent at the wrists. and with more flapping.

'.l.

GREAT SHE,\R\\'ATEH

/'uffinll.< gracis

Bc1"·cc11 2 and 4 were seen singly off the 131a. kcts, and 2 in company
in Donegal Bay. Unlike the other Shcarwarers they tended to stay near
our boat, two in particular sweeping up and clown our track to within 200
yards, often within a few feel of rhc boat for about one hour. These 5
or 6 birds varied considerably in colour, some sho\\'ing much paler markings 011 the 11pp<'r side of thr wings whil« others were uniformly dark
brown on top. The whirr- lint' :11 t hc base of the tail was sometimes
marked, but in most cases faint. The dark cap was prominent,
usually
graded into the back by faint markings over the nape.
Close to the
unclcrwing was marked wit h narrow brown feather edgings, though at a
distance it appeared as a uniform oil' white.
'I·.

Couv's

S11F.AllWATl-:1~

l'll//i11ll.1 dimn ede a

None were seen.

5.

Ft·u1AK

PETREi.

Fulm arus glacialis

We saw these regularly, sometimes su ung on the water
corn ino- over the hoar 10 i11ves1iga1~· and sculing 10 rat gu1s when
clc-ani;\g fish.
6.

STOR\1-PETREL

feeding
were

\\"C

Hvdrobat es pelagirns

Common throughout the cruise, usually feeding each on its 0\\'11
and taking no notice of the boat. Between 1600 hrs. and !BOO hrs. at
about point /\ :JOO passed 11s all t ravcl linu eastward.
7.

Sula bassana

GANNET

Those seen off Ireland
sions I heard them giving
!L

ARCTIC

SKI",\

were nearly ,,JJ adults.
On rwo or three occaa call between a bark and a grnnt.

St errorarius parasituus

About JO were sccu from Sch111l to Arranrnore, Donegal. They were
seen 10 chase Terns, Kit t iwakrx, Manx and Sooty Shcarwarers.

9.

GREAT

SKCA

St ercororius skua

About 11 were seen i11 all.
birds.
10.

Krnll\'AKES

They

\\"CIT

not seen to harry other sea

Nissa trul actyl a

Adults were common offshore wit h only two or three in juvenile
plumage.
When we were cleaning fish they appeared from nowhere, and
on one occasion at night they kept up a continual mice-like squeaking,
a most incongruous so1111d.
\Ve never heard the normal "Kiu-iwark"
call.
11.

Co\1.\ION

G1111.1.E\lOT

Uria aalge

Nearly all seen offshore were single birds each with one young bird,
but some occurred as much as 20 miles from land.
The young birds
were excessively ht and frequently were unable to fly, crashing again
and again from one wavr nest into the next.
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12.

Pt:FFI:---

Fraterrula arctica

.
Pullins were less numerous than Cuillcrnuts.
011 011c.; occasion a single
bird made repeated attempts to land 011 t hr boat over a period of 15
111i1111tcs.
l'.l.

RAznR1111.1,

Alra t ord a

Only a few seen close inshore.
I+.

OT111;11 SEA B11ms

Two Reel-breasted }.[crgansers .\fergur srrrat ot were seen in the Kenmare rivcr :11~d. about thirty Common Sc:otns Xl elanitt a nigra i11 Long
Island Bay.
I wo Rcd-rhroaicd Divers Col ymb us st ellat us were seen at
Clifdcn.
15.

l.xxumuns
Two Duulin

AT

SEA

Calidris al pm a

\\'CT•'

about 15 milvs !\[of

sighted

Erris

Head.
16.

Lvxnnmos

ASllORE

No Pcrcgrin« Falcons Falro /111regri11111 nor ll11zzards But eo b ut eo
were seen, but Choughs Coraria iryrrh orora x were quite common fi:cding
in the pastures above the cliffs in the Arra» Islands.
011e Corncrake
Crex rrex was heard calling in a Croft field 011 Tuishmaan, Arran Islands.
One Grccnshank
Tringa neb ularia was heard on Inishrnorc and 11110 seen
at Clifden.
011c Khimbrel Numenius phaleotms was .ccn at Tnishboffin.

THE OCCURRENCE

OF

SKUAS

UK-CANADA

By

CAPT,\!:"
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TRADE
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NORTI I /\Tl.A ITIC:

ROL'TES

A1K)J,\:-;,

)l.N.

This note i.; compiled from ohsrrvat ions between l!:J5'.l-63 inclusive,
plus the firrt two months of 19li4 and 1h1· first thrn' of 1~165.
Great
Skuas arc unruisrakahlc.
and so also arc Pomarinc Skuas.
The same is
true of Long-tailed . kuas if ihc central rail feathers arc fully developed.
but it seems that these may at rimes be 110 longer than the longest of
the Arctic Skuas. and in all three of rhesc smaller Skuas t hc extended
tail feathers may he broken off short. w hi lc they arc absent in immatures
and moult. This may be partly the reason why I have so few records of
Arctic Skuas.
THE TABI.t::S
In the tables t hr ligutTs not enclosed i11 brackets show the number
of observations ;111d 1101 the number of birds observed.
Figures within
brackets show the number of occasions "'hl'n two or more birds have
been seen together.
Only positive identifications
have been taken into account except that
against X in table B arc shown records of birds, definitely
or probably
Skuas, which could not be clas ·ified as to species.
Si.rty-11110

TABLE !\ shows rhc records of Great Skuas.
Taken O\'Cr the whole
year the distribution cast of ·W0W is fairly even, increasing towards the
cast. The section cast of 10°W is limited by i hc coast (in most cases
the Scilly Islands).
The wcs1n11 limits arc Bi:llc Isle (off northern Newfoundland) in :>5°W, Cape Race ISEn corner of i hc island) in 43°W, and
on winter ,·oyages 10 S1. john. N.B. my observations may extend 10 65°W,
but Great Skuas have not been recorded west of 53°\-\1.
Pomarinc Skuas
have been seen in the Strait of Belle Isle.

The monthly figur.-s sngi!<'St a migratory movement, principally
in
pelagic waters, and also seem 10 show i hat the main winter range of the
Great Skua is south of the Bishop Rock-Cape Race track.
Of the nine
January records five were obtained in one voyage this year (19G5), Le
Havre to S1. John N.13., when I rook a route considerably further south
than usual. On successive days, 7th-I I th January the following numbers
of Great Skuas \\'Cl'C sccn-49°N.
6°W (l); •PJ0N,
1 q0W (5), the
highest number yrt st·(·11 at one t irnc and about 150 miles south of the
seasonal Grca1 Cirrl« uack ; 1Hi0N, 19°W (3); 45°N, 23°W (3); 44°N,
27cw (1).
In "The field Guide to ihc Birds of Brirain and Europe."
Great
Skuas arc described as bcin~ solitary outside the breeding sea. on. Two
t h irds of my records arc of single
birds, the remaining
one third, with
two exceptions, arc of two or three birds seen toµ;c1her.
I have been at sea in ovcmbcr every year except 1954 (I was ashore
the whole of that winter) and ten voyages have been made on the Bishop
Rock-Belle Isle track and two Bishop Rock-Cape Race, yet there is still
a complete absence or November records.
T1\Jll.F.
lJ shows t hc records of Pornarinc, Long-tailed
and Arctic
Skuas. The northward migration of the Pomarine and Long-tailed
Skuas
shows clearly that of i hc laucr appearing ro be more restricted
both i11
time and longitude range.
Although there arc nearly twice as many
records of Pornarincs the numbers seen of Long-tailed
are much higher.
The greatest number of Pornarines noted at any time has been plus or
minus one dozen, and there arc five such records.
Long-tailed
Skuas
appear in similar
or grt:ater numbers 11p to 50 plus 011 ten occasions.
Included in the table is an observation by my friend Mr. Heyes Lloyd
of Ouawa. well known in N. American ornithological circles. In May,
1950, when truvel l ing in a ship of which I was Chief Officer, he sighted
in one day about 160 Long-tailed Skuas.
The noon position, approximately 53°N, 27°W, is further east than any of my own positive records
of this species.

The posiuvc records of Arctic Skuas arc all too few for definite conclusions tO be drawn.
FooT:\OTl·~- Great Skuas sometimes Iollow a ship for several hours.
Pomarines also follow at t irncs, but not to the same extent, and I have
never observed l .ong-lailed or Arctic Skuas following.
Pornarinc Skuas have been noted in dark phase 011 eleven of the
thirty-six observations, hut t hc ra t io of dark LO light birds in total numbers
seen is much lower than that. All the Long-tailed Skuas have been in
the light phase.
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POSTSCRIPT (Not included

in tables)

29th March, 1965. 46°N, 39°45'\111.
Pomar inc, flying north.
30th March,
hours.

1965.

47°

1 Skua in light

, 34°50'W.

4 Great Skuas

phase, probably
astern

at 1220

31st March, 1965. 48°N, 26°30'\<V. 2 Great Skuas seen at 0820 hours
and 3 single birch' later during the day.

OBSERVATIONS
BRITISH

OF STORM-PETRELS

OFF THE COAST OF

GUIANA L 1 MAY AND JUNE 1965, WITH SOME NOTES
ON TDENTIFICATION

[Nore nv Eorrou : The observations recorded in Part I together with
the photographs have been supplied by Rear Admiral G. S. Ritchie, n.s.c,
In Part II opportunity
has been taken to link the photographs with some
aspects in the identification
at sea of certain Storm-petrels
from the
recorded observations of R.N.B.W.S. mcrnbers.].
PART

I

There are many records of seabird distribution
in rhe well travelled
seas, but little information from the remoter part or the tropics.
In May and June 1965 while H.1VL Surveying Ship Vidal was ship
sounding ten to seventy miles offshore between the Berbica and Corcnryn
rivers of British Guiana numbers of Storm-petrels
were observed, including
several exhausted and dishevelled Leach's Storm-petrels
recovered onboard
after heavy rainstorms.
Full examination forms were completed for these,
documented with photographs by Naval Airman (Phor.) K. F. Rushby.
In general both 'Nilson's and Leach's Storm-petrels were common in
May, declining in numbers as June advanced. The Wilson's Storm-petrels
appeared active and healthy, and remained
unaffected by the tropical
rainstorms.
The Leach's Storm-petrels
appeared weaker, and some
seemed unable to survive the storms, becoming so sodden that they were
almost unable to fly.
The largest concentration
of birds was seen on 12th May, about 30
birds clearly identified as Wilson's which were photographed successfully
on the \\'ing.
On the evening of ~nd May, when u.xi.s. Vidal was
anchored off the Corentyn River, and Wilson's Storm-petrels were about
the ship, an unusual occurrence was witnessed by three reliable ratings
who were fishing from on deck.
A Storm-petrel flyi.ng near the surface
was seen to be taken by a shark which raised its head out of the water to
do so.
Between 24th May and l sr June four tired and dishevelled
Leach's Petrels were found, on each occasion i11 the evenings onboard;
one had the right foot missing and two had the toes excessively bent down.
No Leach's Petrels were seen after Isl J unc, and only occasionally were
small numbers of Wilson's seen astern of the ship.
One of the latter
struck a sailor while ii was flying over the deck after dark on 22nd June;
it seemed in first class condition and plumage, and squeaked volubly while
being examined.
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The record of a shark capturing
a bird in the air shows the imporof this hazard.
The fact that one of the recovered
J .cach's Petrels

also had pan of a leg missing points to the fact that these little birds may
fall vict irns not only to sharks but to barracudas and other predatory
fish in tropical waters, and explain why so many sea birds have injuries to
their feet.
Dr. W. R. P. Bourne who has studied a complete set of the many
photographs suggests that the observations appear to cover the latter
stages of both the northward migration of Wilson's Petrels after breeding
in the Antarctic, the birds being in full plumage, and the final stages
of the moult and departure of northern Leach's Petrels which had been
ll"intering in the tropics.
The prornincnt
pale edges to the scapulars and
secondaries can be seen 011 some of the photographs of the Leach's,
which suggest that they were first year birds completing
the moult late,
after the adults had returned north to breed.
W. W. !\. Phillips has
discussed this aspect of moult in Wilson's Petrels when they in their
turn were moulting off Ceylon in the autumn of 1954 (J. Bombay Nat.
Hist. Soc. 53: 132-133).
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WlLSO

PS STORM-PETREi.
Photo: Naval Airman

(O/i British Guiana, 22nd June, 1%5j

(Phoi) K. F. Rushby, u.xr.s. Vidal
Nort , AfJ/li:arance of tail, u.liit e feathers above ru111/1, and
yellou: webbed feel extending beyond tail.

WlI.SON'S

STOIUl-PETREI.

Phoro : Nava! Airman (Phoi) K. F. Rushhy, n.xi.s. Vidal
NoTE: The feel can just be seen /not111rling beyond the tail.
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STOR!vl-P!::TREL
Photo: R.N.13.W.S.
Nort : Broad pal« ufi/ier wing roiert bands, dark f cat hers betuicen
white area ub ot:e rump and forked tail.

LEACH'S

LEACH'S
Phoio : Naval

STORM-PETREL

Airman (Phot) K. F. Rushby,
Nmr.: Short fr'gs and forked tail.

11 ..11.s.

Vidal
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LEACH'S STORM-PETREL
(Off British Guiana, zsit. May. 1966)
Photo : Naval Airman (Phot) K. F. Rushby, u.xi.s. Vidal
Non; : Outer 5 primaries not yet shed. Note growing Lail feather, tuner
primaries and secou d aries and apfiare11tly old scapulars.

STORM-PETREL
(Off British Guiana, zsu. May. 1966)
Photo: Naval Airman (Phoi) K. F. Rushhy, u.xi.s. Vidal
Norz : Ad canred moult with neu· fliglll f eatliers growing and pale edges
to probable old scapu dars.
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LEACH'S

PART

By CAPTAl.'i G. S.

II
Tt'CK,

D.S.O.,

R.N.

Many notes have been received from members of R.N.B.W.S. of the
characteristics of Srorm-petrels as observed at sea to assist in their identification, and important descriptions provided hy W. H. Bierman and K. H.
Voous in their account of the voyage of rhc William Barendsz (Ardea
1950, supplement), and G. E. Watson's Preliminary Smithsonian
Identificnt iou Manual 10 the Seabirds of the tropical Atlantic.
The notes which follow sumarise the characters distinguishing
four small dark, white-rumped Storm-petrels of the Atlantic.

the

GE.'iERAL.
Four small, dark, white-rumped storm-petrels
occur in
the At lant ic. the British Storm-petrel
Hvdrob at es pelagicus.
Wilson's
Storm-petrel
Oreanit es oreauicus, the Madciran or Harcourt's Stormpetrel Orean ad ro ma rastro , and Leach's Storm-petrel
Or eanodro m a leurorho a,
Superficially
the)' are all ver)' similar
in appearance, sooty-black
above with sooty-brown underparts, dark bills with raised tubular nostrils,
dark legs, a paler stripe on the upper wing along the edge of the wing
coverts, and a white patch above and to a variable extent at the side of
the base of rhc tail. The British Storm-petrel
is noticeably smaller, and
Wilson's is slightly smaller than the other two, but it is hard to be
sure of this at sea. Both the British and Wilson's have square tails, while
the tail is slightly forked in the Madeiran Storm-petrel and markedly
so in Leach's, but this also is hard to sec, as arc their only distinctive
markings, a grey centre to the whore rump of Leach's Petrel, a white
parch under the wing in the British Storm-petrel,
and the yellow webs
of Wilson's.
Reliable identification has 10 depend to a larg_e extent on
flight and behaviour at sea, and critical examination of the markings and
measurements
in the hand.
BR1T1s11

SToR~l-PETREL.

This

breeds

along the Atlantic coasts of
and in the Mediterranean,
feeding over rhc continental shelf, and winters off West and South Africa;
it is 1101 found far out at sea or on the American side. It is the smallest,
(i inches overall length, with a wingspan of about 14 inches.
At sea it
appears dark brownish-black.
With a distinct clear uniform patch of
white feathers above the rump, the upper and lower limits appearing
slightly curved outwardly towards the rail.
There is liulc white at the
sid« of the tail, which is square, but looks slighrly rounded at the tips.
At close quarters the pale patch under the wing can quite often but by
no means always be distinguished.
The legs and feet are short and
black and never show beyond the tail. Compared with the other three
the Hight is noticeably weak with almost unceasing fluttering wingbears,
hovering with dangling feet while feeding, though it docs not swoop or
skim or walk on the water 10 the same extent as the various other species.
ft i> usually seen .,ing-ly or in quite small parties, exceptionally in larger
ones, and while it will Iollow in the wake of ships it docs not do this
habitually.

Europe from the Wcstm anns to the Canaries,

Wu.soxs
STorrn-l'ET~EL. This spreads from the Antarctic north
throughout the Atlantic to about 45cN in the southern winter, where it
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the offshore
zone though also widespread
at sea. It is just pcrsepuhly bigger than the British Storm-petrel at sea. about 7 inches long with ;1
wingspa11 of 1 tiinchcs. It is rather darker in colour. with a largcr white patch
on the rump that extends round the side of the tail more, but it lacks the
pale patch under the wing. The pale upper \\·ing covert. arc also slightly
more prominent, but in all this group they vary wirh age and wear, while
young birds can be recognised by unusually prominent pale rips to the
secondaries and scapulars. The dark legs arc unusually long. and it may
normally be recognised at once by the characteristic appearance of the toes
projecting beyond the centre of the tail (just visible in the photograph).
There arc very distinctive yellow patches in the centre of the webs of the
feet, but this character, cited in all the textbooks, is extremely hard to sec
at sea. The flight is stronger and more direct than in the British Stormpetrel, skimming back and forth over the waves, . hawing the tell-tale feet;
it will also .. walk" or "stand" on the water, bouncing over the surface
or hovering over food with its long legs dangling, especially in calm
weather. It habitually follows ships, sometimes in numbers, working back
and forth across the wake in search of food.
prefers

Iv[ADEIRAN
SToR:-1-PETREL. This elusive species breeds on oceanic
islands and disperses at sea around the margins of the tropics, and appears
to be rare anywhere near land at any time. The overall length is about
8 inches, the overall wingspan about 18 inches. At sea its wings look longer
and more pointed than the British or Wilson's
Storm-petrels,
and its
square-cul white rump with the upper and lower edges parallel is about as
prominent as that of the former. The slighr cleft in the tail hardly amounts
to a fork and is seldom noticed. Its black legs arc short, and it docs not
normally dangle them or "walk on the water". Its fiighr is freer and
stronger than that of cirhcr the British or Wilson's, fast and direct, with
more constant and slower wing-beats than the rapid fluttering of the other
two. Sometimes it will make quick turns or zigzags, but it docs not
normally tilt from side ro side. It is usually seen singly, sometimes in pairs,
in the open ocean, and it rarely follows ships. It is the hardest of the four
t0 'cc and identify reliably.

LE,\c11's STonM-PET!lEI..
This breeds abundantly on the west side and
sparingly on the outlying islands of the cast side of the northern parts of
the Atlantic, and winters at sea throughout the tropics. Its overall length
is about 8:\- inches and its overall \\'ingspan about 19 inches, so it appears
a long-winged bird, and looks larger and browner rhan the others at sea.
The pale rump is always less clearly defined than in the other species, and
unlike them it does not have well-defined
dark tips to all the longest
feathers, but instead dark shafts to die central ones. The amount of
pigment: there varies; it is seldom extensive enough to be noticed at sea
in the Atlantic, but exceptionally it may be more extensive, so that the
white rump is divided into two ovals by a central dark line; in the Pacific
races the whole rump may be dark. The rail broadens towards the tip and
is markedly forked, though this is hard to see at sea; both the rump markings and fork should be noticed in the hand (though they rarely arc). The
wings arc long, pointed, and fairly broad at the base, and the paler coverts
may form a more marked band across them than with the other species.
The dark legs do not show beyond the rail, and arc rarely seen. Its Aight
appears freer, more buoyant, and more leisurely
than with the other
species, and while it may twist and turn quickly,
it is purposeful rather
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than erratic. with a clist inct ivr bonding character as it passes by. It is
usually seen singly and takes liu lc notice of ships.
One observer has remarked that whcu storm-petrels arc followinq i11
the wake they can be idciuificd more easily if it is possible to watch them
from a position as low down a~ possible such as a scuulc overlooking the
stern, if there is one available ! They arc seen best of all from small boats.
which they will aproach within feet. The real trick 10 identifying them
easily, as with so many seabirds, is endless experience,
until their peculiar
tricks of Hight can he spotted im uitively, without thought, as one recognises
another person's face. It is a hard and unrewarding task lO try and son
out disi inct ivc marks until this is learned with time, and one which has
defeated many or the best experts in the trade.

llTRDS OF THE NORTH PACIFIC
/Jy CAPTAIN F1i1,;-.;c1s Poor.t, r.u.c.s.
Between September 1952 and May 1954 we made five return voyages
across the North Pacific on the Great Circle track between Vancouver,
British Columbia. and Yokohama, Japan, passing with thirty miles of the
Aleutians
at about 52°N. Th!' birds seen were identified
from Alexander's
"Birds of the Ocean", and uncertain ones have been excluded. i\ list of
records is deposited i11 the Bird 'Room at the British Museum (Natural
History).
Black-footed
Alhatross Dio m edca nigri p es. The Black-footed
and
Laysan Albatrosses were the most constant followers of the ship, and over
the whole period we saw 850 Black-foots and 180 Laysans (excluding 100
albatrosses following a school of porpoises off the cast coast of Japan).
The species was seen throughout
the passage, wi rh one off Pon
Angeles about a hundred miles inside the Straits of Juan de Fuca separating Canada from the U.S.A. Mature birds were quite conspicous, and most
prevalent over the middle of the ocean; immature ones were seen nearer
the coast, especially that of Japan. On our return trip ro the Atlantic they
were also seen south to 22°N. I 09°W. on 1."ith June, 1954.
They were quite friendly with the other birds which followed astern,
such as the Laysan Albatross, Glaucous-winged
Gull, Storm-petrels and the
occasional
dark Fulmer,
hut when an immature
Double-creastcd
Cormorant Ph al acrororax aurit us flew aero. s the bows off the Canadian
coast and settled 011 the water a Blackfoot went right at it, and when it
surfaced after diving it was attacked by several of them; unfortunately we
lost sight or it after that.
Most wcrc seen in September and October just before nesting, while
in November and December they were only seen occasionally.
They never
tried to land on board, even in a fog. Once or twice they flew near the
bridge, but took no interest in food offered to them. They usually glided
hack and forth across the wake looking for galley garbage. When alighting
011 the water they kept their wings spread, only folding them if they stayed
some time. When taking off they ran over the water. They left us at dusk.
returning in ones and twos at dayln cak. They kept fairly close astern,
gliding and rarely flapped their wings, and bad weather did not seem to
bother them at all.
Laysan Albatross Diom ed ea immutabilis, These appeared to have a
slightly smaller wingspan than the Blackfoot, and were also a little less
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aggressive.
When in numbers they stayed
further
astern,
but occasional
individuals
came up with the main body of the others.
Several times half
a dozen were seen criss-crossing
over the wake half a mile astern on their
own, presumably
in search of some special
food.
They were commonest
in the western
half of
within a Iew hundred miles of Japan. They always
foots when approaching
the coast, and the nearest
36°N 141 °E 011 10th ] unc, 1953, while the nearest

the ocean,
especially
left before the Blackto Japan were six at

LO Canada was one al
'rn°N 133°W on 25th December, 1952. Alexander says they only occur
north to about 40°N, but I saw them north of 52°N not once bur many
times. The most off Japan was 25 at 45°N 155°E on 22nd October, 1953,
with twelve off the Aleurians ar 50°N 173°W on 23rd September, 1953,
and three off Canada at 49°N 133°W on 10th December, 1953.

As with the other seabirds, it was hard to tell how long they stayed
with the ship; occasionally r saw one for several days in succession, but
there was no means of proving- that it was the same one. Their manner
of flight and feeding was the same as with the Blackfoot.
Short-tailed Albatross Dlo med ea albatrus, At 49°N I 76°E on 22nd
April, 1954, while watching birds astern I saw a white bird with the flight:
of an albatross with black tips and edges to the wings, flying, or at least
gliding, among the Blackfoors, It came within a couple of hundred yards
of the stern but did not stay Ieng. After examining skins I have come to
the conclusion
that it was this species, the only one I saw in two years
watching albatrosses.
Fulmar Fulmarus glarialis. The dark phase was seen all along the
route throughout the year except between February and June during the
year in which I kept records. Out of eighty only three were in the pale
phase, all within a hundred miles of the Canadian coast, and two of these
were on successive days so that they may have been the same. They are not
regular ship followers, though occasionally
one or two would be seen
oliding back and forth on the lookout astern.
Sooty Shcarwatcr P11ffi1111s griseus. These were very prominent from
April to November in numbers ranging from two and threes to flocks of
fifty or so. One flock of a couple of thousand was also seen at 51 °N
167°W, a hundred miles oil the Aleutians.
One came aboard in fog at·
49°N 152° W on 20th December, 1962.
Short-railed Shearwater Puffi 1111s ten uirostris. 1,000 were seen at 44° ! ·
JS2°W on 9th September, 1952, and 100 at 50°. · 180°W on +rh June,
1963, and probably odd ones a•: other times which were hard to identify.
The first flock was followin~ a shoal of porpoises.
White-faced Shearwat cr Puffi1111s leucomelas. These were only seen
withoin a hundred miles of Japan, where a flock of 1,000 crossed and
recrossed our bows off lnyboyc Lighthouse on 22nd August, 1953.
Pink-footed Shearwarcr P11ffi11us rreatop us. Six were seen at 48°N
125°W on 10th August, 1953 and one at 50°N 135°W next day.
Black-vented Shearwarcr Pu.ffi1111s opistliornelas,
Straits of Juan de Fuca on 28th September, 1953.

One was seen off the

Peale's Petrel Pterodroma inexpectata. Several hundred with several
Sooty Shcarwaters were seen during the clay at '~1 °N. 150°E on 10th
September. 1952, and three at 36°N. 14-1 c E on 21st Augusr, 1953.
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Leach's Petrel Oceanod ro m a leu corhea. These were seen infrequently
all the way across from June to September, with most off the Canadian
coast. One came aboard in fog at 50°N 132°\i\l on 1st September, 1952.
Fork-tailed
Petrel Oreanodroma [urcat a. These were seen from the
Canadian coast to 160°\<\1. One came aboard with the Sooty Shcarwaier
at 49°N 152°W on 20th December, 1952.
Pornarinc
Skua Stercorarius po niarinus. Pale phase birds at 51 °N
175°W on 15th August, 1953, 47°N 162°E on 21st October, 1953 and
50°N 145°E on 24th April, 1954
Long-tailed
71h June, 1953,

Skua St crcorarins iongicaud us, One at 47°N
and at 50°N 135°W on l l th August, 1953.

162°£

on

Glaucous-wine;ecl
Gull Laius glaucoides . These followed us all the
way across from October to March. Most had a brownish neck. Now and
again they would settle on the mast, though they did not do it habitually.
They behaved like other gulls and fed on the galley garbage.
Kiu iwakc Risso t ridacty!a. These were also seen from October to
March, about 20 of 120 recorded being immature. Nearly all were between
Japan and 180° meridian, witl: only three between there and Canada.
They did not follow ships in the way they do in the Atlantic, nor take
galley ref use.
Tufted Pullin Lund a cirrh.at a. Four were seen at 51 ° N 167 °W on 3rd
1953, twelve at 50° N I 80°
on the next day, two at 49°N 170°E
on 6th June, and one at '~7°N 162°E next day.

J une.

w

Guillemot Uria aalge. Seen in summer with 200 to 300 miles of the
Canadian
coast.
Marbled Murrcler Brurh.yram phus m arm or atus, A considerable
ber off Victoria in rhc Straits of Juan de Fuca in summer.
Snow Goose Chen hyperboreus. A flock of ca. I 00 Aying
at 50-100 feet at 50°N l40°W 011 18 October, 1954.
Canada Goose Branta canadeusis,
on 27th September, 1953.

Fifty heading

num-

about

SE at 49°N

SSE

164°W

Northern or Red-necked Phalarope Loblpes lob atus, One on board off
Yokohama on 23rd August, 1953, and one seen at the entrance 10 the
Straits of Juan de Fuca on 28th September, 1953.
Golden Plover Charadrius dominicanus. One landed
force 4 NNW wind on 23rd April, 1954.
Ruddy Turnstone
on I 0th J unc, 1953.

on board with a

Arenaria interpres. Onr. on board at 36°N

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrlnus. A male on
gale at 50°N 156°£ on 19th October, 1953, stayed
at 4·9°N 159°E on 21st September,
1953, stayed
1t8°N
176°E. One at 29°N 130°E on 31st October,
Nighthawk Chordeiles minor. One on board
force 4 west wind on 20th April, 1954.
American
Pipit A11thus st-inoletta.
9rh September, 1953.

One

011

141 °E

the mast in a westerly
till next day. Another
two days and left al
1953.
at 44°N

I 58°E

board at 47°N

with

l.65°E

a
011

Alaska Longspur (=Lapland
Bunting) Calcarius lap ponicus, One on
board at 52°N 155°W with a force 5 SSE wind on 15th October, 1953.
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Snow

Bunting

Plectroplienax

ulualis. One seen al '~9°N, 170£0W with

a force 6 NW wind on 16th December, 1952, and three at 50° N l80°W
with a force 5 ENI~ wind 011 4th June, 1953.

IDENTIFICATION
PETRELS

OF "COOKILARIA"

AND

.HYPOLEUCA

fN "I I-IE Ti\S.MAN SEA AND AROUND NEW ZEALAND

By

L1Et;TE<"A:XT /\.

Y.

! ·rnrn1s,

R.K.,

~1.11.0.1·.

While serving i11 Australasian
water from October, l9t.i0 to early
February, l~Hi3, I was [need with the problem of the identification at sea
of the "Cookilaria " and Hypoleuca petrels of the genus Pterodro nia. Thal
this problem is difficult is not denied lint "·ith practice and care, it is not
insurmountable.
Using the skins and references available in the Australian Museum,
Sydney, I compiled a provisional
key. Subsequently, numbers of Gould's
Petrels Fleucoptera were seen during the breeding season in the vincinity
of Cabbage Tree Island, NSW and Cook's Petrels l'.rnoki were observed
outside the littoral region to the north cast of North bland, New Zealand.
In October, 19()2, I visited Little Harrier Island off . orrh Island. Herc,
both li,·ing and freshly killed Cook's Petrels were examined near the larze
breeding colonies of the island. Many birds collide with the branches of
the trees of the forest durino the ascent of the mounta ius while others arc
killed by feral cats near anc"I in the colonies. Since February, 1963, I have
compared the published notes i11 Sea Swallow, and LO the results l have
added the valuable observations of J .icutcnant Commander R. 0. Morris,
Royal Navy, who spent 1963 around Fiji and i11 the region to the north of
Ne"· Zealand.
The key in its 1963 form was found to be satisfactory when sea
descriptions were compared with it in conjunction with several species in
the hand. However, apart from the Prious Parhypti/a Spp., included because of their basic similarity; only l'.rnoki, P.l./euco/)tera,
PLbreoipes and
l'.(hypoleurn)
ni grip e nnis have been checked against the key. What is now
desired, to quote Lt. Cclr. Morris, ".
. . is 10 ask members of the
R.N.B.\i\i.S. LO give it a thorough trial at sea to prove its value or otherwise." For this reason, the key is offered to Sea Swallow as the most suitable means to attain this aim. The distribution
of the two groups of
petrels seems tu be imperfectly k110\\"11 particularly in die non-breeding
period. I would be mosr grateful for comments upon the merits or otherwise of the key and for suggestions for further improvement.
Because of the ,·agarics of seabird taxonomy, there remain a number
of inconsistencies
in the norncncla t ure (Alexander ct al, 1965). Therefore
users of the key may encounter sornr confusion upon what constitutes a
species. In this context, Pycrof r's Petrel which is regarded in New Zealand
as a full species and elsewhere, apparently, as a race of Stcjncger's Petrel
P'Lou girostris, is treated as the latter in the key. Most authorities now
regard the Collared Petrel Pibreuipes in Alexander ( 1955), as a race of
C,:'Juld's Petrel; this treatment has been followed.
Scrcnty-] our

THE

I. (a)

KEY

Small, stocky petrels with moderately long "'ings. Length 10 to 12
inches. Greyish upperparts including forehead and rump. Underparts white, Dark, inverted W paucm across lower back and \\'ings.
Tail wedge-shaped and tipped black. flight flap and glide. Usually
remain close to the water and often concentrate in large, compact
flocks, sometimes far out to sea.-Prion Spp.

(ii) Similar to l (a).

Differs in that has whitish forehead, normally
darker crown, squarish tail tipped white, and has greater wing
span. Usually distributed northwards to latitude 1rn°S.-Blue Petrel
H alob aena caerulea.

(c) Small, usually slim petrels with longish, narrow wings and inverted
W pattern of varying prominence
across back and wings. Length
varying 9 to 13 inches. Primaries dark. Back varying from light to
dark grey; in one species tinged brown. Forehead and underparts
normally white. Colour of crown and nape extending LO include the
eye. Tail shortish. Flight swooping and soaring in moderate to
strong winds. Likely LO be seen singly or in small, loosely-formed
partics.- .. Cook ilar ia" and Hy/10/euca petrels.-2.
2. (a) Back, ruru p and tail lightish grey. White on inner webs of primaries.
Undersides
of \\'ing;; whit« thinly edged black. Bill small and
lilack.-:l.
(b) Back, rump and tail mid-grey,
dark.-4.

dark grey or mid-grey/brown.

Bill

3. (a) Length 10~- to 11 inches. (Compare Dusky Shearwarer Puffi1111s
assimilis and Prion Spp.) Nape, crown, sides of neck and breast
light grey tinged brown. Forehead white or finely motrlcd grey and
white. General colour dorsal surface of wings darkish grey with
distinctive W pattern and much white on inner webs of primaries.
Feet and legs bluish. Flight in light airs to light winds : languid and
rolling. In breeding season, distributed
over areas of cool, surface
water E. of New Zealand. Migrates to N. Pacific in southern
"'inter.-C:ook's
Petrel Pt erod rom a cooki.
(b) Length 9 to 10 inches. (Compare slightly smaller Bulwar's Petrel
Bulureria b uluierii and White-faced
Storm-Petrel
Pelagodroma
marina.i Build small and neat. Lighrish grey uppcrparts;
crown
darker grey. General colour on dorsal surface of wings slaty ; W
pattern nor so prominent as in 3(a) although \\'i11g covers darker and
less white 011 inner webs of primaries. Feet and legs blue, webs white.
Flight in light airs: moth-like Hap and glide. In breeding season
seems to lie distributed
over areas of sub-tropical
water to N.E.
of North Ireland, New Zealand and lo migrate to low latitude in
the uorrhcn half of the Pacific in southern wintcr.-Stejncgcr's
Petrel Pterod roma lon girosris,
4. (a) Length
I 2 inches. (Compare
Short-tailed
Shcarwatcr
l'uffi1111s
t enuirost risi Crown, nape, sides of neck sooty black. Black patch
before the eye. Back, rump and tail dark grey. Dorsal surfaces of
wings slate grey; W pattern indistinct.
Area of upper wing covens
in front of the W appears scaly in good light; in excellent light, W
pattern becomes more obvious. feet and legs tlcsh tinged blue.
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flight
in light airs to light winds
is a flap and glide with some
dipping
and
rolling,
thus
resembling
that
of 'Marsh
Terns'
especially
the Black
Tern Chlid onias uigra. In the non-brccdin«

period appears to move northwards away from

i hc

breeding region;

(i) Underparts normally white but some individuals have full
or partial dusky grey band across upper breast and dusky patches 011
flanks. Ventral surfaces of wings wh irc with thinnish, dark edges.
In breeding season distributed
over sub-tropical water off N.S.W.
and to the southern limits of the East Australian
Current in the
Tasman Sea (Norris JY65).-Gould's
Petrel Pt cro dro ma leu copt eta
l euco ptera.
(ii) Underparts white or dusky with exception of white throat;
rare plumage phase occurs in which entire underparts are dusky.
Ventral surfaces of wings white with dark wedge along forc-"·ing
from body to carpel joint while outer primaries dark; thin, dark
trailing edge. In breeding season occurs in viciuity of the Fiji
Group.-Collarccl Petrel Pterodro ma leuco pt era breuipes.
13 inches,
(Compare
Fluttering
Shcarwatcr
l'uffi1111s
(pufji1111s) gauia.) Stouter than (3a) and (b), 4-(a) with heavier bill.

(b) Length

Uppcrparts mid-grey; slightly darker on crown and nape; tail grey.
Dorsal surfaces of ll'ings sooty grey with lighter coverts; white on
inner webs of primaries;
W pattern disccrnablc. Ventral surfaces
white with very dark bar along Iorewinv widening LO a conspicuous.
black axilliary patch; trailing edge of wing edged dusky grey. Bill
black. Feet and legs pinkish, dark tip to toes. Apparently occurs i11
the region of the Surropical Convergence 1.0 E. of New Zealand and
breeds at the Chatham Tsla11ds.Chatham Petrel Pt erodrom a

(hy/10/euca)

axillarls.

(c) Similar to 4(b) but with darker uppcrparts particularly on crowu,
Uppcrparts mid-grey /brown. Darkish tip to tail. W pattern distinct.
Dorsal surfaces of ll'ing3 dark tinged brown without grey coverts
of 4(b); little white 011 inner webs of primaries. Ventral surfaces
white with thick black edge to forcll'inµ; from primaries to carpel
joint thence a black line across the under wing coverts towards the
flanks; thick, dusky, trailing edge and white ax illiaries. Soft parts
as 4(b). Generally distributed over subtropical waters from E.
Australia eastwards to the Austral Islands and has been recorded
southwards to latitude '.l9°S to the E. of the Dominion.-Illaekwinged Petrel Pt erodromn (hy/)oleucaj nigrlp ennis.
Fleming ( 1954) has suggested that the dark anterior margin of the
unclerwing in the Hvpoleuca group may serve to differentiate it from the
"Cook ilaria" group. Bourne (pcrs. cornm.) has indicated that members of
both the groups get darker with a decrease of latitude i11 breeding distribution so that unrelated forms may resemble each other closly.
To summcrise such details of distribution
as gi,·c.:11 in the key, it seems
fairly clear that species of the .. Cookilaria" group arc migratory; breeding
in the South Pacific and spending the southern winter in the northern half
of the Pacific Ocean. Those of the Hy/10/e11rn group appear relatively
sedentary. The Bonin Petrel /'./1ypole11rn occurs in the North Pacific.
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HERE

AND THERE WITH THE BIRDS

FR0?-.'1 THE EDITOR'S LOGBOOK
A NOTE
TRUCJAL

FROM
OMAN

THE

ISLANDS

OFF

THE

COAST

OF

THE

When I received, quite unexpectedly, the Natural History Log of
Owen dating back to 195:>, and kindly sent me by Able Scaman
Hardy, the Navigator's Yeoman, it was with natural anticipation that I
turned over the pages. Nor was I disappointed for herein lay detailed notes
of whales, fishes, sea snakes, butterflies and moths, in fact all those aspects
of nature which can be observed from the deck of a ship at sea-not
forgetting the birds.
The coastline of the Trucial Oman is studded with islands rarely, if
ever, visited by naturalists, and 011 the first page of the log I found the
following entries . ovcmbcr, 195'~, to April, 1955.
"Southern part of the Persian Gulf on the islands offshore of the
Trucial Coast.
Flamingoes have been seen on several occasions in flights of a dozen
or more at a time making to the NE. On 22nd February, 1955, thirty-five
Flamingoes were assembled on the small flat sandy island of Halat Hail;
two half grown birds were amongst them. When disturbed they did not fly
away but set up a ··gobbling" cry, flapping their wings which showed a
brilliant crimson band.
Socotra Cormorants abound on all the islands visited in the Gulf. The
islands arc also their nesting grounds. The flocks number many thousands
n.xi.s.
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and it is difficult to know how all can exist. Many indeed clo not, for dead
birds litter their habitat, and as they show no external injury it is assumed
that they have died of starvation.
At their nesting sites young birds also
litter the ground and although some casualties may have occurred through
rock falls it would seem more likely that they too have starved.
The young when hatched and for some weeks afterwards arc covered
with short white down. The nesting places on the islands occur on the
sheltered sides of the summits, that is the S.E. sides. the nests being made
up of loose shale and guano, the eggs hatching
out during February/
March. The revolting stench at the nesting sites is aggravated by the
presence of small white "crab lice" which delight in biting humans as a
change from the less appetising 'Shag'.
Red-billed Tropic Birds have been observed frequently in the southern
area of the Gulf during March and April, but have not been seen during
the winter months.
[Note: However Chief Officer W. P. Crone has reported Red-billed
Tropic Birds apparently colonising
the small island of J. Tawakul during
the winter but gave no precise dat.e-Sea Swallow, 1962, page 31.-Ecl.]
Aden Gulls and Great Black-headed Gulls have been seen throughout
the period, and in late March a Lesser Frigate Bird landed on the ship.
It was exhausted and definitely identified.
During a 2~ clays camping party on the island of j aziratal Quarnain
tn early February
five Sea Eagles were present [From the description and
sketches these were clearly Ospreys.-Ed.] There were at least two eyries
on top of the craggy hills, large untidy nests six foot across consisting of
pieces of coconut rope, sponges and remains of prey. The latter included
fish scales and tails, lizards' rails, birds' heads, and bones up to eight
inches long. The birds themselves were soaring overhead most of the clay,
but still active, noisy and on the \\'ing at 10 p.rn., a full moon ridin.g high
overhead. On several occasions they were seen to be carrying large objects
in their talons."

HURRICANES

IN Tl-II:: OFFING

It takes a dedicated birdwatcher to keep his bird log going when a
hurricane
is approaching, but Radio Officer W. F. Curtis, s.s. Mobil
Skill, trading between the Caribbean and New York during August and
September, 1964, included the following notes in his passage census sheets:
··24th August,
1964. 18°54'N, 67°48'W (The Mona Passage west
of Puerto Rico). Wind already cyclonic force 9 to 12 and above. 35 Brown
Boobies, 11 Blue-faced Boobies, 4 Common Nodclies and 40 Sooty Terns.
Hurricane 'Cleo' approximately
100 miles to the south. Wind between 50
and 70 knots. Boobies and later Frigate-birds
did not seem unduly
hampered and except for odd occasions had full control of flight in
rapidly rising wind. The terns were showing great difficulty.
An hour later
'Cleo' swung suddenly northwards and passed over the ship, wind speeds
being estimated at 130 knots (San Juan Weather Bureau). Visibility was
now nil so no birds could be seen in any case, nor were any seen for the
rest of the day after the hurricane had passed. [No doubt they had been
blown before the wind-Ed.]
11th September, 1964, 17°47'N, 65°12'W
(The Virgin Passage east of
Puerto Rico). 90 Audubon's Shearwatcrs,
20 Magnificent
Frigate-birds,
50 Brown Boobies, 20 Blue-faced Boobies, 500 Sooty Terns, l,000 Common
Noddies and 100 Brown-winged Terns. The vessel went through the Virgin
Passage instead of the Mona Passage to avoid hurricane 'Ethel' which was
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about 100
birds were

miles north of Puerto Rico mo,·in~
westwards,
Almost all the
i11 one concentration
two or three miles south of the islands and

a large shoal of fish was noted in the vicinity.
Eighteen to twenty-four
hours earlier the hurricane had passed 10 the north of the Virgin Island'
Whether the shoal of fish had attracted such a large concentration of
birds I would not like to say, but it is within reason to assume that the
land could have provided some shelter for such large numbers south of
the islands.
Sf~'A /JIRDS AVOTD!NG

OIL PATCHES

Lieutenant Commander Casement, R.N., reports that while observing
flocks of the Aegean species of Manx Shearwaters in the Bosphorus a patch
of oil on the water caused birds to rise a [cw [cct as the flocks passed over
it and then to swoop down again to within a few feet of the sea. Several
flocks were seen to do th is. It would he interesting to know by what sense
thry detected ii.
BROWN-WJNG/i,D

TEH.NS COME TO ROOST ONBOARD

In a recent report, (Ardea, Jrg 53, afl1, 1965), Captain W. F. J.
Morzcr Bruyns and Professor K. H. Voous draw attention to night feeding
by Sooty Terns in the case of a bird recovered onboard at night in the
Eastern Pacific Ocean and which regurgi1ated freshly swallowed deep sea
fishes themselves no doubt brought to the surface on ascending currents in
an area of converging currents.
We arc able to confirm the many occasions on which the cries of
Sooty or l3rown-wi11gcd Terns have been heard calling around ships at
night.

J. 0. Brinkley now sends us this report from his ship, s.s. Bid ford
Priory at the southern end of the Red Sea <luring 18th and 19th May.
1965:
"Ar dusk on 18th May in position
13°30'N, 42°45'E, seven Brownwinged Terns came to roost on the poop deck guardrails.
After several
near misses [ was able to capture one, complete an examination form and
ring it with
.I.O. ring 2905(0). I boarded it for the night and released it
next day in position J6°30'N, 40°45'E. No food was taken or vomitted."
Chief Engineer L. J. Macinnes
Persian Gulf during April, 1965 :-

also sends us t h is report

from the

"After darkness fell during the northward passage of the Persian Gulf
en route to embark oil fuel a Hock of what proved to be Brown-winged
Terns kept flying at the ship out of the darkness.
This was kept up for
about two hours.
On our return run loaded we were much lower .in the water.
On
19th April Brown-winged Terns once again kept flying around the lighted
area over the stern, and one daring bird landed on the after rail and
squatted.
This was the signal for the others to roosr, and amid much
excitement ten lined up all facing the same way.
It seemed clear that
standing was not their strong point as they sat tightly on alighting. Finally
the last to join the squatters tried to land on top of the others and
fetched up on a coiled rope. There T rescued him or her and made an
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examination.
The bird was a splendidly clean specimen except that the
bill alone was covered in fuel oil which was cleaned off. It was noticeable that only the bill had been in the water, the feathers were quite free.
On being released after about an hour my bird immediately
joined his
mates in the line and started to preen."

A MULTITUDE OF FRIGATE BIRDS
Chief Officer P. W. G. Chilrnan sends us this account of his observations from xr.v. Amast ra while the ship was lying alongside at Punta
Cardon, Venezuela, on 23rd August, 1964·:"Soon after daylight, at about 0600 hours, magnificent
frigate-birds
appeared in very large numbers forming a narrow band extending from
the coast to about a mile offshore.
There must have been eight hundred
10 a thousand,
certainly no less, hovering head to wind at heights between
two hundred and a thousand feet. From time to time for no apparent
reason pan of the band would swirl in unison and again settle head to
wind.
Pairs of birds, nor males and females in particular,
but any two
birds, would break from the concentration,
playing
or fighting and
falling considerable distances meanwhile.
Nearly all these birds however
were females or young, not more than 20% being fully adult. An hour
and a half later the concentration began 1.0 disperse further to seawards.
There arc always plenty of Frigate-birds here hut I have never seen
anything like this before."

SOUTHERN GREAT SKUAS ONBOARD
Chief Officer J. A. F. Jenkins has certainly
capped the record
appearing on page 86 of Sea Swallows, 1964, by the following interesting
notes. He writcs i-e"It is a very common thing around the Australian Coast for Southern
Great Skuas IO alight onboard.
We have had four or five of these birds
sitting on various masts and sarnpson posts at the same time.
Another interesting
thing about these birds is that they can be
attracted from their free seats and brought down Lo the bridge level hy
letting a whire handkerchief flutter in the breeze. Perhaps rhey imagine
that it is a bird in distress because they will almost come right down
within feet of you to have a closer look. It is a very easy way to impress
people!
I just say "would you like to have a closer look at that bird,"
and it is not very often that rhey let you down.
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